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PREFACE
The contents of this introduction had a long conception period. I tried to
re- and reshape it since I begun teaching Turkology at the Attila József University, Szeged, Hungary, in 1974.1 first outlined the basic contours of this variant
in Bonn in the academic year 1982/83, when I tought there as a visiting professor in the Zentralasiatisches SeminarComing' back to Szeged I changed the
language from German to English and used the draft for graduate courses. In
the meantime I learnt that several of my colleagues were preparing similar
introductions. I almost left my manuscript unfinished when I met some of these
colleagues and realized that our approaches were basically different. I became
convinced that our respective introductions would fit into a greater framework
complementing each other. Thus I set myself to finish the work. Unfortunetely
other inevitable duties have hindered me to complete the entire work. This
volume is only the first of a series but does not bear this numeral because I am
in this respect superstitious. The second volume is practically ready. It will
contain the introduction to the sources in the Manichean, Sogdian, Uighur and
Arabic scripts. These systems of writing were used to render Old Turkic texts.
In a further part I intend to deal with those writing systems in which we find
Old Turkic words, names and isolated phrases, such as Chinese, Pahlavi, Georgian, Armenian, Greek, Latin, Cyrillic, Hebrew. In an Appendix I shall summerize our knowledge on the inscriptions written with the East European
"Runic" script(s) wich I consider practically undeciphered. If space will allow I
plan to add Syriac and Phagspaal though Turkic texts written in these systems
pertain to the Middle Turkic period. Thus volumes I and II will offer a kind of
graphematic and ortographic analyzis of Old Turkic. In Volume HI all loanwords from Old Turkic into non Turkic languages will be dealt with. Here the
earliest Turkic layers in Mongolian and in the Uralic languages, among them of
course Hungarian, will have our main attention.
I hope very much that the three volumes will lay a solid foundation for
a phonetic and a phonological analyzis of Old Turkic.
Compiling this book I have tried to write for graduate level students of
Turkology. I hope, however, that it will be useful for undergraduates, as well,
presupposing a well qualified instructor. Perhaps some parts will be useful for
non Turkologists in the adjacent fields.
I would like to offer my sincere thanks to all my colleagues in Szeged
who helped me with advises and corrections. My special thanks are due to
Klára Szőnyi- Sándor who took care of editing the text and to Etelka Szőnyi
for drawing the tables.
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THE TURKS AND TURKOLOGY
Turkology is a branch of science which deals with the Turks. In the
broadest sense it is interested in any fact which is connected with the Turks,
but in a narrower sense it deals with their language, history, literature and
other cultural activities. In this book the term Turkology will be used for one
aspéct of these studies, namely the linguistic one. Accordingly Turkology will be
used as a term denoting the study of the Turkic languages, their history and
present state. We shall interested ourselves in the history of the Turkic languages with the aim of reconstructing this history, but also of gaining data on the
history of the people and their culture. In the second part of this book we shall
also try to give a picture of the present Turkic languages with the aim of providing the essentials for their comparison.
Before we go ahead we have to define the term Turk. In the usage of
the present times the name Turk is used to denote two different groups of
people. In a narrower sense Turk is the name of the Turkish speaking population of the Republic of Turkey. In the following we shall call their language
Turkish. In some books this Turkish language is called Ottoman Turkish, Turkish
of Turkey and so on. We shall use Ottoman Turkish for the old literary language
of the Ottoman Empire. During the long history of the Ottoman Empire there
existed also a spoken language with many dialects, these spoken idioms we shall
quote as Osmanii. About the periodization of these idioms and of their relative
chronology we shall speak later.
In a broader sense Türk denotes any people which speak a language
which belongs to the Turkic group of languages. For the languages spoken by
the Turkic people we shall use the generic term Turkic. The contrast Turkish
and Turkic is artificial and gained recognition only in the last few decades, it
has been modelled after the opposition German for the German language and
Germanic for a larger group of languages to which belong also English, the
Scandinavian languages Norvégián, Swedish, Danish and also Flemish and the
ianguage of the Netherlands. A few English scholars oppose the usage of Turkic, they suggest using Turkish for the whole language family and Republican
Turkish fór the Turkish of Turkey. The other European languages also have
problems with this distinction. In German Tiirkisch is used both for the smaller
and the larger group, recently Türkéi Tiirkisch is appearing for the smaller
group, Osmantiirkisch is used for the old literary language. In French the name
turc denotes both the smaller and the greater group, but also here tunc as well
as turque du Turquie is used. In Russián until the thirties of this century tureckiy
was the term of all languages, but since then a new differentiation arose, and
now tureckiy denotes only Turkish and turkskiy is the term denoting Turkic.
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In this book Turkology will be used for the study of the Turkic languages
independent of when they were spoken.
We shall speak about historical Turkic languages spoken in the past and
present or modern Turkic languages spoken recently.
There does exist a considerable uncertainty about the name Türk. Not
only its etymology is debated but also its early pronunciation and usage. Some
authors claim that the oldest fixed form of this name is not Türk but Turku.
This opinion is based on the following facts: In the East Turkic Runic inscriptions we find the word written with letters TWRK, where the last letter K is
written with a special sign which occurs only before and after ö or ü. This
would entitle us to read türkü, türük, türkö, tűrök. It is however almost a rule
without exception that in the great inscriptions final vowels are written in full,
i.e. with a separate sign, therefore only the forms türük and tűrök would be
plausible. "Would be" in the previous sentence refers to the fact, that all this is
true only in the case of non-reduced vowels. So this written form as well reflect
a reduced labial in word final position. In the Chinese sources we find two
hieroglyphs, which render the pronunciation of the name of the Turks. The first
had to be read in Middle Chinese as t'ua or d'us (Karlgren No. 489a), and is
pronounced in the present Chinese language of Beijing as Tu (t"u), the second
was pronounced as knvat (Karlgren 301c) and is pronounced in modern Pekingese as que (chüe, kde). Later on we shall deal in a more detailed way with the
Chinese transcription of Turkic, here it will suffice if we state that the present
pronunciation of these hieroglyphs is Tuchüe. The Middle Chinese rendered
something as *türköt, or türkür, but the second form makes no sense. The first
is not the basic form of the name, but reflects a non Turkic form with a suffix.
It has been suggested that the final -t is the sign of the plural, and in fact some
ethnonyms are frequently used in the plural, as we would say "the Turks". This
plural can be either Sogdian or Mongolian, but not Turkic The Mongolian
plural is in fact -d and can be used only for words ending in -n,
-r, thus a
form Türküd would be possible only if the singular would have been Türkün,
Türkül or Türkür, none of which is anywhere recorded. The plural in -t in
Sogdian is not dependent on the final, so it is very likely that the Chinese form
reflects a Sogdian twrkwt as Harmatta (1972) suggested. This is also historically
very plausible, since as we shall see that the Sogdians played an important role
in Central Asia at the time of the appearance of the Turks. And in fact in the
recently discovered Inscription of Bugut which is written in Sogdian we find the
form trkwt. The Sogdian form *türkül tells us nothing about the final vowel of
the name, because if the original name was Türk, a connecting vowel -«- would
have had to be added because the cluster rkt in the final was unpronounceable.
According to Bailey (1985 102) the ending would be an Iranian adjective suffix
-kut, thus *türkül would be in fact an adjective and not a noun (more precisely
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türk-kut). This possibility is connected with the etymology of the ethnonym.
Some authors quote the Tibetan name of the Turks. This occurs in the early
Tibetan sources as dru-gu. The Tibetan could have written also drug (in some
sources it occurs, but seems to be secondary) but it could not write turk or
durk, because it had no final -rk. The Tibetan form is however not a direct
reflection of the name. It is of Khotanese origin. In Khotan the inhabitants
spoke an East Iranian language until the end of the 10th century which was
called Saka. In this language ttrukä is the original form but in later texts tturka
is also found (see Bailey 1985). The initial double tt denotes only a simple stop
t- and the final -ä was not pronounced in later Khotanese Saka. The first form
thus reflects a name truk, perhaps earlier truka, the second reflects Türk. The
Khotanese form truk seems to be of great age, because the Tibetan form can
be only considered as the reflection of truk and not of Turk. The latter would
have been rendered as dur-gu or dur-ku, as e.g. the name Türgesh is rendered as
dur-gyis. Considering the Khotanese Truk(a) we have two options. Either this is
the original name or this is a secondary development in Saka. If we have to do
with the first possibility we are confronted, with a name of non Turkic origin
which has been transferred to the Turks who adapted this name Truk to their
phonetical system as Türk, a case which is very frequent with ethnical names,
let us only refer to the name of the Russians or the Hungarians. In this case all
etymologies which later connected the ethnonym Türk with Turkic words would
be late folk etymologies. This is also very frequent with ethnonyms. In the
second case Truk(a) would be a Khotanese Saka development and would render an earlier Türk with perhaps a vowel at the end of uncertain quality. Even
in this case we cannot be certain whether the name itself is of Turkic origin,
since the Sakas could have learnt it from other people, or from the Turks
themselves but even in the latter case it is not necessarily a Turkic word, they
could have given themselves a name of non Turkic origin as do the Russians,
or the French, (as we know Rus is not a Slavic nor Frank a Romance word).
Most scholars, however, opt for the Turkic origin of the name Türk. The
opinions about the Turkic etymon of the name Türk can be divided into two
groups. To the first pertain those who depart from the adjective türk, the others
try to find other, words. To the latter pertain scholars who derive the name
from a suffixed form of Turkic torn- 'to come into existence, to be created'.
This idea is based on the fact that many ethnic names are connected with the
concept of 'being'. This suggestion has however to be refuted, because the
vowel of the first syllable is safely everywhere -ü- or its regular reflex. Some
tried to combine the name Türk with the noun tore 'place of highly esteemed
guests in the yurt' or torn 'customary law', both ideas have to be refused because of phonetical and also semantical difficulties. An idea that the basic word
was not türk but tür, to which suffixes as kü and n or t have been attached is
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also not acceptable. The only Turkic word which has a chance of being connected with the ethnonym is türk. But also here we are confronted with different opinions and confusing facts. The word occurs in the Old Turkic texts, but
as we shall see its exact meaning in these text is also debated. Then it occurs in
the Divän of Mahmud al-Kashgari, where we read the following: TRK ' name
of a city in the country of the Turks', TURK 'Name of the son of Noah, God's
blessing be upon him. This is the name by which God called the sons of Turk son
of Noah, just as 'Man' is the name of Adam, peace be upon him, in the following
verse [citations from the Koran follow...], ...it is a collective noun, since there is no
one who can be excluded from this singular. In the same way Türk' is the name
of the son of Noah, in the singular, but when it refers to his sons it is a collective like the word 'human', it is used for singular or plural Likewise, 'Rum' is the
name of Rum son of Esau son of Isaac, God's blessings be upon him, and also
his sons were called by that name. I state that at-Turk is the name given by God.
This is on the authority of the venerable Shayk and Imam, al-Husayn Ibn Khalaf
al-Kashgari, who was told by Ibn al-Gharqi, who said...." and follows the praise
of the Turks, also a poem and then it is continued: The singular is TURKu as
well as the pluraL Idm son 'who are you?'; türk man 7 am a Turk'; türk süsi
atlandi The troops of the Turks mounted". The point is here that Kashgari
joining the Mohammedan tradition connects the ancestor of the Turks with
Noah, and further he has to make clear to the Arabs that the word Türk has no
special plural form as most of the Arabic ethnonyms have. (Later the form
terak was used). He points to the fact that this is a collective noirn as well, it
should not to be suffixed e.g. with -ler, so you have to say türk süsi atlandi and
not *türkler süsi atlandi, or atlandilar. Here the only problematical place is
where Kashgari writes once the singular as TURKu. In the given place the
word is written with two dammas, and until the last edition of Dankoff and
Kelly (1982, 274) it was either neglected or uncertain. Now according to Dankoff the second u has been written by a later hand and does not pertain to the
original. After this item follows a third one: TURK a particle of time indicating
'the mid-point of the ripening of a fruit'. Thus türk üxüm ödi 'the mid-time of
ripening grapes', türk quyas ödi 'mid time (i.e. noon)', türkyigit 'a young man at
the prime of his youth' (all texts in the translation of Dankoff op.cit). The only
modern spoken Turkic language where this word seems to survive is Kirghiz,
where the word türk denotes 'big, fat, about sheep; ob ovcah knipnyj i zirnyj'
(Yudahin). In Ottoman we find türk as 'young, beautiful' but it is uncertain
whether this meaning is a secondary development of the ethnonym or the same
word as in Kirghiz. This ethnonym has in many languages the meaning 'young,
beautiful (people)' and the opposite 'terrifying, coarse (people)', as e.g. in
Persian or in French, German. Thus Clauson (1962) seems to be right when he
writes that in none of the Turkic languages of the Middle or Modern period
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does the word mean 'strength'. He also concluded that the idea that Türk
should be derived from a Turkic word for 'strength', as suggested by Németh
(1926) and accepted by most scholars should be abandoned. The question of
the word türk in the Old Turkic texts is, however another case. In some texts it
stands alone and it is not always clear whether it denotes an ethnic group or is
a qualifier, as e.g. in türk bodun Türk people'. In' some other texts it is the
second part of a so called hendiadys, a binomial expression where both parts of
the construction have the same, or almost the same meaning. Where türk stands
as part of a binomial expression it is always erk türk. The word erk has the basic
meaning in these texts 'power, strength, will, free will'. It had a disyllabic form
erik from which the Hungarian word erő 'strength' can be derived. It was borrowed also by Mongolian in the form erke and has there the meaning 'power,
authority". The word türk had to have the same meaning as^or a semantic field
veiy near to erk. Taking into account the data of Kashgari the noun türk had
to denote the strength and authority reached by somebody when he was at his
biological maturity, a similar meaning was also used for animals. It is unlikely
that this shoiild have been the name of an ethnic group, but it could have
become the epitetón omans of a ruling clan 'the mighty, those who have the
authority, the strength, the power', and from this it became first the name of a
tribe ruled by this clan and later the name of all people speaking the same
language or living in the same Empire.
This solution does not exclude the one mentioned earlier, namely that
the name Türk is finally of non Turkic origin. It may have been of foreign, non
Turkic origin, büt later when it became the name of the ruling Turkic clan it
was reinterpreted as a Turkic name and used consciously as such. In 551 A.D.
a coalition of tribes under the leading tribe of the Turks founded a new Empire
in Inner Asia and later the name became the name of this Khanate and the
name of the people who pertained to it Even later, after the dissolution of the
first Turkic Kanate the name became a generic name for all groups of people
speáking a language related. According to the Chinese Annals the Turks got
their name from the Golden Mountain which had the form of a helmet, and a
helmet is called in their language *türküt. No such or similar word is hitherto
known from any Central Asiatic language, with the exception of Khotanese
Saka where we Gad tturaka 'cover", in Turkic qapqay. (On the earlier history of
the question without the last Saka data see Doerfer TMEN II 483-495, Clauson
1962.)
"
We see that the name Turk had its own history before it became a term
in European scholarship. Turkology in the narrower sense used in this book
deals with the languagés of the Turks.
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TURKIC AND THE OTHER LANGUAGES
Turkic and the Altaic languages
Altaic is the name of a language family. Language family is a term used
for a special type of a group of languages. To understand what exactly a language family is we have to know the difference between such terms as linguistic
identity, linguistic similarity and linguistic correspondence. Two linguistic forms are
identical if and only if their phonetic shape and semantics are the same. Similar
are two units of a language when they are not identical but their form and/or
their meaning resemble each other. Two linguistic units (words, phrases, structures etc.) correspond to each other if their difference can be described by
stating regularities. Languages cannot be grouped according to their linguistic
identities because in no two languages do identical features exist, at best features are only similar. Even in cases of formal (phonetic) and semantic identity
their usage, Le. the rules for their use in the different languages are different
To a language family belong languages which have the same genetic
affinity, or with other words which belong to the same group of languages
where the group is defined by the genetic principle. The genetic principle says
that two or more languages belongs to the same genetic group of languages if
and only if their basic subsystems can be followed back with help of tracing
regular changes to a common language. The theory of linguistic relationship
needs further elucidation but we cannot go here into details (see for details
R6na-Tas 1978). In the genetically related languages we find regular correspondences but neither identity nor similarity is needed to prove genetic relationship. Therefore neither identities nor similarities tell us anything about the
genetic relationship of languages.
Similarity between languages can be due to several factors of which the
most important are the following: 1. chance, 2. typological affinity, 3. convergency from independent different points of departure, 4. historical causes. The
historical causes can be: a. genetical relationship, b. areal contacts, c. the impact of a language from outside, which may act as a superstrate or a substrate.
As we see similarities can be due to many factors. For the linguist those features are of interest which are due not to superficial similarities but to regular
correspondence. Chance can never cause regular correspondence, but all other
factors can. Therefore even regular correspondences between two languages do
not necessarily say anything about their genetic relationship. The genetic relationship is a very special kind of the possible grouping of languages. Why has
the genetical grouping a special status in linguistic science?
Languages can be grouped by criteria which can be arbitrary or non
arbitrary, exhaustive or non exhaustive and unambiguous or not unambiguous.
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If a criterion is non arbitrary this means that this grouping is the only possible.
If a grouping is non exhaustive this means that there may exist a language
which belongs to none of the groups, and if a grouping is not unambiguous this
means that a language may belong at the same time to two or more groups
(see Greenberg 1957). How we can group languages? In many ways. The simplest way is to group languages according to their geographical distribution, as
"languages of Africa", "Baltic languages" (languages spoken in the Baltic and not
the Baltic branch of the Indo-European languages, thus including also Estonian
not only Iituanian and Latvian), "languages of Inner Asia". Such a grouping is
arbitrary, because it is arbitrary where we draw the borders, it may be exhaustive but it is not unambiguous, any of the languages may belong to another
geographical grouping, e.g. the languages of Inner Asia to the languages of
Asia. Languages can be grouped according to their typological character. We
can speak e.g. of languages which have vowel harmony, languages which have
the sequence Subject Object Predicate, languages which have no grammatical
gender. Such groupings are arbitrary, because any such features or their combination can used for grouping. Then typological grouping is exhaustive, because
if we have two groups as e.g. the languages with vowel harmony and the languages without it, any of the languages will belong to one of the two groups,
and typological grouping is unambiguous because there will be no language
which could belong to both of the groups at the same time. Genetic grouping is
a way of grouping which is non arbitrary. There do not exist two groupings
made according to the genetic principle which could be equally true, any language pertains to one and only to one genetic group.
DOO vtritmy

cxhansthc

immhjguous

«real

-

•jpologkaU

-

+

+

+

+

+

genetic

-

TABLE I.
The grouping according to the genetic principle has a second advantage.
If properly used it can offer important insights into the history of the people
who spoke it.
Now we can turn to the term Altaic linguistic family. The name Altaic
comes from the Altai mountains in Central Asia, once supposed to be the original homeland of the people who spoke the Altaic languages. The term Altaic
languages has changed its content during the last two hundred years. In the
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middle of the 19th century some scholar^ (as e.g. W. Schott) used the term
Altaic languages for a group which we would call nowadays Uralic and Altaic
languages. From the end of the last century Altaic languages denoted the Turkic,
the Mongolian and the Manchu-Tunguzian languages. Later on some scholars
suggested that Korean should be also called Altaic, and finally there are some
scholars who claim that Japanese is one of the Altaic languagesThe study of the history of the Korean and the Japanese languages in
respect of a comparison of these languages with other Altaic languages has not
reached a scholarly level which would enable us to use these data for Turkological purposes. If such a genetic relationship ever existed it is so remote that
with our present data and methods the output of the comparison of Korean
and/or Japanese with the Turkic languages can be ignored. Neither Korean nor
Japanese ever had any traceable linguistic contacts with the Turkic languages
thus, unlike Mongolian and Manchu-Tunguzian their study does not help the
reconstruction of later phases in the history of the Turkic languages. For a long
time in the 19th century the genetic relationship of Turkic, Mongolian and
Manchu-Tunguzian was not a hypothesis which had to be proved, but evidence
which had to be demonstrated. The claim that the Altaic languages are genetically related became the object of serious scholarship with the works of the
great Finnish scholar G. K. Ramstedt. His views were further elaborated by N.
Poppe and some other scholars. According to them it can be demonstrated by
sound linguistic methods that the three groups, Turkic, Mongolian and ManchuTunguzian are genetically related. Ramstedt in his later works included also
Korean in the Altaic linguistic family. The views of Ramstedt and Poppe slowly
became generally accepted in the first half of this century. A few scholars
remained sceptic, others formulated their views more cautiously, but by and
large until the middle of this century the genetic relationship of Turkic to
Mongolian and Manchu-Tunguzian was considered as proved. Beginning with
the fifties a few scholars tried to challenge and refute the arguments of Ramstedt and Poppe. Among them Clauson, Doerfer, Shcherbak and the author of
this Introduction could be mentioned. (For my arguments see in detail R6naTas 1974b). As a conclusion of the "Debate of the Altaists and Anti-Altaists" as
this discussion is usually called, two conclusions have been unanimously accepted. The one is that the Turkic and the Mongolian languages on the one hand
and the Mongolian and Manchu-Tunguzian languages on the other had long
lasting and early contacts, which caused several layers of loanwords. Whatever
the case with the genetic relationship of the three groups may be, first these
later layers have to be separated and only what remains can be considered as
the stock of a possible common Proto Altaic language. The discussion goes on
only about what we have to consider as the earliest and therefore (if such
existed) as the common stock. The other conclusion was that the similarities
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and correspondences among the three branches can be due to several factors.
Some turned out to be secondary typological convergencies others are due to
areal contacts. But in any case, it became clear that the most essential problems
of the history of the Turkic languages cannot be solved without the profound
knowledge and analysis of the Mongolian and in some respects of the ManchuTunguzian linguistic history. The opinion of the author of this Introduction is
that those linguistic correspondences which have been quoted by Ramstedt,
Poppe and their followers as arguments in favour of the genetic affinity of the
Altaic languages cannot be accepted as such. They witness early contacts and
are loanwords. Nevertheless after having separated these very old layers, the
remaining very thin layer may pertain to a common Altaic proto-language. We
shall return to some of the questions of detail and demonstrate them by the
help of examples.
Turkic and Uralic
Two large groups belong to the Uralic linguistic family: the Finno-Ugric
and the Samoyed languages. For a long time in the 19th century scholars believed that the Uralic and the Altaic languages were genetically related. This
was categorically denied by Ramstedt, but a pupil of Ramstedt Rásánen was an
adherent of this view, and in a few papers Poppe also returned to this opinion.
Some Uralists, e.g. B. Collinder, also argued in favour of the relationship of
Uralic and Altaic (see the discussion in JSFOu 1983, for my views see there
235-251). A very special view has been expressed by J. Németh. Németh did not
speak about linguistic relationship among Uralic and Altaic but about special
"relation-like old contacts" between Turkic and Finno-Ugric (see Németh's viejv
in Németh 1942-47 and my analysis of his views in Róna-Tas 1983c). Another
formulation can be met in the works of D. Sinor. According to him the respective languages have to be placed as follows:
Samoyed

Tunguz

Finno-Ugric

Mongol
Turkic

This means that Turkic had special early contacts with Mongolian and FinnoUgric, Finno-Ugric with Turkic and Samoyed, Samoyed with Finno-Ugric and
Tunguz, Mongol with Tunguz and Turkic (see now in detail Sinor 1988). This
hypothesis would locate the five proto-languages in an early area where the
contacts were circular but not diametral.
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There is no doubt that the Turkic languages had very early contacts with
both the Proto-Samoyed (see Róna-Tas 1980) and the Finno-Ugric languages.
For reconstruction of the Turkic linguistic history very important are the early
loanwords from an r-Turkic language in Proto Samoyed. The continuous contacts of Turkic languages with the Finno-Ugric languages offer a great help in
reconstructing Turkic. In fact the earliest monuments which we can reconstruct
for the history of the Turkic languages are the loans in Mongolian, but very
early are also those borrowed by Proto Samoyed, Ugric and Hungarian (see the
detailed study in Róna-Tas 1988b).
Turkic and Indo-European
• The Turkic languages had very early and from then on continuous contacts with the Iranian group of the Indo-European languages, to which belong
not only Persian, but also several other languages, such as Saka, Sogdian,
Khvarazmian etc. But since the end of the last century scholars have also dealt
with the possibility that Turkic or Altaic had early contacts with the not yet
differentiated Indo-European or with very early Indo-European languages other
then Iranian or even Indo-Iranian. Ramstedt (1946-47) and Németh (1942-47)
expressed the view that some very early migrating cultural words reached the
Altaic (Ramstedt) or Turkic (Németh) languages. In some cases the direction of
borrowing is uncertain. Németh called attention to a few early Tocharian loanwords in Turkic and I suggested very hypothetically a few more parallels (RónaTas 1974a, on which now see the critical evaluation of Ivanov 1988). Turkic
parallels with early Indo-European forms have, been dealt with by Gamkrelidze
and Ivanov in their recently published book (Gamkrelidze and Ivanov 1984)
and I have discussed the problem recently (Róna-Tas 1990). The result is that
in Turkic but not in Mongolian or in Manchu-Tunguzian a small group of early
migrating cultural words can be found which do not seem to result from early
language contact. The oldest form of Turkic was spoken in an area where these
migrating words could easily reach it. Though I am even more sceptical about
the validity of my own Turkic-Tocharian comparisons as Ivanov seems to be,
some traces of such a contact can be supposed. Another source of the migrating
cultural words quoted above could come from the language group which Gamkrelidze and Ivanov call Old European, i.e. the common ancestor of BaltoSlavic, Ijlyrian, Italo-Celtic and Germanic.
Turkic and the Ketic languages
The group of Northern Asiatic languages which do not belong to any of
the known linguistic families and are most probably not even related to each
other are called Paleoasiatic languages. Among them only one is of interest to
Turkological studies, this is Ketic or as it was earlier called by some authors
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Yenisei Ostyak (not related to the Finno-Ugrian Ostyak language, and this name
was later abandoned). Ketic itself is a group of languages, some of which died
out only in the 19th or even 20th centuries. Besides Ketic proper such local
variants as Arm, Assan, Kot, Pumpokol were recorded in the 18th century (see
Dul'zon 1961). These languages were or are still spoken around Krasnoyarsk,
North to the area where the present Khakass language is spoken. It has been
suggested that the Ketic language earlier played a greater role, some even
thought that the Asiatic Huns or the Hsiung-nu people spoke in this language
(see Ligeti 1950, Pulleyblank 1961-1962). From the middle of this century Ketic
studies got a new impetus (on earlier studies see Jakobson; Hiittle-Worth and
Beebe 1957, Vdovin-Tereshchenko 1959), but we are far from having a reliable
material for early, or reconstructed Ketic. Nevertheless a few early Turko-Ketic
parallels show that further investigations promise to be fruitful (some parallels
are dealt with in my unpublished dissertation R6na-Tas 1970).
Turkic and the so called Nostratic language family
The name Nostratic was coined by H. Pedersen (1903) from the Latin
noster 'our*. The hypothesis has been revived and placed on new foundations by
V. M. Ulich-Svitych and his school. According to this hypothesis there existed a
common proto-language of the following six great linguistic families: Altaic,
Uralic, Indo-European, Dravidan Semito-Hamitic and Kartvelian. Dravidan is
the common name of the group the languages which had been spoken on the
Indian subcontinent before the Aryan Indie people occupied it, and many of the
present day languages in India and Sri Lanka are descendants of Dravidan, the
most well known of which is Tamil. Kartvelian is the name of a group of Caucasian languages of which the most important is Georgian (many of the Caucasian languages are not related to Kartvelian). It is the merit of Mich-Svitych
that he observed that of these six linguistic families the most problematical is
Altaic, end its members (that is Turkic, Mongolian and Manchu-Tunguzian) are
farther from each other than any other two members of any other linguistic
families (Illich-Svitych 1971, 69). Nevertheless Mich-Svitych and his followers
claim that the six language families are genetically related. The methodological
problem with this and similar claims is that we do not have the adequate methods to investigate the case. We have to work with rules and regularities which
can be observed in cases of or abstracted from extant languages. The functions
of the language and the way it changed were essentially formed in the Neolithic
Age. It needed a certain size of group of speakers who lived together constantly, a certain amount of steadiness in the migration of the people and it is not a
mere chance that all known language families can be followed at best to the
Neolithic Age. The human language is of course much older than the Neolithic
Age, but known languages do not go beyond the beginnings of the Neolithic
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Age, and therefore it is theoretically futile to research any proto-language which
must have existed earlier than the Neolithic Age as is the case with Nostratic.
A second methodological problem of the Nostratic school is that the reliability
of any reconstruction has an inverted probability to the number of the asterisked, hypothetical forms which are needed to bridge over the gap between the
known data and the proto-language. Those who beleive in the Nostratic theory
need a long chain of hypothetical forms to reach their final reconstruction. If
there existed an Altaic proto-language this had to be extant earlier than 5.000
B.C. and the Nostratic proto-language, if it ever existed, must have existed
many thousand years earlier. We know nothing about eventual changes during
these many thousands of years, nor about foreign influences etc. The Nostratic
hypothesis does not help in Turkological studies.
To sum up: Early Turkic had very close contacts with Mongolian, important early contacts with Proto Samoyed, with the earliest Finno-Ugric languages,
with Tocharian and Old European, later with Iranian, and perhaps with early
Ketic. Later several Turkic languages came into contact with other languages as
well. All these linguistic contacts help us to reconstruct the history of the Turkic
language(s).
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THE PERIODIZATION OF TURKIC LINGUISTIC
HISTORY
General considerations on linguistic periodization
Periodization in historical linguistics is a practical device. Since language
changes continually, and there are no leaps and bounds in the stream of linguistic history, we cannot accept any periodization based on the specific internal
features of the language, which does not mean that we cannot characterize periods in them. The segmentation of the bundle of changes we give depends on
our concept of language situation, on our methods of linguistic reconstruction
and the character of the sources at our disposal. By language situation we
understand the language as a kind of action and its social environment. The
periodization of linguistic history is practical insofar as it serves as a short cut
instead of a cumbersome description of chronological relations and helps to
treat chronologically different data in an easier way.
Since most of the past stages of linguistic history appear as a result of
linguistic reconstruction we have to mention briefly the discussion about the
status of reconstructed languages. Some scholars claim that reconstructed languages are identical with the living languages of the respective period, other
deny the reality of the reconstructed languages. We can accept neither of the
two extremities. Reconstruction is an approach which always tries to approximate the natural language of a past period, the grade of approximation may be
greater or less depending on many circumstances. But it is a natural language
which is or should be reflected by the approximation. Thus we may know fewer
rules of a reconstructed language than existed but a reconstructed language has
no rules which did not exist in fact, save they are more simple. This already
had been clearly formulated by Bloomfield (1933, 302-303) who distinguished
occurent and reconstructed languages. The latter has to try to reflect the former
as closely as possible, but, by definition, it can never be identical with it.
In most cases reconstruction is not devoid of contradictions. Some of
these contradictions are simply due to the weakness of our methods or to
insufficient data. Other contradictions can be eliminated by assuming or recognizing secondary developments. But most reconstructions have some inherent
contradictions, and many attempts have been made to master this problem. One
of such attempts was the famous wave theory by J. Schmidt, (1872) who supposed that those contradictions which were inevitable in the family-tree model
of Schleicher (1871) can be solved by supposing that some changes did not
occur along the lines of the family tree but spread as waves over the territory
inhabited by the speakers. Trubetzkoy (1933) tried to overcome these contradictions by supposing that Indo-European developed from different languages
through an areal, secondary process, ("they became Indo-European languages").
He assumed that what can be reconstructed without contradictions originated
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from a secondarily converged areal group of languages, and the contradictions
are due to the fact that originally the languages pertained to different genetic
groups.- A third solution has been suggested by the Turkologue E. V. Sevortyan
(1971). According to Sevortyan it pertained to the nature of past languages that
they had contradictions. Forms of the Turkic verb word for 'to sing' can be
reduced to two old forms et- and dt-, but these two cannot be reduced to one,
that is, we don't know which of the two or a third is the earlier. According to
Sevortyan such "doublets" pertain to a stage of the history of the Turkic language which he called Common Turkic (obScee tjurkskoe sostojanie). This solution, in the form Sevortyan suggested, is likewise unacceptable. In the case of
et— of- Sevortjan speaks of the "alternation" of e with o. This is an abuse of
the term "alternation". The term "alternation" can be used only in cases of free
variants within a dialect or idiom. Free variants are forms which can be used by
one and the same speaker whithout changing the meaning or grammatical
function of the word (or morpheme). This was however not the case with the
forms et- - of-. There is no Turkic language where these two forms freely
interchange and we have no reason to suppose that it ever existed. If we suppose that o alternates with e, e alternates with i, i alternates with f, f alternates
with u, as Sevortyan supposed, then we reconstruct a language where practically
all vowels can be freely used instead of one another. This would mean the
neutralization of their phonemic opposition (labial for illabial, and front for
back having been explicitly suggested by Sevortyan, 1971 8).
Doerfer suggested (1971, more coutiously 1975-76) that if we have "contradictory" correspondence what we have to do is to reconstruct the different
prototypes. For instance if we find:
Turkic
ar- 'to get tired'
qaz 'goose'

Chuvash
Tr^wr

we have to reconstruct different proto-phonemes, say a, and a j for Proto Turkic. No doubt in some cases this procedure is justified. But let us extend this
series to Yakut:
Turkic
ar- 'to get
tired'
qaz 'goose'
ay 'moon'
yar- 'to split up'
qan 'blood'

Chuvash
irxur
uyaijc
suryun < *X'un

Yakut
tr;far
iy
irX<*n
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In this case we would have to reconstruct five proto-phonemes. Now if we add
that the Tuvanian ay corresponds to the Yakut iy 'moon', while both Tuvanian
jfirih and Chuvash yiram correspond to the Yakut ;farin 'belly", we find that we
have either to give up, or to reconstruct as many proto-phonemes as there are
"contradictions". While Sevortyan's approach menaces with oversimplification,
the way of Doerfer, if this were the only possible solution, leads to overcomplication (in 1971 he suggested 30 vowel phonemes for Proto Turkic, but in the
system lie even more).
If we distinguish proto-languages and occurrent languages, it will be clear
that any proto-language projects its findings on a synchronous screen, although
the features themselves existed in a number of different places and at various
times. This is the first reason why we see "contradictions" on the screen. I
propose to call the earliest stage of the history of the Turkic languages Ancient
Turkic (1970, in 1982 I used the term Ancient Turkish but Turkic is the more
appropriate one), which has to be divided into two periods: Early Ancient
Turkic (EAT) and Late Ancient Turkic (LAT). EAT lasted from the dissolution
of the Altaic unity (or from the end of Pre-Turkic) until the appearance of
those dialects which later became the respective nuclei of the various Turkic
languages and language groups. In the EAT period, there was what might be
called a heterogeneous linguistic unity. There was one language, spoken with a
number of local differences. The differences, like the groups speaking them,
were unstable. The various groups understood each other, and had contacts of
varying degrees of intensity. Along with the historical changes taking place, the
language situation slowly changed, too. Some groups became more stably connected and slowly dialects appeared. With the appearance of dialects, LAT took
shape. The dialectal features appeared - as in all languages - as isoglosses. Isoglosses are imagined lines which connect in the geographical space features
which pertain together. Many of the isoglosses coincided and formed bundles,
but some did not, they simply crossed the others. Unless we keep in mind this
finding of modern dialectology, we will be unable to understand the problems
connected with the reconstruction of Proto-Turkic. Not only isoglosses can cross
each other, also some single features may do so. In a certain case the distribution of a phonological feature is marked by an isogloss, on the one hand there
is a feature X on the other hand we find feature Y. Most of the words foljow
this distribution but sometimes we find "undisciplined" words which do not
"respect" the main phonological border and cross it. This happens in many cas.es
with living dialects. When those speaking these dialects went their separate
ways for historical reasons, they took with them also the "undisciplined" words.
If we do find them in later, already independent languages we find apparent
"contradictions". Thus one reason for the "contradiction" is our system of backward projection on a synchron screen. The second is that in fact the spatial
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distribution of the features cannot always be clearly demarcated. There is also
a third reason for these "contradictions". Language never changes in an instant
Because of several reasons there develops a tendency to change a feature X in
a given language to feature Y. This tendency affects most of the words in the
given category. Sometimes it affects all members of the given category in other
cases only most of them. But even those members which are affected do not
change at once. Frequency of-use, more stable occurrence in frequently used
expressions can delay the change. If the tendency to change is just starting when
the speakers of the various dialects go their separate ways, it may happen that
the change takes place with varying intensity in the different dialects. The
shortening of the primary long vowels is a tendency which can be observed in
all Turkic languages. The speed with which this change took place, however,
differed greatly. We have reason to suppose that LAT was a language where
the rules governing the lives of the dialects were effective.
If we exclude those "contradictions" which are due to our lack of knowledge, all other "contradictions" can be solved if we suppose that the Ancient
Turkic language was a living, occurent language, which had chronological and
dialectal dimensions and differences, and our data contradict each other because they reflect either chronological or dialectal differences, isoglosses etc. in
this Ancient Turkic language. It is not always the task to ignore these problems,
our task is to reconstruct the complicated system as it was. No doubt, such a
reconstruction can never be perfect, but it has to try to attain a maximum of
approximation.
The mean periods of Turkic linguistic history
In my 1982 paper I suggested the following periodization of the Turkic
linguistic history:
Altaic/Preturkic
Ancient Turkic
Early Ancient Turkic
Late Ancient Turkic
Old Turkic
Early Old Turkic
Late Old Turkic
Middle Turkic
Early Middle Turkic
Late Middle Turkic
New Turkic
Early New Turkic
Late New Turkic
Modern Turkic
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Altaic is a term used for the common language presumably spoken by
the common ancestors of the Turks, Mongols and Manchu-Tunguzians, and
probably by other groups as well. It has to be stressed that this language, too,
must be thought of as having its own long history, its territorial variants and
area! subgroups. As we have seen there is a very important theoretical border
over which we cannot follow the history of these languages backward: the
beginning of the Neolithic Age. As we have stated above in the Neolithic Age
the nature of the human society, the system of interhuman communication
drastically changed. With our present methods we cannot reconstruct the languages spoken earlier, because in the Mesolithic and Paleolithic Ages the size
of the extant human groups, their migration and their communication system
were totally different from those in the Neolithic Age. The instability of the
communicative system in ages earlier than the Neolithic Age makes it theoretically impossible to reconstruct there any detectable rule or tendency in language system and language change. The Neolithic Age begun about 5.000 B.C.
in the highly cultivated areas of Egypt, Mesopotamia, India and China and
spread over Eurasia within a thousand years. Since the Altaic languages were
relatively far from these high early cultures (see the Indo-European contacts
above p.15.), the limitation of the reconstruction can be placed at the middle or
the end of the fifth millennium, that is 4.500-4.000 B.C. As we shall see, the
first separation of the Turkic languages must be placed in the first centuries
B.C. That means that the Ancient Turkic period ended at this time. For the
development and formation of Late Ancient Turkic we have to suppose a long
period, which was preceded by Early Ancient Turkic. We do not know how
long Early Ancient Turkic lasted and thus we do not know when it begun. As a
working hypothesis we can assume that the Altaic language may have existed
between 4.000 and 3.000 or so. According to Ramstedt (1957 15) the Altaic
unity was dissolved around 4.000 B.C., Iigeti (1953 358) joined this opinion, but
later (1963 384) he put it between 3.000 and 2.000 B.C.
Unlike those who deny that such a language existed, I admit the possibility of its occurrence; but unlike those who take its existence for granted, I
consider the common Altaic language only as an unproven hypothetical model.
In any case the bulk of the famous and much debated Chuvash-Mongolian
parallels do not pertain to the common Altaic language, most of them are
Turkic loanwords in Mongolian. For those who deny the existence of the Altaic
community, the neutral term Pre-Turkic can be recommended (cf. German Altaisch, Pra-Turkisch, Russian altajskij, dotjurkskij).
Ancient Turkic denotes the stage following the formation of the separate
Turkic language. Most probably this happened as a result of the separation of
its speakers from the speakers of the other Altaic languages. The areal consolidation certainly lasted a long time. In Early Ancient Turkic we can assume
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local variants, but these had no direct contacts with the dialects which emerged
in the Late Turkic period. The beginning of the Late Turkic period was marked
by the formation of those Turkic dialects which later became the basis for the
various groups and single languages. In my earlier papers I supposed that the
appearance of Rhotacism and Lambdaism may have been perhaps the first of
the dialectal peculiarities which separated the Chuvash-Bulgharian group
(ChBT) from the other, which we usally call Standard Turkic (ST). This was not
necessarily so. For the appearance of the Rhotacism we have a definite date,
the appearance of the stirrup.
The word for 'stirrup' is common to all Turkic languages including the so
called Chuvash group. In each of the languages and its earlier monuments it
has this meaning and only this meaning (some minor extensions of the meaning
are late secondary developments). The earliest form which can be reconstructed
for the present-day Chuvash yarana 'stirrup' is *ira a. In case of Standard
Turkic languages we can reconstruct two prototypes: *uze gu for the Oghuz,
Kipchak and Turkestan Turkic languages, and *izeijge for Baraba, Khakass,
Tuvanian, Yakut and Yellow Uighur. Since we find Rhotacism in this word,
Rhotacism must have appeared after the time when the Turks became
acquainted with the stirrup. The picture is also otherwise very instructive. We
find two isoglosses. One of the isoglosses separated those Turkic languages
which had an r in place of the z. The other isogloss separated those Turkic
languages which had the i-e-e vocalism from those which had the w-e-u vocalism:

irärjä

izerje
üze!]ü

TABLE II.
As we see on the one hand the Chuvash belongs to a separate group,
but on the other it has a common isogloss with the Siberian languages (Yellow
Uighur migrated to the south in the 9th century A.D.). This is a situation which
is typical for dialects. Can we reconstruct a common protoform for these three
different reconstructions? I have dealt with the word in R6na-Tas 1973 and
1982a,. 120-122. Recently §. Tekin quoted an Uighur word: izeqgiiluk from the
Hami version of the Maitrisimit (ed. Geng Shimin) where it occurs in the form
izenguliikinte with the meaning 'on his foot-sole'. According to §. Tekin, who
quotes also earlier suggestions for the etymology, this would be a derivation
from the basic word iz 'footprint, trace, track' > izerjguluk 'sole' > 'stirrup',
from this later izetjgu > iizerjgii. I think izeijguluk is the middle part of the sole
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where the stirrup was placed, and thus we have only the form izeijgu to hand
which is the earlier form of Yellow Uighur ezenku (read ezengu Tenishev 1976
179), ezengi, ezengo, ezengo (Malov 1957 25), and which reflects an earlier form
than the uzengii in the Qutadgu Bilig (ed. Arat, 1947, 1. 6110), the earliest
occurrence known until now (1069 A.D.). The vocalism i-e-u may be the original one, because only from this can we understand the change into i-e-e on one
hand and u-e-u on the other, the latter under the influence of uze 'above' (i-e-e
< i-e-u > u-e-u).
Thus in our case none of the two types of vocalism reflects the original
form, we are confronted with the latest layer of Ancient Turkic and with the
help of the Uighur data we can take one step backwards and reconstruct a
third type of vocalism. Some possibilities remain, however, open. Without
deciding now and here the question of Rhotacism, i.e. whether z or r is the
original sound in this word, we can suppose the following changes:
uzeijgii
izerjgu
*iXeijgu
irerjgu

izerjge
irana

iXeijge

irana
izerjge

uXerjgu

uzerjgu

or

'iXerjgu
TABLE III.
In the first case the opposition of rz was the first, and the changes in
vocalism occurred later. In the second case the opposition rz and the changes
in vocalism may have occurred contemporaneously or the change in vocalism
may have occurred even earlier.
In my 1982 paper I"briefly dealt with the chronology of the stirrup in
Eurasia and concluded that though we have no clear archaeological data before
the 4th century A D . we can date the object back to the first centuries B.C.,
(but definitively not earlier) because the first stirrups were made of rope or
wood, which have not been preserved, but left their traces in pictures, techniques and semantics. The changes shown in Table III must have occured after
the first stirrups appeared among the Ancient Turks. This means that Rhota-
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cism in any case and very probably also other changes, (as in our word the
change in vocalism) occurred after the first centuries B.C.
The chronology of the appearance of Rhotacism, and with it the dialects
of the Chuvash type, can be corroborated by the earliest Turkic loanwords in
Samoyed. Donner (1924) has already discussed the earliest layer, but owing to
the open question of whether Proto-Turkic had r or z, no conclusions on the
chronology could be drawn. The history of the studies can be read in Janhunen
1977 and I summed up my results in R6na-Tas 1988b. Such early loanwords as
Proto-Samoyed yur 'hundred', <- Late Ancient Bulghar-Chuvash yur cL Late
Standard Turkic yuz leave no doubt that the word was borrowed before the
separation of Northern and Southern Samoyed, or the three groups Northern,
South-Eastern and Selkup as I am now inclined to suppose. The separation of
the main Samoyed groups can be safely dated to the first centuries A.D. (Hajdu
1978 348-349).
In 1974 I suggested investigating a series of Turkic-Tocharian parallels
because they seemed to offer important conclusions for the history of the Ancient Turkic dialects. The problem has been recently discussed by Gamkrelidze
and Ivanov (1984), by Ivanov (1988) and myself (R6na-Tas 1990). Such words
as Toch. B yasa > yds > Ancient Turkic yez > Ch 'jer ( -> Moksha Mordvin
sera-, -> Mongolian jer) seem to indicate that in such words the z was original,
and this z was a substitution for foreign final -s. The appearance of the dialects
with Rhotacism has to be put after the borrowing of these Old Tocharian loanwords (Old Turkic had also latdr loanwords from Tocharian, they will be dealt
with separately). The great migration of the Tocharians to the East begun
about the first centuries of the second millennium and they reached the Chinese border in the first half of the first millennium. We don't yet know where
the Ancient Turks contacted the Tocharians, but the Old Tocharian - Ancient
Turkic contacts cannot be later than the first half of the first millennium B.C.
Since these words appear in all Turkic groups they must have appeared in
Ancient Turkic before the final development of the Ancient Turkic dialects.
Thus we can conclude that we can approximately date the beginning of the
Late Ancient Turkic period to the middle of the first millennium B.C., and the
emerging of the opposition of Z-J, i.e. Rhotacism to the beginnings of the first
century A.D.
Old Turkic begun with the separation, formation and consolidation of
the independent Turkic languages. This was a long historical process. By "independent Turkic languages" I do not mean the ancestors of the present Turkic
languages. The first two groups which emerged were the Bulghar-Chuvash and
the Standard Turkic languages, some later , independent languages were present
only as dialects, others such as e.g. Yakut may have began their separate life
within the ST group but earlier than the others. Such groups as Old Oghuz, Old
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Kipchak were intermediate forms. Old Turkic has to be divided into two subperiods. Early Old Turkic lasted until the formation of the great Western and
Eastern Turkic Empires. In the West this happened in the fifth, in the East in
the middle of the sixth century. Late Old Turkic can be divided into three subperiods. LOT I is a period which lasted until the formation of the Second
Turkic Khanate (551 AD.). This is the time when we already have source
material on different Turkic groups and their language, but not yet Turkic texts
written by the Turks themselves (at least not texts deciphered). The most important event was the formation of a kind of koini and a literary language in
the Eastern Khanate and this was used to write texts in the Second Eastern
Turkic Khanate with the so called Eastern "Runic" script and then with other
scripts. The appearance of the earliest Turkic texts in the first decades of the
8th century marks the beginning of the period LOT II. The beginning of the
Arabo-Persian influence was caused by the impact of the Mohammedan expansion, and this marks the beginnings of LOT III. The Mohammedan influence
did not reach the northern and the eastern groups of the Turks and in Central
Asia the Buddhist religion and also other religions continued their activities.
The Old Turkic period ended with the Mongolian invasion.
Middle Turkic begins with the Mongolian invasion which spread over the
Turks in the first decades of the thirteenth century. It brought a considerable
rearrangement of the linguistic situation both in respect of the interrelationship
of the Turkic languages to each other and in respect of the impact of the
Mongolian language on the Turkic languages. The gradual formation of the
literary languages and the formation of those language groups which later
became the independent languages of today were events which occurred at
different times in the various parts and regions of the Turkic world. In the East
the Khvarazmian literary language was followed by the Chaghatay literary language (both were called by Soviet scholars Old Ozbek), several Kipchak groups
tried to form their own literary languages like the Mameluk Turks, the Cumans
or the Kipchak groups of the Volga region. This is the period when the Ottoman literary language emerged and took shape, but also other Oghuz groups
tried to stabilize their common language. Far from the Muslim influence Buddhist Turks preserved their literary language which slowly changed during the
Mongolian rule. Thus I consider the Uighur texts of the Mongolian period as
Middle Turkic in contrast to Annamarie von Gabain, who calls all Uighur texts
irrespective of their age Altturlasch. Since I define Late Middle Turkic the subperiod of the full development of the literary languages and their mutual effect
with the spoken language the beginning of the Late Middle Turkic period has
to be set differently for each separate language, (cf. German Mitteltiirkisch,
Russian srednetjurkskij).
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New Turkic began with the conclusive formation of the present Turkic
languages. Its first period is in most cases marked by the straggle between the
old literary languages and the spoken ones, while in the later period purism and
several dialects influenced the emerging standard language (cf. German Neutùrkisch, Russian novotjurkskij).
Modern Turkic is any Turkic language whose synchronic structure and
dialects can be investigated (cf. German modernes Tùridsch, Russian sovremennyj tjurksfdj).
We have to add some comments to the above periodization. As we have
seen the criteria for the lingusitic periodization were extralinguistic and took
into account several aspects: the type of interrelationship between the language
units (local groups, dialects, languages etc.), the historical events which influenced what I call the linguistic situation, i.e. the sociolinguistic setting of communication, and the types of sources available for reconstructing the system of
the period. The terms Ancient, Old and Middle are of relative significance. All
are terms for occurrent languages. Of course we can also use the term Proto- as
in Proto-Oghuz or Proto-Ottoman but in this case the reconstruction or the reconstructed is emphasised.
To sum up, the chronological framework can be roughly given as follows
(the years were rounded up to make them easy to learn):
Altaic 4.000-3.000
Ancient Turkic
Early AT 3.000-500 B.C.
Late AT 500 B.C.-400 A.D.
Old Turkic
Early OT 400-550
Late OT I. 550-700
Late OT II. 700-1000
Late OT III. 1000-1200
Middle Turkic 1200All further chronological borders have to be fixed separately for each
language.
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THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE TURKIC
LANGUAGES
There are many aspects according to which the present Turkic languages
can be classified and grouped. The modern classifications of the Turkic languages go back to an important paper of Samojlovic (1922). Of the more
recent classifications those of Baskakov (1952, 1962), Benzing (1953, on which
see Risonyi 1957 315), Rasanen (1949, 1953), Poppe (1965), and Menges
(1968) can be mentioned. In the following we shall put forward a classification
which follows two different aspects. Where it is possible we prefer the genetical
and historical principles, and follow only on the second place geographical
aspects. In other cases we have had to choose first the geographical aspect and
only then, if at all, the genetical and historical. Where it is possible and/or
important I also give the names of the dialects. We shall begin with the classification of the modern Turkic languages:
LCHUVASH
D: Viryal, Anatri
IL KIPCHAK or NORTHWESTERN BRANCH
L Northern or Volga Kipchak
Kazan Tatar, D: Central, Siberian
Misher Tatar
Bashkir
2. Eastern or Aral-Caspian
Kirghiz (earlier Kara Kirghiz)
Kazak (earlier Kirghiz)
Karakalpak
Nogai
3. Western or Pontic-Caspian
Kumuk
Karachai-Balkar, D: Karachai, Balkar
Crimean Tatar (On the Crimea Turkish and Nogai were also
spoken), Dobrujean Tatar, Urum or Greek Tatar
Karaim, D: Trocki, Luck
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HL OGHUZ or SOUTHWESTERN BRANCH
Turkmen
Khorasan
Azeri (Azerbayjani)
Turkish or Ottoman, Osmanli, D: Anatolian, Rumelian
Gagauz (earlier a dialect of Turkish)
IV. KHALAJ or SOUTHERN BRANCH
V. TURKESTANI or EASTERN BRANCH
Ozbeg
New Uighur
Turki (also Taranchi), D: according to the oases as Kashgar,
Kucha, Khotan, Turf an Yarkend, Lobnor
Salar
Hoton
Yellow Uighur
VL SIBERIAN or NORTHERN BRANCH
Siberian Tatar, D: Tobol-Irtish, Baraba, Tomsk
Altai (earlier Oirot), D: Kumandu, Tuba-kizhi, Lebed, Teleut,
Tolos, Upper Bij, Uijankhai (Telengut)
Shor, D: Kondom, Mras, Aladag
Chulim, D: Kuerik
Hakass, D: Abakan, Kizil, Koibal, Kacha, Kandakov, Mador (Matar), Motor (Matir), Sagai, Salba
Tuva
Tofalar, Karagass (earlier a dialect of Tuva)
VII. YAKUT
D: Dolgan.
The classification of the Middle Turkic languages is less elaborated. All
•or most of the Modern Turkic languages had their fore-runners in the Late
Middle Turkic period, some also in Early Middle Turkic. But in most cases we
are confronted with literary languages, which hide or overshadow the spoken
languages. These literary languages were used in several centres and also beyond these centres. They were used by people speaking different Turkic languages. The influence of the spoken idioms on the literary languages may have
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been different Thus the following literary languages are not from the same
level as regards the classification:
Uighur
Eastern literary Middle Turkic
Chwarasmian
Chagatay (both also called Old Uzbek in the Soviet Union)
Volga Turki
Volga Bulgharian
Middle Azeri
Middle Turkmen
Middle Ottoman
Cuman
Mameluk Kipchak
Armeno-Kipchak
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A SHORT HISTORY OF THE TURKIC PEOPLES
The chronology of the early archeological periods in the steppe region of
Eurasia is much debated and far from being exact The Southwestern parts of
this region had close contacts with Persia and Mesopotamia and therefore here
the dating is more sure and exact than in regions more to the East and North.
The end of the Neolithic Age and the short subsequent Copper Age, the beginning of the Bronze Age is dated in the Carpathian basin to around 1.900 B.C
The appearence of the first, imported bronze tools in the North of Caucasia
can be dated to the 3rd milleneum, but it was only in the second half of the
2nd milleneum that the local bronze production began and the copper and
arsenic alloy was replaced by a copper and tin alloy. The spread of iron was
faster and can be dated to the 6th century B.C.
The first people known to Greek and Persian sources -in the territory
which is now South Russia were the Khimmerians. They can be traced from the
middle of the 2nd milleneum. In the 8th century B.C. they were pushed towards
Mesopotamia by the newcomers the Scythians. The various Scythian groups
lived in the area from about 750 B.C. until 200 B.C. and fought with the Persians and Greeks. As it is known Alexander the Great (336-323) conquered not
only Persia but reached Central Asia. He conquered Samarkand and Baktria in
329 B.C., that is the regions which were earlier Sogdiana and later Baktria. On
the steppe the Scythians gave way gradually to several new groups mostly
known under the name Sarmatians. As far as we can conclude from the personal names used by members of these people the Khimmerians, the Scythians and
the Sarmatians spoke Indo-European, the latter two most probably Iranian
languages.
Chinese sources mention the Hsiung-nu as early as in the 9th-8th centuries B.C., but their importance grew considerably only at the beginning of the
2nd century. The founder of the great Hsiung-nu Empire was Tou-man, who
was killed by his son Mao-tun in 209 B.C. The Hsiung-nu Empire reached its
greatest power under Mao-tun. He conquered many people living to the North
and the West of China among them people which later played a role in the
formation of the Altaic and more especially the Turkic people. Among the
conquered people the Tung-hu, the Wu-huan, the Ting-ling, the Hu-kie, the
Wu-sun and the Yue-chi or as they were later called, the Tocharians should be
mentioned. While we know with more or less certainty that the Scythians and
the Sarmatians spoke an Iranian language, the language of the Hiung-nu is
much debated. Some scholars are inclined to suppose that they spoke a Turkic
or an other Altaic language, others assume that they spoke a language close to
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the Paleoasiatic Ketic or a language which later became totally extinct It seems
that the question cannot be solved with certainty. On the other hand we have
to keep in mind that the Hsiung-nu Empire was not linguistically uniform and
though we do not know exactly what language was spoken by the ruling groups,
it is sure that some Turkic and Mongolian and perhaps also Manchu-Tunguzian
people lived under Hsiung-nu rule. Thus we can conclude that the history of
the Turkic people begun with the Hsiung-nu even if we are sceptical about
their exact lingustic affiliation.
The history of the Hsiung-nu is known from the Chinese sources. After
a long period of the Chou dynasty (1122-255) the Ch'in dynasty united China
and the great Emperor Ch'in Shi huang-ti declared himself as the first universal
Emperor. The dynasty's rule (255-206) was marked by the struggle against the
Hsiung-nu which continued under the rule of the Early or Former Han dynasty
(206 B.C. - 25 AD.). The Great Wall was built against the Hsiung-nu, then the
military system of China was reorganized and they slowly learned to master the
problem. In the first century B.C. dissent among the Hsiung-nu leaders weakened their power and the Shan-yu, the Hsiung-nu Emperor asked for Chinese
protection against his rebellious brother Chih-chih (56-36 B.C.), who under the
pressure of the united Hsiung-nu - Chinese attacks moved westwards and
reached the region of the Hi river. In 9 A D . a rebel Chinese leader Wang
Mang crushed the power of the Han dynasty and caused great domestic problems in China. The Later or Eastern Han dynasty could reorganize the country
only about 25 A D . and ruled then until 220. The Hsiung-nu reestablished for
the time being their own power benefiting from the domestic problems of
China, but soon after the restoration of order their weakness came to light. The
Shan-yu Fu-nu (48-83) was unable to keep the Empire under his sword and the
Hsiung-nu Empire fell to pieces. Some of the tribes settled in Northern China
and as with other barbarians later, they founded local dynasties and slowly or
rapidly became Sinicized. In 311 A D . the Hsiung-nu captured the capital of
Lo-yang and the southern Hsiung-nu chief proclaimed himself Emperor, an
event which proved to be of interest.
While some of the Hsiung-nu played a role in the history of China
others moved to the West. At the end of the first century A D . they conquered
what is now Kazakstan and they lived there from about 100 until 350 A D .
In the 370s a new people appeared on the borders of Europe. They
crossed the Volga river and in 375 they attacked the Eastern Goths who lived
then in what is now southern Russia. These Goths mixed with the Huns and
some of them remained on the Crimean peninsula, where we can follow their
life until the 18th century. The Gotic language was last recorded by Ogier
Ghislain Busbecq in ,1589. The Huns reached the eclipse of their power under
Attila (441-453), whose central territory was the Carpathian Basin. He fought
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against the Roman Empire, and after the battle of Catalanaum (451) he retired
to the East After his death the Hunnic Empire crashed and disintegrated.
Since the 18th century the question has been debated whether the Huns
and the Hsiung-nus are the same people or not There does exist an early
Sogdian letter which relates the destruction of Lo-yang the Chinese capital by a
people called Hun. Since the Chinese sources refer to the same event but
mention the Hsiung-nu the equation of the two names seems to be sure. The
date of this and other Ancient Sogdian letters has been questioned but not the
indentity of the two names. The identification of the two names does not necessarily mean the identity of the two people or their language. Some continuity,
however, may have existed. The language of the European Huns has also been
the subject of discussions. Unfortunately we dispose only of three common
words which are said to be Hunnic and these are surely not Turkic. They are:
strava 'funeral repast' (Jordanes, Getica 49,258), med-os 'a drink' (Priskos E l
131.12) and kamo-n 'a drink' (the -n is the Greek accusative, Priskos El,
131.14). We know of a few names and titles, none of them is absoltely clear,
but some allow a Turkic interpretation. As far as we can judge from analoguous
situations the Hunnic Empire was not homogeneous and many languages were
spoken in it, among them surely Gothic (on the details see Doerfer 1973).
In between on the Eastern ends of the steppe a new people the Hsien-pi
attacked the Northern Hsiung-nu. Around 155 A D . they defeated the Northern
Hsiung-nu, and among these Hsien-pi tribes we have to suppose Mongolisms as
well. Some of the Hsien-pi tribes migrated to the Chinese border, the Tu-yuhuns reached the borders of Tibet and the Tibetans called them A-zha. A
mighty Hsien-pi tribe the Tabgach conquered Northern China and there founded the Wei dynasty (386-538). Some times later the Turks called China by this
very name. In the fifth century the Zhuan-zhuan (400-551) founded a great
Empire on the territory which is now Mongolia.
In the West after the dissolution of the Hunnic Empire newcomers
appeared North of Caucasia. The various Oghur tribes migrated in the steps of
the Huns and came from the territory which is now Kazakstan. In the middle of
the 5th century they supposedly absorbed the various parts of the destroyed
Hunnic Federation. The Byzantine sources relate after 463 about these groups
which, or at least most of which spoke Turkic languages. Kutrighurs, Saraghurs,
Sabirs and other tribes fought each other.
In the Zhuan-zhuan Empire tribes rebelled and in the subduing of the
revolt the Turks, earlier said to be the blacksmiths of the Zhuan-zhuan offered
great help. After the victory of the Zhuan-zhuan the Turk chief asked for the
hand of the daughter of . the Zhuan-zhuan ruler, who refused to consider the
chief as an equal partner. The Turks revolted and defeated the Zhuan-zhuan.
After their victory they founded the First Turkic Khanate (551). They soon
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extended their power over other tribes as well, they appeared at the border of
Persia, sent ambassadors to Byzantium and subdued the various Turkic tribes in
East Europe. After the death of Bumin khan (552), the founder of the Empire,
within a decade a great Turkic Empire faced its neighbours. But soon the
Empire broke into two parts, the Western and the Eastern Turkic Khanates.
The Western Turkic ruler Ishtemi khan sent his first embassy led by the Sogdian merchant Maniakh to Constantinople in 567 and a long period of wars and
contacts followed both with the Romans and Persia. The Eastern Turks annually invaded the Chinese borders. The new dynasty, the T a n g (618-930), only
slowly organized their defence but then moved to attack. They made use of the
dissent among the various Turkic groups and in the middle of the 7th century
one after the other Turkic groups were forced to acknowledge the sovereignty
of the Chinese Emperor.
In 555 a new people appeared North of Caucasia. They called themselves Avars and were also known by the name Varhuns. They rapidly moved to
the West where they occupied in 567 the Carpathian Basin which the Longobards had left for Northern Italy, the present-day Lombardy. Many scholars
think that the Zhuan-zhuans disappearing around 552 and the Avars were the
same people. There were surely also other groups among them, including some
tribes of the Ephtalites, called also the White Huns.
North of Caucasia the Khazars began to build their new empire. In 650
they defeated the Onoghur Bulgharian Kingdom of Kuvrat. The people of the
Bulghar federation moved in various directions. One group of them reached the
Lower Danube where they founded around 683 the Danubian Bulghar State.
Other groups moved to the Carpathian Basin, the Balkans and even Italy. A
larger group remained under the rule of the Khazars and slowly moved to the
North along the Volga river. They became later the Volga Bulghars.
In 682 a small group of Turks under Chinese rule led by the later Elterish khan rebelled. They soon united most of the Turkic groups and founded
the Second Turkic Khanate. In the First Turkic Khanate they had used the
Sogdian language and script for chancellary purposes and inscriptions. This was
changed in the second Khanate and we dispose of inscriptions written first in
history in Turkic language and in the so called Runic script. The second Turkic
Khanate was defeated by a coalition of three tribes, the Uighurs, the Qarluqs
and the Basmils. But the Uighurs soon got rid of their allies and under their
hegemony was founded the Uighur Khanate. The consolidation of their rule
lasted several years and was final only in the late fifties of the 8th century.
A mighty rebel most probably of ultimately Sogdian origin An Lu-shan
menaced the rule of the Tang Emperors. The Uighurs came to help the Emperor and in 762 they sacked Lo-yang the capital. The Uighur ruler met here
the Manichean priests who converted him, but also Buddhist and Nestorian
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missionaries reached the Uighurs and other Turks and tried to convert them.
The result was that several scripts were used for translations of the holy scripts
of these religions into Turkic. The Uighur society slowly transformed under the
influence of the clergy. The Kirghiz put an end to the flourishing Empire, but
the Uighurs moved to the South. One group founded around Kocho a new
kingdom which lasted until the late 13th century. Another group reached the
Kansu region of China and reorganized itself. The became known under the
name Yellow Uighur as they are still called today.
The Kirghiz were conquered by the Mongolian-speaking Khitays who
soon founded in North China the Liao dynasty (907-1125). One part of the
Khitays or Khitans beaten by the united forces of the Chinese and the newcomer Jüchens, early realtives of the Manchus, migrated to the west and became
known under the name Kara Kitay or Black Kitay. They reached the region
around Khwarazm and slowly became Turkicized.
In the West after the victory over the Bulghars, the Khazars strengthened their Empire. Soon they came into contact with the Arabs, who conquered
Persia in the 7th century (642 battle of Ktesiphon), begun their fights with the
Khazars and gradually reached the Talas valley. Here in 751 was one of the
most important batdes of the High Middle Ages, the battle between the Arabs
and the Chinese with allies on both sides. The Chinese stopped the Arabs. The
attacks of the Arabs menaced Europe from three directions. From the Iberian
peninsula towards France, against the Byzantine Empire and through Caucasia
against the Khazars. In the first years of the 8th century their pressure grew. In
717 theiy stood around Constantinople, in 721 they fought against the Franks at
Toulouse and only in 732 could the Franks stop them at the battle of Poitiers.
The third front was directed against the Khazars. Already in the 7th century the
Khazars and the Arabs fought each other without clear success on either side.
In 730 the Khazars defeated the Arabs and in 737 the Arabs launched a major
attack on the Khazars. The Khazar khan fled from the capital and withdrew
northeast along the Volga. The Arabs, under the leadership of Marwan followed him, and finally forced him to accept Islam. After this had happened, the
Arabs withdrew. The Khazars recovered and reorganized their state. TTie Jewish
religion strengthened its influence in the Khazar state already in the 8th century
but the famous conversion of the Khan and the leading class took place only
around 860. The long Pax Khazarica between 740 and 960 was only disturbed
by the Pechenegs, the Hungarians and the revolt of some Khazar groups. The
latter called Kabars joined the Hungarians, who formerly lived in the Khazar
Empire and who gradually became independent. Their slow move from Levedia
to Etelküzü and then to the Carpathian Basin was caused by the attack of the
Pechenegs and the pressure on the part of the Khazars. As is known the Hun-
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garians appeared at the Lower Danube in 839, and invaded the Carpathian
Basin in 862 but finally settled there only in 895.
Those Bulghars who remained in the Khazar Empire also tried to loosen
their ties with the Khazars. They slowly moved to the North. Around 800 they
reached the territoiy where now we find the village Bolshie Tarkhany and
occupied the southern bank of the Kama river in the first years of the 10th
century, that is a hundred years later. The Volga Bulghars founded their important state which converted to Islam Ibn Fadlan the member of the Caliph's
embassy visited them in 921-22 and described a flourishing life.
In Western Central Asia several Turkic groups fought each other. In the
middle of the 8th century a Turkic ruling clan of Turgesh origin, the Turk
Shahi or Kabul Shah dynasty established itself in Gandhara. They were Buddhists and one of their rulers bore the tide From Kesar, the "Roman Caesar"
between 738 and 745. They had matrimonial ties with Khotan allies of China
and Tibet. In 809 the Arabs defeated the Turk Shahi dynasty and they converted to Islam.
In the region of Kunduz and Herat, called also historically Tokharistan,
the Yabgus of Western Turkic origin ruled. They were Buddhists and their rule
lasted until 759.
The Kariuks, who were allies of the Uighurs when they defeated the
Turks, moved to the West after the final victory of the Uighurs. They were
joined by the ChighDs and Yaghmas. The ruler of the confederation bore the
tide Yabgu. After the end of the Uighur Empire in 840 the Yabgu took the
title Khan, or Kara Khan. Islam slowly gained ground in the Empire, while the
Karakhanids fought against the Ghaznavids and in alliance with or as mercenaries of several Mohammedan leaders. Satuq Bughra khan converted to Islam,
and after his death (955) his son Baytash organized a strong Islamic reign. The
Karakhanids extended their power over Bukhara, Samarkand and in the 11th
century they had a high culture with literature in Turkic language. At the end
of the 11th century they fell into rival sections and were defeated first by the
Seljuks and then by the Kara Kitays and the Khwarazmshahs.
In 977 the local Turkic people of Ghazna elected a certain Sebuk Tegin
as their governor. He was the founder of the Ghaznavid dynasty which was only
nominally a souzerain of the Kaliph. The majority of the population over which
the Turkic clan ruled was Persian, but important Turkic contingents served as a
backbone for the military. In the first half of the 11th century the Ghaznavids
led predatory campaigns against North India and played an important role in
the history of Persia. The Seljuk put an end to their flourishing.
A large group of Oghuz tribes was organized by Seljuk who turned to
Islam with his family around 1000. First in alliance with, then against the Karakhanids and Ghaznavids the Seljukids estabilished their power first in what is
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now West Persia. In the 40s of the 11th century the Seljukid ruler Togril chose
Nishapur as his capital. In 1049-50 he even occupied Baghdad which he held
until 1058. The next Seljukid ruler Alp Arslan defeated the Byzantine ruler
Romanos in 1071 at Manzikert and founded the Seljuk Sultanate of Ikonion or
Rum which gained power in Eastern Anatolia and Iraq. The Seljuks menaced
the existence of Byzantium and the Holy Land, so their attacks were the first
cause of the Crusades. In the 12th century after a short flourishing period the
Seljukid Empire fell into rival sections, and the renewed attempts at the restoration of the central power did not last long. In 1194 the Khwarazmshah put a
final end to Seljukid power.
Along the rivers Tobol and Irtish lived the federation of the Kimek
tribes and among them we hear in the 9th century for the first time about the
Kipchaks. After the defeat of the Khazar Empire and following the Pechenegs
the Kipchak tribes appear in the territory North to the Black sea. The Kipchaks
moving in South Russia were named by the Russians Polovcy, by the Western
sources Cuman, or Falben by the Hungarian sources Kun.
In 1196 when the Mongolian tribes elected Temujin as their khan and he
chose the name Chingis, the Kara Kitays, the Kwarasmshah, the Volga Bulghars
and the Kipchaks formed the greatest Turkic power in the West. Some smaller
groups such as the Kereits, the Onguts and others lived in the East. South of
the Mongols were the Uighurs of Kocho and in the Siberian regions lived
various other smaller groups.
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THE MONGOLS. HISTORY, PEOPLES AND
LANGUAGES
In Chinese sources we meet the Tung-hu, originally the designation of a
group of barbarian, non Chinese people. Later it became the designation of a
certain group, and among the Tung-hu two main federations were recorded, the
Wu-han and the Sien-pi. Later the Sien-pi federation was divided and the
Southern Sien-pi groups were the Tu-yu-hun, the Kitay and the Tatabi and the
Northern the Shi-wei. Among the Shi-wei a tribe with the name Mongol was
recorded. Among the above groups also the To-pa or Tabgach has to be counted, and we have some data that all these groups spoke Old Mongolian languages or at least were ruled by Mongolian speaking groups.
After the disappearance of the Kitays, at the end of the 12th century,
around 1196 when Temujin was elected as Khan of the Mongols, the following
people lived in the neighbourhood: around the Yenisei the Kirghiz, around
Kobdo, present West Mongolia, the Naimans, on the Orkhon and Selengga
river the Kereits (Nestorians, perhaps they can be connected with the famous
Kingdom of Presbyter John), the Merkits South of the Baikal, the Onggiits
North of the Huang-ho, the Tatars (known since the 8th century, or even earlier), the Oirats (West of the Baikal). The Mongols themselves occupied the
territory around the Onon river.
Having subdued the related and neighbouring people Chingis went first
against the Tanguts (1209), then led his troops against the Jurchens (12111215). Then he turned to the West, Khwarazm fall in 1219, in 1221 the commander Siiboetey launched his first great campaign. In the battle at the Khalkha River in 1222 the Mongols defeated the united troops of the Kievian Rus
and the Comans. Chingis turned against the Tangut cities and died in 1227. In
1229 the great Kurultay elected Ogodey as great khan, and he moved his capital to Karakorum. In 1232-34 they finally defeated the Jurchens, in 1236 they
occupied Korea. 1235-36 the Mongols attacked the Volga Bulghars. In 1237 the
Comans move westwards and 1239 they fled to Hungary. In 1238 the Mongols
defeated Suzdal, Kiev, Chernigov and Halich. In 1241 they crashed the united
German and Polish forces at Walstatt and invaded Hungary. In the battle of
Muhi (11th April, 1241) they defeated the forces of the Hungarian king Bdla
IV. Ogodey died 1241 and the Mongolian troops left Hungary. Under the Khan
Kubilay they conquered the whole of China and founded the Yuan dynasty
(1280-1368). Twice they tried to invade Japan (1274, 1281), and in 1293 they
reached Java. At the end of the 14th century the greatest Empire in world
history was united under the Mongols.
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The house of Chagatay ruled in Central Asia, the house of Hulegu in
Persia and the house of Jochi-Batu West of Urals, the latter became later the
Golden Horde.
Nowadays the Mongols live in the Chinese People's Republic, the Mongolian People's Republic and in the Soviet Union where we find the Buriat
Autonomous Republic (Ulan Ude is its capital) and the Kalmuk Autonomous
Republic (with its capital Elista on the Volga).
The present Mongolian languages are grouped in two branches, the
archaic and the non archaic languages. We can divide the non archaic branch
into a central, a northern and a western group.
The most important of the non-archaic languages is Khalkha, the official
language of the Mongolian People's Republic (capital: Ulan Bator). It is spoken
by about one million inhabitants arid can be divided into several dialects. They
use the Cyrillic script introduced in place of Uighur-Mongolian in 1941. Closely
related to the Khalkha is the Chakhar language, mostly spoken in China in the
Inner Mongolian Autonomous Republic (capital Koke Kota or Khokh Khot),
together with many other Mongolian languages and dialects such as Ujumchin,
Ordos, etc. The Mongols of China use the Old Uighur Mongolian script. These
languages pertain to the Central Group.
In the North, in the Buryat Autonomous Republic and the adjacent
areas various Buryat dialects are spoken by about 400.000 people. The literary
language written wth the Cyrillic script is based on the Khori dialect.
The Western group is also called Oyrat Many of the Oyrat groups live
in West Mongolia, i.e. the Western part of the Mongolian People's Republic.
The second group lives in China in Dzungaria and around the Alashan mountain-range. The third group migrated in the 17th century to Europe and lives
now in the Kalmuck Autonomous Republic.
The Archaic Branch of the Mongolian languages can be divided into
three groups. In the Northeastern territory of what earlier was called Manchuria around Khaylar and Tsitsikar, now Heilungkiang and in the Hulunbuyir
Aymak of Inner Mongolia the Dakhur or Dagur language is spoken. It has
several dialects some of them preserving the initial h- of the Middle Mongolian
language. It has been suggested that the Dagurs are the descendants of the
Khitays. If this is true they were strongly Mongolized, that is their earlier language which was of an Old Mongolian type and of another branch later came
under the influence of Middle Mongolian.
The Monguors live in the province Chinghai, they and the following
groups moved to their recent dwelling places under the Yuan dynasty, but then
after the fall of the Yuan-dynasty (1368) they remained there as border guards
of the Chinese Emperors. The Monguors speak a very archaic Mongolian
language which developed after the 14th century under Tibetan and Chinese
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influence. The Tung-hsiang language is spoken in Kansu province and the Paoan language both in Kansu and Tsing-hai provinces. In Kansu we also find the
Mongolian-speaking Yellow Uighurs or Shera Yoghurs. This group lives in a
kind of symbiosis with the Turkic speaking Yellow Uighurs: the Sira Yoghurs.
The third group of the Archaic Branch consist of several Mogol dialects
spoken in Afghanistan.
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THE MANCHU-TUNGUZIANS
Manchu-Tunguzian is the name of a genetically related linguistic group
of languages. In Russian linguistic literature this group is called tunguso-man'chdzurskij in an attempt to stress the greater importance of the Tunguzians and
the Tunguz branch most of whom live in the Soviet Union. The earliest Manchu-Tunguzian language attested in written sources is Jurchen, the language of
a tribal confederation which came to power in North China in 1115 under the
name Chin (Kin) or Golden Dynasty (also Nu-chen). It was crushed by Chingis
Khan and his successors (1234) but important groups lived and spoke their
language not only during the Sung and Yuan dynasties but also during the Ming
dynasty. There exist early inscriptions, a Jurchen-Chinese glossary and SinoJurchen texts. In the first half of the 17th century the Manchu tribal federation
came to power and conquered China. In 1644 they founded the Ch'ing dynasty,
the last in the history of China; the Republic was declared in 1912. Manchu
became a literary language written in Uighur-Mongolian script which was later
adapted to the special needs of Manchu. The spoken form of Manchu is called
Shibo or Shibe.
The Manchu-Tunguzian languages are divided into two branches. The
Northern Branch is called Tunguzian in the broader sense, and the Southern
also Manchu. We dispose now of an excellent comparative dictionary of the
Manchu-Tunguzian languages compiled under the direction of V. I. Cincius
(1975) and therefore I give here the classification of Cincius adding the names
of peoples and languages used in literature other than Russian.
NORTHERN OR TUNGUZIAN BRANCH
Evenki or proper Tunguzian
Even or Lamut
Solon
Negidal
SOUTHERN OR MANCHU BRANCH
Manchu (spoken form Shibo or Shibe)
Nanai or Gold
Olcha or Ulcha
Orok
Udihe
Oroch
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In a paper published in 1974 Ikegami gave the following grouping: I.
Evenki, Solon, Negidal, Lamut, 13. Udihe, Oroch, HI. Nanay, Ulcha, Orok, IV.
[Jurchen], Manchu. Essential is here, that Udihe and Oroch pertain to a transitory group, while between HI. and IV. the difference is more of chronological
nature. Based on the Comparative Dictionary of Cincius in 1978 Doerfer revised
the earlier classifications. He tried to quantify the differences and came to the
following result:
L NORTHERN BRANCH
1. NE Group: Lamut, Arman;
2. NW Group: Evenki, Negidal, Solon;
IL CENTRAL BRANCH
1. CE group: Oroch, Udihe
2. CW group: Kili, Nanay, Ulcha, Orok (Uilta)
m . SOUTHERN BRANCH
Jurchen, Manchu.
Two dialects have been redefined as languages: Arman (earlier a Lamut
dialect) and Kili or the Dialect of Kur-Urmi, which was considered earlier as a
Nanay dialect
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THE WORLD RELIGIONS AND THE ANCIENT
TURKS
Shamanism and Tengrism
In order to understand the sources on the Old Turkic languages we have
to give a short overview on the spread of the various religions to the Ancient
Turks, because most of the material which has remained for posterity was
written for religious purposes and by monks and priests of various religions.
Several kinds of Turkic religious literary languages appeared which cannot be
separated from the historical, linguistic and cultural background of the other
peoples who played a role in the missionary activities.
Among the old Turks we can find two types of religions or religious
complexes. One was shamanism. In the definition of shamanism I accept the
views of U. Johansen (1987, 8-9) which I quote in the original German:
"Dieser Terminus, der wahrscheinlich aus einer tungusischen Sprache von den
Europäern übernommen wurde, wird auf Träger religiöser Funktionen angewendet, die
1. sich bewusst in Trance versetzen können, das heisst in einen veränderten
Bewusstseinszustand, in dem sie zumindest auf auditive und visuelle Reize ihrer
realen Umwelt in vermindertem Masse reagieren,
2. die Fähigkeit hierzu in einem Berufiingserlebnis und einer Zeit psychischer
Krisen erwerben,
3. in diesem Bewusstseinszustand die Verbindung mit vorgestellten, vom naturwissenschaftlichen Standpunkt gesehen, nicht existierten Wesen aufzunehmen
glauben, wobei die Vorstellung durch die Religion, in der sie wirken, bestimmt
sind,
4. den religiös motivierten Zustand veränderten Bewusstseins in der Regel im
Interesse und in Übereinstimmung mit ihrer Gesamt-Gesellschaft herbeiführen,
in der sie somit als religiöse Interpreten wirken und ihr ein Gefühl der Sicherheit gegenüber dem Transzendenten geben,
5. auch in den unmittelbar sichtbaren Formen ihres Wirkens - in Ritualkleidung, Ablauf der religiösen Handlungen oder Ausgestaltung ihres Ortes etwa Träger einer Tradition sind."
This is a very proper definition of the shaman and Shamanism is the
system of religious beliefs in which the central role is played exclusively by the
shaman. Of course Shamanism did not disappear in other religions, and the
shaman, though he or she lost the central role, may have an important function.
In these cases we speak about shamanistic traditions, functions, etc.
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Among the Old Turks there existed an other type of religion, which was
called by J.-P. Roux (1956, 1962 etc.) Tengrism. In this religion there existed a
central God which was identified with heaven (Turkic: Kök Tarjri), who was a
creator but not an ex nihilo creator. The ruler, the king was considered a sacral
figure, this sacral king embodied the fortune of the society, if his forces diminished he was sacrified (see Róna-Tas 1987a). Shamanism became an important
part of Tengrism.
The spread of Buddhism to Central Asia and the Turks
A very good and comprehensive overview is given by R. E. Emmerick in
The Encyclopedia of Religion (ed. M. Eliade 1987, vol 2 400-404). The spread of
Buddhism from India began in the time of the king Ashoka (traditionally 271231) under whom missionary activities were encouraged and reached Bactria,
Gandhara, that is the present Afghanistan, where after the military expedition
of Alexander the Great (327-325) a lively Greek colony was founded. In the
middle of the first century A D . the Yüe-chi tribes who had migrated earlier
from the Chinese borders through Gandhara arrived and, there they adopted
the local East Iranian language of Bactria and invaded Northern India where
they founded the Kushan dynasty. Under the Kushan ruler Kanishka I (first to
second century AD.) the missionary activities were extended and several people
converted to Buddhism, among them Greeks living in Bactria and Gandhara,
and several Iranian groups. The famous Graeco-Bactrian culture brought a
turning point in the history of Buddhism, the Greek influence was in some
respects essential, as e.g. the depiction of the human form of the Buddha, who
had been earlier represented only by symbols (footprint, wheel). It seems to be
very likely that the Mahayana school of Buddhism arose in the cosmopolitan
environment of Gandhara. Under the Kushan dynasty the influence of Buddhism reached perhaps Khwarazm and Sogdiana, but it was not of central
importance. The language of the administration in the Kushan Empire was the
so-called Gandhari Prakrit written in Kharoshthi script. The influence of the
Kushan Empire reached China and administrative documents written in the socalled Gandhari Prakrit in Kharoshthi script have been found in the Kingdom
Kroraina (east from Khotan), around the Lob-nor and even_ in Lo-yang, the
Chinese capital. This Gandhari language was used by the Hinayana Buddhist
sect, the Dharmaguptakas, who were among those who made translations of
Buddhist texts into Chinese at the beginning of the 5th century. We know from
the Chinese traveller Fa-hsien that in 400 there were more than four thousand
Hinayana monks in Shan-shan (Kroraina). The Kharoshthi texts found in the
Niya-valley, the "Niya documents" pertained to the Shan-shan kingdom, but
there exist some Buddhist texts which may be dated to the second icentury, and
were written in Gandhari, but found in the vicinity of Khotan. The influence of
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the Gandhari Hinayana Buddhists on the development of Buddhism in Khotan
is documented by the oldest strata of Buddhist terminology in Khotanese which
shows the impact of Gandhari.
By the Kushah period monks of another Buddhist Hinayana sect, the
Sarvastivada, were spreading throughout Central Asia, taking with them palmleaf manuscripts written in Buddhist Sanskrit Paleographic research (see Sander 1968, 1983) has established a close connection between the monasteries in
Bamiyan and Gilgit (Afghanistan and Kashmir) on the one hand and those in
Eastern Turkestan on the other.
Buddhism reached Khotan around the second century A.D., and it was a
well-established center of Mahayana studies in the third century. Khotanese
monks served as translators of Sanskrit texts into Chinese. The Buddhist scriptures were first translated into Chinese from Gandhari and thereafter from
Sanskrit in most cases by Central Asiatic monks themselves speaking some of
the Iranian languages.
Kashghar and its surroundings were converted by Saka groups to Buddhism in about 100 A.D., a date when Hinayana prevailed and this was then
spread to the cities of the northern route across the Takla Makan. Saka groups
converted the region around Tumshuq whose monastery is thought to date from
the fourth or fifth century. They used, as we shall see later, not the Brahmi
script of the Khotanese Saka monks but the Brahmi used among the Tocharians. The Buddhist culture of Tumshuq was destroyed by the Mohammedan
Karakhanids in the 10th century.
It is uncertain when Buddhism first reached the Tocharians, but it surely
flourished there in the fourth century in the time of the famous translator
Kumarajiva (344-413) the son of an Indian father and a Tocharian jnother,
who was the sister of the king of Kucha. Kumarajiva first practised Hinayana,
but later turned to Mahayana. He translated many Hinayana and Mahayana
texts into Chinese, and it was he who introduced into China the Madhyamika
philosophy. We have reliable sources on the fact that both Hinayana and
Mahayana Buddhism was present among the Tocharians.
In the spread of Buddhism a great role was played by the Sogdians,
whose network of commercial houses and trading colonies we find all over
Central Asia. They used the Silk Road and took with them not only Buddhism
but also Manicheism and Nestorianism. Sogdians were among the early translators from Sanskrit into Chinese, and later Sogdians translated Chinese Buddhist
literature into Sogdian. The key role of the Sogdians was appreciated by the
Turks, who from their first appearance engaged them in their chancellary and
diplomatic activities and thus inevitably came under the influence of the Sogdian Buddhists. This is well demonstrated in the Bughut inscription of the First
Turkic Khanate, (around 581), which was written for the Turkic Emperor, but
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in Sogdian language and in Sogdian script. In this very important inscription,
the Buddhist community is mentioned (on the inscription see Klashtornyj-Livshic 1972).
In and around Tun-huang (Dunhuang) the activity of Buddhist monks
may have begun in the first century AD., but the first attested texts pertain to
the third century. In the middle of the fourth century they began to build the
complex of caves of which the famous Ch'ien-fo-tung (Qianfodong) or Caves of
the Thousand Buddhas are the most known. There the Hungarian scholar Sir
Aurel Stein, following the instructions of his compatriot geographer L. L6czy,
discovered the Hidden Library, which contained thousands of manuscripts in
many of the Central Asiatic languages. The study of the Hidden Library became in the last years a separate branch of scholarship. A good, unpublished
introduction is that of G. Uray (Manuscript, 1988 with a very rich bibliography),
and he refers to the school of Fujieda who set as its aim to reconstruct the
Hidden library and study it as an entire complex (see Fujieda 1966, 1981). See
on the Cave and its chronology also my brief note (R6na-Tas 1968).
One of the earliest scholars working in Tun-huang was Dharmaraksa
(Chinese Fa-hu), who was bora in Tun-huang around 230 A D . He travelled in
all parts of Central Asia and aquired many of its languages. He collaborated
with Indians, Tocharians, with a Yue-chi, a Khotanese and probably also a
Sogdian. It was one of his Chinese disciples, Fa-cheng, who in about 280 founded the large monastery in Tun-huang.
As we have seen Buddhism appeared already at the court of the rulers
of the first Turk Khanate. We know of a Chinese temple-inscription which was
written in the fifties of the 6th century under the Western Wei dynasty in which
the devotion of Muhan Khan the second son of the founder of the Khanate
Bumin Khan, to Buddhism was mentioned^ (see A von Gabain 1954). It is
known that a Buddhist monk from Kapishi (Gandhara, Begram) the famous
Jinagupta (528-605) who had spent some time in Khotan, taught Buddhism at
the court of the Eastern Turks (cca 574-584) during the rule of Muhan khan's
successor Tapar kagan.
From the time of the second Turkic Khanate and the Uighur Empire we
have very scanty data on Buddhism among the Turks: we know that the Uighur
khan converted to Manicheism in 762, but after the defeat of the Uighurs by
the Kirghiz and after their move to the South, as we have seen above, they
became devoted Buddhists.
Khotan was occupied by Islam around 1000, the Uighurs of Kocho were
reached by the same destiny at the end of the 15th century.
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The spread of Manicheism to Central Asia and the Turks
The Manicheism founded by Mani (217-276) in Persia was a syncretic
religion from elements of the Christian religion, Zoroastrism and Buddhism. Its
philosophy was gnostic, and built on a dual principle. The World consists of two
main^principles: Light and Darkness, the Spiritual and the Material principle.
Mani was first supported by the Sassanid Emperor Shapur I (242-273), but
later disgraced because of the opposition of the Zoroastrian priesthood. Under
Bahram I (274-277) Mani was imprisoned, where he died (276) and his pupils
were persecuted. They spread over the world. Manichean priests came to Sogdiana and converted considerably large groups of Sogdians. The Sogdian Manichean groups were instrumental in the further spread of the religion. In earlier
times they used the Persian and the Parthian languages (the latter was the
language of the Arsacid Emperors who were replaced by the Sassanids) for
religious purposes, but later the Manichean texts were translated into Sogdian
as well. The Sogdians became engaged in missionary activities even in China.
Manicheism came in Central Asia under the influence of Buddhism which itself
could not avoid the Manichean influence. When in 762 the Uighur Emperor
visited the Chinese capital after having helped the Chinese Emperor against the
rebellion of An Lu-shan (755-757), he came into contact with Manichean
priests, who converted him to Manicheism. After returning to the Uighur homeland, an important group of Turks followed the Khan and joined the Manichean religion. This group begun to write in the socalled Manichean script first
translations and later original works in Turkic. After a time Manichean texts
were also written in the Sogdian-Uighur script.
The spread of Islam and the Ancient Turks
Islam (from Arabic islam 'submission to the will of God') the religion of
the Muslims (Arabic muslim 'those who submitted to the will of God', both
words from the root SLM), was founded by Muhammed who left Mecca for
Medina in 622 this is the Hijra, the year of the beginning of the Muslim era.
Muhammed died in 632 and was followed by four elected Caliphs in whose
hands both the religious and the political power was united. The unprecedented
expansion of the Arabs reached Damascus in 635, they captured Jerusalem in
638, and Persia between 636 (the battle of Ktesiphon) and 642 (the battle of
Nihavend). The group around Osman (644-656) helped his family, the Omayyads, to power against the son-in-law of Muhammed, Ali. The latter was backed
by the Shiites. Ali was murdered and the Shiites got into a bitter struggle with
the Sunnites, the partisans of the Omayyads, who acknowledged the Sunna as a
part of the holy tradition and the law. The Omayyads ruled until 750. Under
Muaviyya (661-680) they conquered Samarkand, Bukhara and Kabul. During
the reign of Valid I (705-715) the Arabs conquered Transoxania and reached
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the Indus Valley. They tried to encircle from the East the European states and
attacked through Caucasia the Khazars. The most important campaign of the
Arabs was, as we pointed out above, in 737 when they provisionally forced the
Khazar king to convert to the Islam (cf. the Arabo-Frank battles of Toulouse
721 and Poitiers 732). But this turned out to be an episode and on the whole
the Khazars resisted successfully the Arab invasions. 751 was the great battle of
Talas were the Arabs and their allies clashed with the Chinese and their allies.
Though the Arabs won a slight victory their expansion for the time being was
stopped. Under the first Abbasid Caliphs power passed to the Persians, the
Empire was reorganized on Persian and Byzantine models. After the famous
Harun al-Rashid (786-809) the central power of the Caliphs decayed and the
actual power passed to local landlords. These local rulers engaged Turks in
their struggle for power and the Turkic element became stronger and stronger
everywhere. On the other hand the groups which temporarily lost in the local
struggles for power fled to the Turks.
As we have seen above, the Volga Bulgharian rulers became Muslims at
the beginning of the 10th century, the Karakhanid rulers converted to Islam at
the end of the 10th century (Baytash son of Bugra who died 955) and the
Seljuks around 1000. The latter even conquered Baghdad in 1055. Khotan fell
around 1000 and became an Islamic country. Bukhara, Samarkand and Kashghar flourished as great cities of Islam. The political and religious expansion of
Islam was stopped for a short time by the Mongols.
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THE SOURCES OF THE HISTORY OF THE OLD
TURKIC LANGUAGES IN DIFFERENT SCRIPTS
THE SOURCES IN RUNIC SCRIPT
The notation Runic is a misleading abbreviation. The name of this script
was originally Runiform, and V. Thomsen also used this term because its outer
look resembled the Germanic Runic script But the word Runic comes from the
Old High German word mna 'secret, secret script' hence 'cult script', and our
script has nothing to do with the German Runic script, neither was it a secret
script It would be more appropriate to call it Carved Script. Nevertheless, since
the name has been already accepted and used, we shall also use it with the
rider, that this is the Runic Script of the Eastern Turks or the East Turkic
Runic Script (ETRS, see Table I).
The first news about this script was brought to Europe by the Flemish
ambassador N. Witsen (1692), the first drawings appeared in the work of Strahlenberg (1730). Many travellers collected inscriptions written in this script,
mainly in Siberia in the subsequent period. All attempts to decipher the inscription foiled until 1889. In that year N. M. Yadrintsev discovered the long inscriptions near the Orkhon river in Mongolia. Two expeditions were sent to bring
reliable material, the Finnish expedition was led by Heikel in 1890, the expedition of the Russian Academy by Radlov in 1891. Both expeditions brought back
reliable materials and were published in the same year 1892. The first attempt
at deciphering by O. Donner failed. He collected and grouped the units which
he thought to be words, and then tried to decipher the letters by comparing
them with already known alphabets. One of the inscriptions had a text in Chinese and it was hoped that the inscription was bilingual. Later on it turned out
that this was not the case. In two questions, however the Chinese text was of
help. It said clearly that the deceased who was commemorated was a Turk and
gave the Chinese transcription of his name.
It was Vilhelm Thomsen who first succeeded in deciphering the script
and the inscriptions about which he delivered a lecture on the 13th December
1893 before the Danish Academy of Sciences. Radlov, who worked simultaneously with Thomsen and with whom Thomsen corresponded made his results
public on the 19th of January 1894. Thomsen's first publication in the Bulletin
of the Danish Academy of 1893 was republished with some changes in the 3rd
volume of his Samlede Afhandlinger (1922) in which Thomsen added a Postscriptum written in 1920 where he tells us in detail how he deciphered the
script.
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Since 1893 the study of Turkic texts in Runic script has developed as a
separate branch of Turkology. A good overview of studies up till 1917 can be
read in Kononov (1982). The latest state of art is summarized in Kljashtornyj
(1964), Tekin (1968), Kononov (1980) and Vasilev (1983a). A bibliography of
the published inscriptions can be found in the DTS to which now the new data
of Vasilev (1976, 1978, 1983a, b) and Kljashtornyj (1980, 1985) have to be
added. In the large territory inhabited in the 8th-10th centuries by the Turks
even now new inscriptions are coming to light
The script was originally carved in wood, but most of these wooden
sticks disappeared. We can distinguish the following types of texts according to
the material on and with which it was written and according the contents of the
texts:
1. Memorial inscriptions on steels and rocks
a. Inscriptions commemorating a dead person
b. Inscriptions commemorating events.
2. Short inscriptions on various objects
a. Inscriptions on metal (dishes, coins, etc.)
b. Inscriptions on ceramics
3. Graffiti on rocks
4. Texts written on paper or wood with a brush or calamus
The hundreds of inscriptions can be grouped in the following areal units
(after Vasilev 1983a):
1. Pribaykal-Lena (cca 18)
2. Yenisei (cca 150)
3. Mongolia (cca 35)
4. Altai (cca 16)
5. East Turkestan (cca 14)
6. Northern Kirghizistan and Kazakhstan (cca 28)
7. Fergana, Alai and Northern Tocharistan (cca 18)
The discussion on the chronology of these groups seems to be finished to
the extent that it seems to be clear that the earliest inscriptions are those from
Mongolia, and none of them is older than the 720"s. The older opinion, according to which the. Yenisei inscriptions are earlier could not be substantiated. The
contrary has been claimed by Kyzlasov (1960, 1965), Clauson (1962), Kormushin (1975), Vasilev (1983) and R6na-Tas (1987b). The primitive nature of these
inscriptions is not due to their early age but to the fact that local lords and
scribes imitated the "central" inscriptions, and thus the Yenisei inscriptions are
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simultaneous with or later than those of Mongolia. The East Turkestan group
seems to be the latest, from a time after the Uighurs left Mongolia, the second
half of the 9th or from the beginning of the 10th century.
The origin of the East Turkic Runic script is a much debated question.
Opinions can be divided into two groups. According to some scholars the script
is of foreign most probably of Semitic origin, others think that it is autochthonous and developed from tamghas, property marks. The three most recent
papers of importance are those of Clauson (1970), Livshic (1978) and Pritsak
(1980) with the bibliography of earlier works.
I tried to solve the riddle in a paper read in 1986 at the 29th PLAC
conference and published in 1987. My point of departure was that first we have
to find the earliest set of letters, then we have to find the system of the script.
Only those solutions which give an answer to the seemingly odd structure of the
script can be accepted. The hypothetical solution has then to be made plausible
by paleographical and historical considerations.
I have distinguished four phases of the development of the ETRS. In the
first phase a Turkic group took over an alphabet of the Northern Aramaic type,
which was near to Ancient Sogdian, Armazic and Pahlavi but not identical with
either. This language had no s and z phonemes, thus it had to be a language of
the Chuvash type, presumably Khazar. In the second phase the Turks developed
new letters to meet the special needs of the Turkic language. For this they had
two devices. They used pictograms and added diacritical signs to letters which
already existed. In the third phase the script was forwarded to a people which
spoke a common Turkic language where there also existed phonemes for s and
z, thus these two letters were added and also letters for the clusters Id, nd and
nc, perhaps the latter under the influence of the Sogdian script. In the last
phase local variants emerged, among them the Yenisei inscriptions with some
new letters such as the one for closed e. The hypothesis forwarded in R6na-Tas
(1987) gives an answer to several questions hitherto unsolved. Why do the
letters a/a and i/i, e denote back vocalic and front vocalic pairs, while the
letters o/u and o/ii closed and open pairs of the same synharmonic group?
How did the paired letters for consonants develope if none of them can be
deduced from its pair, that is b' cannot be the origin of b2 or vice versa. Why
do we have five characters denoting / k / and why separate letters for iki/ila,
oko/uku and oqo/uqu. What is the cause of the seemingly great inconsistence in
the use of the letters denoting sibilants? We know also that the syllabication of
the alphabet went on as aC and eC as we see in the Manichean transcription of
the Runic alphabet (cf. Le Coq 1909). Though most scholars have suggested
that the script goes directly back to the Ancient Sogdian script this could have
been excluded because the sign for I1 goes back to the Aramaic Lamed which
in the earliest documents in Sogdian is the letter for d. We have acquired a
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valuable source on the history of the Turkic language from a period from which
we still have no other sources. The most important thing is, however, that after
this analysis we get our feet foot on solid ground when we investigate the
orthography and the graphotactics of the script as a source of the Old Turkic
language.
The orthographical rules and the graphotactics are in certain respect very
stable, in other cases we find variation and of course also mistakes. From this
point of view the paper of Hovdhaugen (1974) is very instructive. He collated
the identical passages of the Kul Tegin and the Bilge Kagan inscriptions. The
rules are more consistent in the inscriptions of Mongolia, and a few new rules
emerge in the later inscriptions and texts. In the following we shall concentrate
on the usage of the larger inscriptions.
Vowels
The vowels are written in some positions, not in others and there exist a
few positions where the fluctuation is great The vowels are as a rule written
explicitly in the following positions:
1. In the word initial position the vowels i i, o, u, u are written with the exception of the cases of Tq, oq/uq, dk/uk if these sound combinations are written
with the special letters Nos. 24, 25, 26 respectively. The a/a is not written. In a
very few cases a- is written if this was a long a (ac 'hungry" at 'name'), but the
same word is also written without it, thus Hovdhaugen is right when he states
that the spelling of long a was not fixed in the orthography (1974, 61). The
writing of e- shows some uncertainty. Words such as et-, el, es, etc. are sometimes written with the vowel sign i and sometimes without any vowel letter.
This points to the special position of the closed e in the phonological system.
This situation had the result that in the Yenisei inscriptions a special letter was
invented for the closed e (see Thomsen 1913).
2. In the first syllable after a consonant we find the same rules as the above.
Further the i and T are frequently not written after y-. The combinations qo-,
qu-, kd-, ku- and qi- are in many cases written with the special letters and less
frequently with k' and k2 and with the vowel sign. But the same word can occur
in three different writing as qop which is written with Nos. 26, 2, 33 q°wp, with
22, 33 q°p and with 22, 2, 33 qwp.
3. The rules concerning the non first syllables have been studied by Meyer
(1965-66) and checked against the parallel texts of KT and BK by Hovdhaugen
(1974). They can be now refined and summed up as follows:
a. The vowels a and a are written as a rule only if they occur in absolute
word final position.
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b. The labial vowels are obligatorily written plene or indicated by the
letters 25 or 26 if in the preceding syllable the vowel was an illabial one.
c. The vowels f and i are obligatorily written plene or indicated by the
letter 24 if in the preceding syllable the vowel was a labial one. (But cf.
Bumn for Bumin). This rule is not valid for the vowels of most of the
suffixes. We have to read sdkurtimiz for sdkrtmz, yuJcundurtimiz for
yulcundrtmz, because we have boldi and olrti for olurtl, where in absolute
final position the -T is plene written.
d. The writing or indication of the labial vowels after a labial vowel of
the preceding syllable is not obligatory, they may or may not be written.
But if the first labial vowel is followed by a consonantal cluster the
second labial vowel is, as a rule, written as in: ortusitfru, busgurur,
urturfm, korgurin, bolcuda, etc.
e. The writing or the indication by the consonant 24 of the vowels i and
i is not obligatory after an illabial vowel in the preceding syllable.
4. In cases where before and after a kfq a labial vowel occurred (type dkun,
toquz) the first vowel was in most cases not written but the second was if the
word was written with the letters 25 or 26 resp. (fguz). But if they were written
with 22 or 23 resp. then the second labial vowel was in most cases not written
(to/S'z).
Summing up the above we can state that the vowels are not written as a
rule in the following cases:
1. The vowels a and a in absolute word initial position, in the first and further
syllables with the exception of the absolute word final position where it is
always written.
2. The labial vowels in non first syllables after preceding labial vowels and i'
and i after preceding non labial vowels. Thus in such cases when we read
4,34,14 that is fieri we are entitled to read ucun and not ucin. In fact we find
also the notation 4,34,4,14 that is ucun.
3. The vowels in absolute final position are as a rule written.
The above are, however, not strict rules, only tendencies, and a considerable number of exceptions exists.
The sign 5 for the closed e occurs only in a group of the Yenisei inscriptions (on the letter see Thomsen 1913, the inscriptions are enumerated in
Vasilev 1983b p. 96). In the other inscriptions the closed e is written with the
letter 3 if specially noted. Thus bir 'one' and ber- 'to give' are written in the
same way.
From the graphotactics of the inscriptions the following conclusions can
be drawn for the reconstruction of the vowel system of Eastern Old Turkic: The
etymological length of the vowels is not marked. The existence of the closed e
is reflected insofar as it is written in many cases with the sign for /, in other
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cases it is implicitly written with the sign for a. We can find hints on the labial
or non labial quality of the non first syllables, but no answer to the question
whether they were closed (u, u) or open (o, o).
Consonants
The consonants were written in all cases, and we can only suppose that
the laryngeal h was not written in the initial position. The original or secondary
long (originally reduplicated) consonants are in the most cases marked only
with one consonantal letter (thus ele- 'to incorporate in the realm' instead of
elle-, cf. KT E 6 elleduk, BK E 7 eleduk). In the case of the consonants b, d, g,
y, 4 n, r, t, and k the script has two series of letters (on the sibilants see later).
One series can be used only with back vowels (marked with a superscript 1 in
the transcription) and the other with front vowels (marked with 2). There is
seemingly one exception. In back vocalic words letters from the front vocalic
series occur if there is an i sound after or rarely before them. This reflects two
different causes. Some suffixes contained originally a front i (as e.g. the possessive suffix of the 3rd person) and this i has not yet been synharmonized, that is
it was front vocalic also in back vocalic words. In such cases the preceding or
following consonant may have been expressed by a letter of the front series.
The other cause was that the opposition iu became neutralized and the neutral
i stood nearer to the front i.
The rule governing the use of the letters for the sibilants has only gradually stabilized itself. The cause of the seemingly chaotic situation which gave
ground to several hypotheses was that in the other Turkic language from which
the Orkhon Turks took their script there did not exist a genuine s. The chancellery of the Orkhon Turks was confronted with two problems, the first was to
make a difference between s and s and the second was to make a difference
between their front and back variants. The most simple solution can be seen in
the Ongin inscription (most probably 720, see Gauson 1957) where only No. 28
was used for the four consonants si, s2, si, s2. In the Tonuquq inscription the
author(s) decided to use No. 29 for both back s and s and 28 for front s and s.
In the inscriptions of Kiili cur (724) Kill Tegin (732) and Bilge kagan (735) No.
29 is used only for back s but No. 27 is used for back and front s and 28 is
used for front s and front s. In the Uighur inscriptions of Terh (750), Tez
(752/753), Shine usu (750) and Suji (cca 840) 27 is used for both back s and s
and 28 for front s and s. We find exactly the same distribution in the Turfan
manuscripts written in Runic script which shows that the Uighurs took with
them this script to the South after their defeat in 840 by the Kirghiz. In the
Yenisei inscriptions a new sign appears, No 30 (the enumeration of the inscriptions where this letter is used see in Vasilev 1983b 133, 135). In a few cases we
find this letter also in the Turfan texts but it is clear that it could not become a
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stable part of the system. The letter 30 was mainly used for front vocalic s
while back vocalic s and i are written mostly with No. 27 and front vocalic s
with No. 28 (see R6na-Tas 1987 9). The analysis of the usage of the signs for
sibilants shows that the variegated usage of the signs is due to the uncertainty
of the orthography and not to some phonedcal reasons of whatever origin (as
was supposed, e.g. by Tenishev 1976).
Thomsen (1896) mentioned the possibility that the letter for d may have
denoted a fricative, and later this became the most common opinion. We shall
come back later to this question, here we shall consider only those features
which are connected with Runic script. In this script there are signs which
denote two consonants, namely It (or Id), nt (or nd), and nc (or nj). Since in
the same text we find in KT E 29 JfcWim and in BK E 24 k'iltim it has been
concluded that the sign 37 had the value U. In this case we have to do with the
suffix -di and it is remarkable why the dental of this suffix became voiceless
immediately after the sonorant /; this would be a kind of dissimilation. Johanson (1979) wrote a monograph on this question dealing with all earlier opinions
and concluded that the basic opposition in Old Turkic was not unvoicedrvoiced
but tense:lax and stop:fricative, thus the letters t1 and t2 denoted stops in this
position while the letters for d a fricative:
LETTERS
T < t ' > , <t*> ->

ALLOPHONES

PHONEMES

W

N

[D], [d]
D <d*>, <d 2 > ->

[Ô]

W

(Johanson 1979, 90)
which has to be read: the Runic letters <t'> and <t 2 > ("T") represented the
phone [t], the phone [D] a voiceless lax stop and the phone [d] a voiced lax
stop. While the letters d 1 and d 2 ("D") represented the fricative phone [6], [D],
[d] and [6] were allophones of the phoneme /d/.
After I the d had a stop quality and therefore it was denoted by t. Johanson's reasoning is very ingenious and in some questions of detail, such as
e.g. the assumption that the disappearance of the final reduced vowels was just
in its last phase, (on which see later) he seems to be right. His final conclusions
are, however, not fully convincing. The consonants I, n, r are all continuants,
thus if an original fricative, as Johanson supposes the d was, came into contact
with a continuant and then became a stop this is also a kind of dissimilation,
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since all fricatives are continuants. This has been explicitly claimed by Johanson
(1979 32). If the consonant after the continuant was originally a stop (as they
were in thé examples cited by Johanson) it can be understood why it remained
a stop. But if it was a fricative it is not clear why it became a stop. Thus it
seems to be more likely that the d was originally a stop, but later it became a
fricative and the stop quality was preserved after I, n, r and also d. It is further
not clear why the script has no global sign for the cluster rt but has such a
letter for nc. This latter global sign is the more interesting, since we can exclude here an etymological j sound. In any case the appearance of the global
signs 37, 38 marks very probably a Sogdian influence (supposed also by Johanson 1979 36, 37), where a stop d existed only after n and perhaps after A r. It is
of relevance, that the global signs 37, 38, 39 have no back and front pairs. This
means that they are not from the same phase of the history of the ETRS as the
second members of the paired letters. The letters 37, 38 and 39 are most probably from a later time as the second letters of the pairs. It is further remarkable that z has only one letter and originally, as we have seen, also s had one.
Thus we can risk the hypothesis that the letters z, s, It, nt and nc are from the
period when the script was adapted to the needs of a common Turkic language.
This was the period (and language) when and where the stop / d / begun to
change into a fricative. In this case the inner reconstruction of the history of
the system of the orthography of Runic Turkic can be used as a source for the
history of the Old Turkic consonants.
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THE SOURCES IN BRAHMI SCRIPT
Historical background
_
The name Brahmi refers to the Indian origin of the script. The spread
of Buddhism into Central Asia begun very early (see p. 47- above). During the
Kushan Period (middle of the 1st century AD - 320) missionary activity increased and priests brought Sanskrit texts through Bactria to the Western oases
of what was later called Turkestan. They converted the local people and developed a new Buddhist culture. The monks imported Buddhist texts written in
Sanskrit from India and Afghanistan. In the Kushan Period the difference between the various scripts used in North India was not so great and therefore it
is not easy to sort out the places of their origin. This changed in the time of
the Gupta dynasty (320-535) and later, because the difference in type of script
used in the various centres grew, l i f e in the Buddhist communities of Turkestan was vividly reported by Chinese travellers. Fa-hsien (399-414) crossed Central Asia and reached India from where he returned via Ceylon by sea. Chimeng (404-424) travelled through Central Asia and visited Pataliputra, the
centre of the Gupta Empire. He went back by the same route through Central
Asia. The local priests employed Sanskrit script, first for copying the holy
Buddhist texts in Sanskrit and later also for the rendering of their translation
into the local languages. Later on this local Sanskrit script_or Brahmi was used
also for other purposes. Step by step they changed Brahmi script, adapted it to
the needs of the local languages and thus the various types of Central Asiatic
Brahmi emerged. The various local scripts can be divided into two groups. In
the North Tocharian Brahmi was mainly used and in _the South Khotanese
Brahmi. As we shall see the problem of Northern Brahmi is more complex.
Tocharian and Tocharian Brahmi
Tocharian is the name of the language or the languages which were
spoken in the Northwestern part of Eastern Turkestan. The name Tocharian
itself was for a long time debated. We have an early Uighur Buddhist text, the
Maitreyasamiti-Nataka (see S. Tekin 1980), in which it is explicitly mentioned
that the work was translated from the Tocharian into Turkic (toxri tilintin ...
türlcca awirmiS). On the other hand we find a people in Baktria which was
called Tocharian by several Greek, Old Indian and Chinese sources and which
spoke an Iranian language in contrast to the Tocharians in Turkestan who
spoke a non-Iranian Indo-European language of the centum-type.
The distinction between the centum and satem types of Indo-European languages is based
on the representation Tor the word *hundred' in these languages. Latin had centum (pronounced
ktnmm) and e.g. the English hundred developed also Irani a form with k-. Tocharian had kante. In
the satem group of languages the palatalized initial IE k- became s- as in Old Indie satam, Avestan
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sazán. Middle Persian sad or Russian sut. Kbotanese bad tata and tbc saumAosm was borrowed
by tbc FtmiO'Ugriaa langimgra (see Finnish sola, Hungarian száz 'hundred').

The discussion about the question of who the "real" Tocharians were
flared up after Vorobjev-Desjatovskij published in 1958 a Sanskrit-Tocharian
bilingual text in which the Sanskrit name tokharika was rendered in the Tocharian B language as kucanne isthake (see Thomas 1985 15-17 with bibliography).
By this it was proved that the language of Kucha, the Kuchean language was
also called Tocharian. The only problem that remains is that we do not know
yet which of the two groups: the speakers of the centum language in Turkestan
or the speakers of the Iranian language in Baktria-Tocharistan originally bore
the name, and which adopted it from the other. But we are entitled to call
Tocharian the language spoken in the Northwest of Eastern Turkestan. We
dispose of Tocharian texts from the 6th-8th centuries.
Tocharian has two separate dialects, which stand so far from each other
that some authors speak of two Tocharian languages. Tocharian A is also called
East Tocharian and was spoken in the oases of Turfan and Karashahr. Tocharian B or West Tocharian was spoken in and around Kucha, hence it is also
called Kuchean. Some texts written in Tocharian B reached the territory of
Tocharian A. It has also been argued that Tocharian A was a purely liturgical
language in the monasteries of the East (Lane 1967 122) but this has been
questioned by Thomas (1985 127). Within West Tocharian a special group can
be defined, a dialect which is mainly characterized by the texts found in the
caves of Ming-öi Qizil (MQ) West of Kucha. According to some scholars the
language of the Ming-öi caves is á separate Tocharian language, the name
Tocharian C has been also suggested. Most of the preserved Tocharian texts
are Buddhist texts translated from Sanskrit, but in West Tocharian we have also
original Buddhist texts, colophons, letters, poems, drafts and exercises.
The Tocharian Brahmi script is demonstrated on Table II after Krause
and Thomas 1960. To this chart we have to add some remarks which may be of
importance for Turkologists.
In square brackets [J are those letters which were added by the Tocharians to the original Brahmi. Most of these letters are underlined in the transcription. This means that they had to be read with a instead of the "inherent"
a, that is ka has to be read as ka. The notation a after these letters is, however,
misleading in our case, because it is used for the notation of a vowel that is
unstable in Tocharian. It became under stress a in West Tocharian, otherwise
in certain positions it appears as i both in West and East Tocharian and disappears in open syllables in East Tocharian and in open not accented syllables in
West Tocharian. These letters occur also in Turkic texts but the "inherent"
vowel is, as we shall see, not a. The Tocharians used, also an additional set of
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letters which were used only in transcribing foreign words, mainly Sanskrit ones.
Those letters which were used only for foreign words are in parentheses ().
The Tocharians played an important role in the conversion of the Turks
to Buddhism. Their role also can be followed up by the Sanskrit loanwords a
large group of which came to Uighur via Tocharian. After a time the Tocharians begun also to use the Brahmi script in their missionary work. Most of our
Turkic texts written in Northern Brahmi script are wordlists, terminological
glossaries, where the Sanskrit originals and their "Turkic" equivalents are given,
the latter in Brahmi script.
There does exist a very good bibliographical introduction to Tocharian
studies written by W. Thomas (1985) on the literature published between 1960
and 1984. This book is also a good point of departure for earlier literature if
one overlooks some personal biases. Thomas stated that many problems connected with paleography and graphotactics are yet unsolved. The works of
Sander (1968, 1983) can be used to good profit. A series of published and
unpublished papers of Hitch (1981, 1983, 1984, 1989, 1987 forthcoming dissertation _unpublished) raised interesting problems, but his original claim that
Brahmi was first used for Turkic and only later for Tocharian and the Saka of
Tumshuq cannot be accepted as he himself seems to realize it. He later suggested that the Manichean script had a key role. Realizing the difficulties
involved he turned to Bactrian (1987). Very interesting and important material
can be found in_the paper of Couvreur (1965) where he collected writing exercises in Brahmi. Thomas wrote in accordance with Isbaert (1983 35): "Die
Kontroverse in der heutigen Forschung wurzelt natürlich darin, dass die tocharische Schrift ihrer Entstehung nach auf die indische zurückzuführen ist, ohne
dass bisher gelungen ist, genau festzustellen, welche phonetische Substanz die
Vokale der Brahmi-Zeichen im Tocharischen haben" (1985 33). This situation
is complicated by some incertitudes in Tocharian phonology. For the next
period the monograph of Windekens (Bd. I 1976 phonology and wordlist with
etymological data) will be the point of departure, which together with the
detailed bibliography and critical remarks of Thomas (1985, 26-56) on divergent
opinions, enables us to get a good overview. Without going into details it is
clear that the problems of Tocharian phonology and those of the Turkic texts
are interdependent.
Northern Saka or Tumshuqese
Saka dialects were spoken not only in Khotan (see below) but also in the
Northwestern parts of Turkestan. One of these dialects was mentioned in the
second half of the 11th century by Mahmud al-Kashgri (see below) as Kanják,
and this name also occurs in Old Tibetan sources written as Ga-'jag (read
kanjak) meaning 'the people of Kashghar (speaking Saka)'. NE of Kashghar a
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Saka community lived around the present-day Maralbashi or Barchuq. The
most important texts written in this Saka dialect were found around Tumshuq,
near Maralbashi. Therefore this dialect was called Maralbashi, Barchuq or
Tumshuq(ese) causing a certain confusion in the literature. Near to Tumshuq at
Toquz Sarai Pelliot found a text which he handed over to Sten Konow who
then had already published eight texts from Tumshuq. The text found by Pelliot
turned_out to be the Karmavacana and was written in_a less complicated
Brahmi showing almost no influence of Tocharian Brahmi script and reflecting an older stage of the history of Northern Saka. The language of the Pelliot
text was called by Gercenberg (1981), who misunderstood a statement by Bailey
(1958 130, 147), Murtuq (Saka). In fact one text which shows similarities with
later Tumshuqese was found in Murtuq, but this is not the text of Pelliot (P
140). Beside these texts three more were published by Bailey (1960) and a
further three by Emmerick (1971), thus uptill now fifteen texts represent Tumshuqese. It seems to be proper to distinguish Old Tumshuqese (the text of
Pelliot 140 on which see the latest publication of Emmerick 1985 with bibliography) and Late Tumshuqese. Late Tumshuqese used Tocharian Brahmi with
some additions.
Old Tumshuqese Brahmi (Pelliot 140) has only the diacritic sign double
dots on the aksara and the radicals r and i The New Tumshuqese Brahmi
script was first analyzed by Konow (1935, 1947) and recently reanalyzed by
Hitch (1981), who made later corrections to his proposals (upublished manuscript dated 9th_September 1986). Unfortunately we find no material for Tumshuqese Brahmi in the works of Sander (1968, 1983). We know about a work
which she began on Saka Brahmi but which has not yet been finished and
published. Konow (1935) used for his analysis an aksara chart from the same
region (Maralbashi TTV M 58). On one side of the partly damaged leaf there
were three lines of a Brahmi alphabet. The first two lines contained the usual
Sanskrit radicals, while in the third line the new signs were written: ¡¡a, ta, aa,
ma± sa, ta, sa, wa and ra:
1..«' u u rr 11 e ai o...
2..ta tha da dha aa : ta tha [da dha na:] pa pha ba...
\\..fsa ta aa ma ¿a sa sa wa ra: (1) 2 [3] 4
Hitch (1981 61) agreed with Konow that this represents the Tocharian B alphab e t On the opposite side of the leaf twelve previously unknown letters were
found. Konow (1935, 1947) tried to interpret their value but Hitch reinterpreted
them. The new interpretation of Hitch is, with some exceptions, acceptable.
The "new signs" are the following (see Appendix I):
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
za
ga
=2
¿a
rla
kha da
=4
=7
Sa
dza xSa
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Hitch correctly stated that No. 3 was a variant of No. 2, No. 8 a variant
of No. 4 and No. 9 a variant of No. 7. Hitch claimed that No. 3 was an upside
down form of No. 4. The letters Nos. 2, 3 denote g. This sign was interpreted
by Clauson (1962 95) as formed from an r with a subscript second r. This is
improbable. No. 2 has the same horizontal line as diacritic which we find in dza
and which is added in ma, sa. The letter No. 11 dza is za + diacritic bar or
horizontal line. In an additional remark dated 9th September 1986 Hitch has
identified No. 5 instead of Za as rra, but it is clearly the ligature ria (see Sander
1968 Table 38 one but last line 6th and 7th squares). No. 6 is in fact, as Hitch
corrected himself neither za (so also Bailey 1958 137) nor khu but kha, and
No. 10 is neither yw nor su but simply ia. With these we get a list of the following "new" Tumshuqese letters: <za> <ga>, <ia>, <da>, <dSa> and
<Xsa>. As we shall see that these additional letters are the same which are
used for Turkic Brahmi, only the "Turkic" letter <qa> is lacking here and and
we find the Tumshuqese <
(in front of the Khotanese ksa) which does not
seem to occur in Turkic Brahmi.
More difficult is the reconstruction of the phonological system of Tumshuqese. Emmerick in his two papers on the phonology of the vowel system
(1979) and the consonant system (1981) has dealt only with Old and New
Khotanese, as did Gercenberg (1965, 1981). In his last paper on Tumshuqese
Emmerick (1985) mainly investigated grammatical problems and referred to
phonological ones only occasionally. Thus we have to rely in most cases on
Bailey's remarks in the Handbuch der Orientalistik (Bailey 1958). He stated for
New Tumshuqese: "The Brahmi script has been enriched with signs to express
Iranian sounds for which Khotanese used two letters. Here ts was used, but new
signs were available for dz (Khot js), z (Khot ys), z, z, xs and for d beside I,
and d for 5" (Bailey 1958 149). From the material one has the impression that
the Late Tumshuqese letter d denoted a stop with inherent a. This can be seen
e.g. in the word 'law' which is written in Early Tumshuqese (where there was
no letter d) as data- (P 140, K 1.7, 5.8, 10.4), but in late Tumshuqese as dada(idada-) as we have dudar 'daughter' and pidar 'father'. On the relationship
between Tumshuqese and Tocharian see recently the remarks of von Hinuber
(1988).
Turkic texts in Northern Brahmi
Earlier Studies
In 1904 H. Stonner published a paper on Central Asiatic texts in Sanskrit found at Idiqut Shahri. As an appendix he added 14 lines of a Turkic text
written in Brahmi. The published 14 lines were only a part of the 40 line text.
The Stonner-text was discussed by Lewiczki (1936) and by Bailey (1938). Some
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places of Turkic texts written in Brähmi were cited by F. W. K. Müller. A. von
Gabain gave a short introduction to Turkic in Brähmi script in her AUtürkische
Grammatik (1941, second ed. 1950, third edition 1974). In this book she gave a
facsimile of a part of text I (jines 1-6) with a transcription. A few, preliminary
remarks on Turkic in Brähmi script can be read in her paper on Old Turkic
"Schrifttum" (1948). The first publication of Turkic texts in Brähmi appeared
only in 1954, as volume VIII of the Türkische Turfan-Texte by A von Gabain.
She wrote that from the approximately 100 fragments only those published are
of interest, the rest offer almost nothing which can be identified with certainty.
This book contains 15 texts which are indicated by the letters A to P, three are
from Sängim (A, C, I), two from Khocho (E, K), one from Yarkhoto (M) and
the rest from Murtuq. Unfortunately only the facsimile of text C is added
entirely as well as lines 9-16 of text F and lines 10-18 of text G. In the quoted
paper of Stornier lines 25-38 of the text D have been published. Concerning the
technique of the edition A von Gabain wrote : "Auf ausdrücklichen Wunsch
von Geheimrat Lüders wird jeweils in einer obersten Zeile der Text genau so
abgedruckt, wie er im Mss. steht, d. h. in Aksaras abgeteilt. Das dürfte die
Kritik an der vorgeschlagenen Worteinteilung erleichtern und eine klaren
Eindruck vom ursprünglichen Schriftbild geben" (Gabain 1954 4). This was an
excellent idea and helps in the control of those texts where we are not able to
check the original. It does, however, not substitute the original. Unfortunately
text D was not available for A von Gabain when she prepared her book for
publication and thus this text is published only in the linear, normal transcription. G. Clauson devoted a chapter in his book published in 1962 to texts in
Brähmi script. Though this is rarely cited, it seems to have exerted a great
influence on the opinion about Brähmi Turkic. Clauson returned to the question of the Brähmi transcriptions in a paper written in 1967. Maue and Röhrborn published a text in J976 (with additional remarks in 1978). L Johanson
tried to group the Brähmi text according to the transcription of the Old Turkic
dentals in 1979, to which Maue added important remarks in 1983. The representation of the gutturals in Brähmi Turkic was dealt with by Maue in 1984.
The dissertation of Maue in which he dealt with the Brähmi Turkic texts remained unpublished but is cited by several scholars (71982, henceforth to be
cited as Maue s.a.). Maue mentions a Sogdian bilingual text (Mz 639) written in
the same Brähmi as the Uighur and the Saka texts. In his unpublished dissertation already mentioned Hitch has investigated the Turkic Brähmi in connection with the complex problem of Central Asiatic Brähmi (1981). Some of his
results were published (1983, 1984, 1987, 1989), other remained unpublished
(corrections to 1981, a paper read in 1987 Bloomington). P. Zieme, in a paper
read in 1979 and published 1984, dealt with a broader question, namely the use
of Brähmi by the Uighurs to render glosses or retranscribe originally Sanskrit
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words. Referring to Bazin (1974 see below)^ he expressed his doubts on the
hitherto accepted early dating of the Brihmi Turkic texts. From the works of
Maue (1983, 1984 and unpublished) we learn that there do exist some hitherto
unpublished texts which he is going to publish.
Neither the inventory of the letters nor the orthography or the graphotactics are uniform. Johanson (1979) and Maue (1984) tried to find groups of
texts in which common orthographic rules can be observed. But this is not the
case. One can find some predominant tendencies in certain manuscripts and we
can perhaps speak of certain "orthographical isoglosses". This is of importance
insofar as we can state that no uniform Brahmi Turkic orthography existed.
Text P from Murtuq contains fragments of a calendar. Bazin(1974)
investigated this calendar and came to the conclusion: "Il ne fait donc aucun
doute que le fragment de calendrier uygur en caractères brahmi publié par A.
von Gabain (MM 73-76) vaut pour Tanné 1277 (-1278) du calendrier sinouygur" (Bazin 1974 449). Maue (s.a. XLIV) carefully rechecked the argumentation of Bazin and did not find it convincirig in all details. He can accept a
dating of the calendar between 936 and 1494 but there is surely one piece (Mz
813 unpublished) which is from the Mongolian period, i.e. after 1209 and others
may be later as well (see Zieme 1984).
One can agree with Maue that the Brahmi Turkic texts have to be
dated between the 9th and the 13th centuries, I would even dare to suggest the
10th century as post quem date. He is surely also right when he assumes that
the texts connected with Tocharian materials (bilinguals, etc.) are earlier, those
which have only Uighur script parts are later. The use of Brihmi could have
been continued until the region lost its Buddhist character.
The texts
Maue (s.a.) distinguished four groups of Turkic texts written in Brâhmi:
1. Sanskrit-Uighur bilingual texts
2. Uighur texts in Brahmi
3. Turkic texts written in Uighur script with Brihmi glosses_
4. Turkic texts written in Uighur script with inserted Brahmi words.
According to Maue there do exist roughly 79 fragments or units, of
which 57 are bilinguals, (published 18 fragments = 9 texts), 14 Uighur texts in
Brahmi (published 8 fragments = 7 texts + 1), 7 manuscripts with Brahmi
glosses and one manuscript with Brahmi words inserted (see on this the paper
of Zieme 1984). The already published texts with their place of origin and new
numerations:
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G a bain
1954
Letter
1.
2.
3.
4.

A
B
C
D

5. E
6. F
7. G
8. H
9.1
10. K
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

L
M
N
O
P
M-R
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Place of origin

Mainz numbers acc. to Maue

Sângim
Xoco
Sângim
Xoco

680+ 681 + 683 (bilingual)
328 (bilingual)
642 (bilingual)
718 (bilingual published only in linear transliteration)
132634+636+833 + 834 (bilingual)
626 (bilingual)
645 + 646 + 836 + 837 (bilingual)
836 (bilingual)
187 + 209 (Uighur, Maue: bilingual)
632 (Uighur)

Xoco
Murtuq
Murtuq
Murtuq
Sângim
M u r t u q or
Idiqutshahri
Xoco
Yarxoto
Xoco
Murtuq
Murtuq
Sângim

614 (Uighur)
original dissapeared (Uighur)
614 (Uighur)
641 (Uighur)
633 (Uighur)
629 (bilingual) published by Maue and Rohrborn (1976, 1978)
Two further fragments from Ming-oi Kizil have been discussed by Maue (Diss,
s.a. pp CXIII, CXIV) with the original numbers MIK i n 417 and MIK III 419.

The paleographical origins
After the pioneering works of Hoernle, F. W. Thomas, Luders and
others, Lore Sander (1968) summarized the results of earlier and her own
studies on the paleography of the Central Asiatic Buddhist texts written in
Sanskrit. She distinguished the earlier (3rd-4th cent.) and the later (4th-5th
cent.) Gupta-type alphabets. In the 6th century a new type of Gupta script was
introduced, which was independent of the simultaneous Gilgit/Bamiyan type.
The earliest Sanskrit texts in East Turkestan were written with the Gupta-type
of Turkestan (column q). This Turkestan Gupta was replaced by Early Turkestan
Brahmi (cols r, s). The earliest Turkestan Mss were written in this type of
script. The Early Turkestan Brahmi developed in the North, among the Tocharians and the Northern Sakas and in the South in_and around Khotan in divergent ways. In the North, North Turkestan Brahmi developed fully in the 7th
century into two subtypes (cols t and u). As we shall see the alphabet under
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col. t is the very one which became the standard Tocharian type. Type u is
somewhat later, and according to Maue (s.a.) became the basis for writing
Turkic. South Turkestan Brahmi (col v) served the Khotanese monks. All these
occurred with Sanskrit texts. In the case of the adaptation of Brahmi to the
needs of the local languages new letters and graphotactic devices were needed
and pardy introduced. Some of the original letters became superfluous, other
changed their value, and/or were transformed, acquired diacritical additions.
All this of course did not occur on a "classical" Sanskrit basis, but departed
from a kind of pronunciation which is usually called Lafe Hybrid Sanskrit. In
Appendix I I I reproduce the tables 29-40 from Sander's book.
The new signs
We are confronted with two questions, what the value of the "old" or
original letters was and what the value and origin of the new signs were. Both
Hitch (1981 59) and Maue (s.a. XXVIII) tried to visualize the distribution of
the new signs. I give a third table:
Mvrtuq
(Tumshuq)
1. ria

+

2. kha

+

3.£a

•

4. dxa

+

5.ZSa

+

6. za

+

Todiaxian

Uigfaur

Sogdiui

+

+

l.gd

+

+

+

8. da

+

+

+

9.ia

+

+

+

10. wo

•

+

11. hS

+

+

12. rd

+

+

+

+

13./a

+

•

+

•

14. £*

+

4

+

+

ls.ga

+

•f

+

16. ma

+

+

+

17. id

+

+

+

+

+
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Mmtnq

VoÜiAUlfl

(Tbmshaq)
18. sä

+

19.sí

+

20.«ä

+

+

+
+

+

21. ay

+

22.gr

•

23. uyu
24. Of

+

25. <5»

+

26. hya

+

27. kyu

+

28 .q

+

29. hk

Maue writes : "In welcher Sonderschrift die in M, S und U verwendeten Sonderzeichen primär sind, lässt sich zwingend nicht nachweisen. Doch spricht der
Typus der graphischen Gestaltung der^ Zeichen No. 1-9, wofür es keinen Anschluss an Normalzeichen der Brähmi gibt, sowie die Verwendung im Ensemble ausschliesslich in M, dafür, dass M der gebende Part ist." (Maue s.a.
XXXII-XXXin). The opinion of Maue that_the origin of the new signs 1-9 can
not be connected with the "normal" Brähmi signs is rather doubtful and is impossible to substantiate. The contrary is easy to demonstrate:
No. 1. a )

ria is an original r and a subscript AJ / that is rl

No. 2.

kha is a normal Brähmi kha, its cursive type

No. 3.

<1

sa is the normal Brähmi ía, its cursive type

No. 4.

1

dza is the "new" sign za (No 6) with the vertical bar (though in its
extant form is so far different, that the upper part is separate and
may be concieved as \ zr).

No. 5.

^

%sa is the normal Brähmi sa with the lower "foot" which is part
of many other "new letters".
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No. 10. <v

ma is the older Brahmi o, while the new o ^ is o+a, i.e. long o
(Hitch 1981). According to Maue it would denote a labiodental v
which is rather problematical.

No. 11. 3

№ seems to me to be a truncated cha turned through 90°

No. 12. £

ra is Brahmi r of the "type a" (Sanders col t) and the lower part
is the ligature form of r, i.e. here we have jr.

No. 13.

la old Brahmi I (cf. Krause-Thomas 7 &)

No. 14. ^

£a is normal Brahmi dha redefined

No. 15. Jj

pa is normal Brahmi ba redefined

No. 16. H

ma is Brahmi ba + vertical stroke

No. 17. q o id is No. 18 turned upside down
No. 18. o o

sa is a truncated Brahmi cha

No. 19.

sa is Brahmi tha and a slanting stroke

No. 20. ^

na is No 14 with a cross added.

To Nos 21-27 I shall return when dealing with the Turkic Brahmi.
No. 28. ^

qa is Brahmi ka and the vertical bar.

No. 29.

hka is a ligature of ha and ka.

Thus we are left with four letters, Nos. 6, 7, 8 and 9, the graphical origin
of which is yet unclear. These letters are common, and only common to Uighur,
Sogdian and Murtuq. This has been duly recognized by Hitch and he is also
right when he remarks that though it would be logically possible for different
groups to have created different signs, and then later to have exchanged their
respective inventions, this is far less likely than invention and unidirectional
borrowing (Hitch 1981 81). Maue (s.a. XXXII) remarks that Nos. 11 and 12 are
in M not used as vowelless consonantal final signs as they are in S and U.
"Dadurch ist Einfluss von S und/oder U auf M und versa vice in diesem Be-
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reich auszuschliessen" (s.a. XXXII). I don't see this argument as compulsive.
Since No. 4 is a derivative of No. 6, i.e. the letter for [dz] is derived from a
letter for [z] (either with the diacritical bar or with the subscript r) and with
this the direction of the transfer of the writing is given, M is at the end of the
line, the only open question is whether.M took the writing system from U or S.
The solution of this problem depends on the relationship between U and S. For
the time being this question is open.
The transcription
General remarks
Before we go into the details of the Northern Brahmi transcription of
Turkic^ we have to discuss some basic problems of the use of Northern
Brahmi script As we have seen all consonantal letters have an "inherent"
vowel, i.e. they have to be read either with a or with a as Ca or Ca if the vowel
is not marked otherwise. Vowels other than a and a are marked with diacritical
signs^In the Sanskrit alphabet there existed originally the following vowel signs:
a,i,i,u,u,e,ai,o,
au and the vocalic laterals J, r, £ / were also marked by
secondary signs. To this was added the vowel sign for a. Thus e.g. a syllable ka
was written by a simple letter k a syllable ka with a letter k and the additional
sign for long a. Now a syllable ka could have been written in two different
ways. Either it was written with the new sign £ and thus it was automatically
read as ka or they wrote a "normal" k and added the diacritic a. We have once
more to remind the reader that a does not render the Turkic / a / .
Graphotactics and transcription
In Brahmi script the basic graphotactic rule was the rule which aimed
at building up an aksara, i.e. a complex of consonants and a syllabic vowel,
monophthong or diphthong which could be read unambigously. If one wanted
to write a simple syllable containing a consonant and one of the two vowels a
or a one had only to write the consonant, the vowel being "inherent" was automatically read after the consonant. If the consonant was followed by any other
vowel than a or a, a diacritic sign was put above or below the consonantal
letter. This means that the vowel sign was not written after the consonant, but
"joined" to it because it was considered a modification of the otherwise existing
"inherent" vowel. Whether the diacritic sign was put above or below the consonant was regulated by tradition. The diacritics for i, e, cu, o and a were written
above, the diacritics for u, r, and / were written beneath. With these rules all
syllables of the type CV could be written. If the vowel was long, a diacritic sign
was added in most cases above, to the rioV>t of the consonant Thus in the case
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of the type Ca or C§ only the sign of length was added e.g. ka ^ . If the long
vowel was other than / a / and / ä / the vowel diacritic and the sign of length was
written. Thus e.g. the syllable ko became ko by adding the sign of vowel length:
<ko> ^ <ko>. In case of i the diacritic sign of i and the sign of length coalesced and on the surface a graphemic opposition appeared of <i> : <i>, as
e.g. in the case of
<ki> juid ^ <ki>. The Indian scripts, such as e.g.
Devanägari rendered Sanskrit i and U with signs independent of i and u.
In the case of a syllable of the type VC the diacritical signs could not
have been used because they rendered only vowels after a consonant. In such a
case independent vowel signs were used. The following vowels were represented
by separate signs: a, i, u, e, o, ai, au, r, I. The length was marked by adding the
diacritics to the vowel sign, thus e.g.
<a> and g < a > . In case of ä- an
<a> was written with the two diacritic dots above: ä < ä > . The practice of
considering <a> as a sign with the "basic" vowel inherent [a] and modifying it
with a diacritic for another vowel meant that an initial vowel o- could be written not only with the separate sign for <o> but also with <a> and the diacritical o. Thus a syllable of the type oCV could be written in two ways, either by
writing the independent o and then the consonant or writing the independent
sign for o, the diacritic o above it and then the consonant as in the following
examples:
<oka> o r ^ t <a°ka>.
The graphotactic way of rendering initial vowels with a basic a- and
diacritic sign gradually spread in Turkestan and the u- was the last vowel in the
case of which the independent vowel sign other than <a-> was used. We
understand the rendering of the Turkic vowels only if we can keep in mind this
practice. The Tibetan transcription system was also based on this type of writing.
In her work A. von Gabain wrote: "Wenn auf die engen Vokale i, i und
u ein einzelner Konsonant und danach der gleiche Vokal (idil-, ici, iki, Hin-, itig;
uluy, ulus, umuy) oder aber der Vokal a iiyac, ulati, uyat-, upasi, upasanc)
folgt, ist diese Lautverbindung 'idi usw. in den hier veröffentlichten Texten
zuweilen in einem einzigen Aksara geschrieben worden. Es erscheint hier also
zuweilen iti Ima qi, iß. nda...". She wonders whether in such cases the writing
indicates a weak pronunciation of the initial vowel. We have to exclude this
possibility. As we have seen above, graphotactically the basic vowel signs were
treated as basic i.e. consonantal signs. First they wrote an independent i sign
then beneath the /-sign a t and above this unit perceived as an aksara a diacritic i. Thus we find e.g. iti Ima qi plo -r which we have to read idilmaqi bolor.
The new signs for r and I i.e. the I and r were used for the syllabic r and
/. According to Gabain (1954 4) they denoted /<? and ra Therefore she transcribed words written as a r g as arsg or torn I r g as tomlaray being any and
tonlany. Two dots above an aksara without the curved stroke to the left denot-
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ed, according to Gabain, a reduced vowel (Gabain: Murmelvokal). This kind of
notation occurs only in positions where we would expect an f-sound as in such
words as: a yi ga tl g for ayiy atUy, and Hitch is right when he claims that this
kind of writing denoted back vocalic < (and not a reduced vowel).
In the case of the syllables of the type CVC the problem of the final
consonant had to be solved, since all consonantal signs had to be read with a
vowel after the consonant. For this purpose Sanskrit orthography used the
socalled virama sign. Turkestan Brahmi and especially Tocharian Brahmi had
this virama sign, it was put on the left upper part of the letter and bent to the
left In some of the Mss the vowelless quality was marked by an added dot
above (similar to the Jezma and Sukun of the Arabic script, a small circle
developed from the letter Jim). It is of special importance that in Tocharian
and in Turkic Brahmi the vowelless final consonants were overwhelmingly rendered with the "new signs" having the inherent "a". This becames understandable if we keep in mind that this vowel disappeared in certain positions in
Tocharian. The Turks, as we shall see, extended this to all new signs, also to
those which had an inherent a. Thus e.g. a syllable of the type kak was written
as follows:
<kak>. The fact that, if available, the new signs were used to
render final consonants makes improbable the supposition of Konow that the
new signs denoted a palatalized variant of the consonant
In the Sanskrit system of writing aksaras a special case was when the
vowel was followed by a nasal consonant Originally the nasal consonants may
have belonged to the following syllable, but they began to disappear through
leaving behind nasalization on the preceding consonant, as e.g. in French. The
nasalization of a vowel was marked by a special sign: the anusvara. The anusvara is graphically a dot above the aksara and in Latin transcription it is transcribed by an m and a dot beneath: m. After the disappearence of some nasals
in the pronunciation of Sanskrit, syllables ending in a nasal consonant could
have been written in different ways. E.g. a Turkic word such as sanliy one
could write either with a sa, an anusvara on it, then a la and an / on it and a g:
sam-li-g, Fi-J-ir
or with a sa, a ligature nl and an i above it and a g: sa-nli-g
wlfi

•
Tocharian Brahmi orthography used a special way to indicate a reduced
vowel or a non syllabic part of a diphthong (see Krause-Thomas 1960 40). In
such cases it was permitted to write two vowel signs on one aksara. Thus e.g.
the Tocharian word nano 'again' was written in the following way: two rts were
written beneath each other and the vowel signs for a and o were written above,
or they wrote the new sign a, then beneath the normal n and above the diacritic o: aito. This rule we find in the rendering of the reduced vowel of such
words as bisiy 'ripe' which is written as pii-g or bilig 'knowledge' which is written as bli-g. This type of transcription is very interesting, because it shows that
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there existed reduced vowels in the Turkic language and that the word accent
was on the last syllable.
A syllable of the type C J C J V also caused problems, because after a consonantal sign a vowel had to be pronunced. If this was not the case a graphic
convention was used. If between the two consonants there was no vowel they
were written in ligature, i.e. the second was written (in most cases) beaneath
the first Thus we find the rule that if two consonants are written after each
other horizontally (linear writing) a vowel has to be read between them, if they
are written vertically there has to be read only one vowel after the consonant
written at the bottom of the group. This entailed that some frequently used
letters had special ligature forms, forms which were used only if they were
written beneath the preceding letter. Such a letter_frequently used in Turkic
transcriptions is<ya>which had in Tocharian Brahmi the form: -oa (< tu <
UJ ). Its ligature form was earlier like g and later Qi (where • denotes
the consonantal cluster). Other letters also developed their ligature variants.
In the case of a syllable like -Iso- the writing practice was to write la,
beneath sa and above the diacritic o. In the space this made the impression
that since the o-sign was above the succession was o-l-s, but this was not the
case, and the vowel has always to be read as the last: ^f .
Most of the vowel diacritics are written above the aksara, only u, r and I
were written beneath. The u-diacritic had different shapes under different
consonant letters ranging from JJ- to • , or C^ (see the tables 33, 34 of
Sander). The result was that in cases such as CCu or CCCu the «-diacritic became more and more obscured. If the syllable had e.g. a long u vowel the udiacritic was written below, but the marker of the length on the right upper
side of the aksara, e.g. klu.
_We can understand the representation of Turkic sounds in Northern
Brahmi only if we take into account the pecularities of the Tocharian usage of
the old and newjetters. This points to the fact that the Turks used a type of
Northern Brahmi script and graphotactical rules to which they added a few
more for their own purposes.
The representation of the Turkic vowels
Since Tocharian Brahmi had the possibility to express the vowels a, i, u,
e, o, whatever their exact phonetic value may have been, the major challenge
was to find a solution for the rendering of the front vowels. The graphotactic
solution was taken over from Sogdian-Uighur script. In Uighur script a yod is
placed after a waw if one would like to express an o or u. This usage goes back
to the Sogdian writing system. In Turkic Brahmi a subscript ya was used for
this purpose. This subscript ya had, however, no inherent a, since the aksara
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under which it was placed already had another vowel indicated. Either the
letter beneath which the subscript ya was written was itself an independent
vowel sign, or if it was a consonantal sign, the consonant and the subscript ya
together had a vowel, either the'inherent a, or another vowel written with a
diacritic sign.
E.g. u was written as S and if ya was written beneath, it became graphically
<uya> read: u, or o was i) and if a subscript ya was added
<oya> should be read as 6. This is the same graphotactical solution as Uighur
WY with the additional advantage that' since waw had two values its yodicized
form also had two values, while in Brahmi o became 6 and u became u.
If o or u was in postconsonantal position the procedure was the following: e.g^fai £ became ko ^ with the diacritic sign of
If a subscript ya was
added
it had to be read as ko though graphically <kyo> was written. The
idea behind this procedure was that the aksara originally denoting ko was modified by the subscript ya to ko. In the case of the syllable ku ^ the subscript ya
was added and thus it became
kit. Here we see that the diacritic u had two
allographs: ? w . Technically the subscript ya followed the consonant and only
after having written the consonantal cluster was the vowel sign added. Intended
was, however to write the aksara without the subscript ya and then to modify it
by adding a ya. The essence of this technique modelled on Uighur was well
observed by Gabain (1964 7) but misunderstood by Maue (s.a. CXII) where he
writes:_"Dort [in Uighur] folgt der Palatalitatsmarker Y dem Vokal in der
Brahmi geht er voraus." In the cases with all vowels except u this is even not
necessarily true technically. This device had no models in Tocharian or in
Tumshuqese, since both had the sequence Cy, such as ky, ny, py, etc., where, as
far as I could observe the subscript ya had no influence on the vowel of the
aksara. On the other hand Turkic did not have the cluster Cy and thus the
subscript ya was used only as a modifier.
Brahmi Turkic had two options to render an E-sound. The first was to
use the independent sign <e> 2J or the diacritic < e > 0 if it occurred in
postconsonantal position. The other way of expressing an E-sound was to use
the independent letter for a and modify it with a subscipt ya Sjj. Both procedures occur in all of the published and controllable texts. The two procedures
could have been contaminated. In some of the texts we find independent e with
a subscript y a % . This was transcribed by Gabain with a double dotted e only
for the sake of keeping the two graphical units apart. Thus 2 is e, 41 is graphically eya in the transciption of Gabain e, and $£fis aya in the transcription a.
The combination of e and subscript ya is practically not used after consonants.
The hapax ker written as khyer (D 15) is most probably a loanword or a scribal
error. We find it once in tesasar written with tye (K 1) and once in yigirme
written with mye (H 8) and perhaps in one or two other cases where I could
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not check the original. Therefore, until the opposite is proved I consider these
ey writings as orthographically redundant whithout any phonetic value. We
remain confronted with the question whether the writings e and ä render a
phonological opposition and, if yes, which values have to be attached to the two
types of writing.
The notation is not always consistenent. We find the same words with
two different writings elt- (D:10) and ölt- (F:9) 'to carry* or äSit- 'to hear* (H:10)
but eset- (A passim, D:19) and the passive eStil- (H:10). Nevertheless in the
overwhelming majority of cases we find ä where we expect an open ä and e or
e is written where we expect a closed e. Thus the verb är- 'to be' occurs in the
material in about 90 cases and only once is it written with e (e-rsye-r M:12),
twice with ey- (errip E:19, 0:2, the first reading is uncertain). In all the remaining places we have ä or a. On the other hand the word bei 'five' occurs in
three texts (H, L, K) 14 times and always with e, te- 'to say* occurs more than
30 times always with e (once ey\ K:l) while tängri 31 times only with ä or a. In
non first syllables e stands in most cases after e of the first syllable also in cases
where we would expect otherwise i as in eleg 'king' (C:l cf. H:2 elig) or the
above eset- 'to hear" instead of äsit-. Thus we can conclude that the scribes
considered ä a counterpart of a and not identical with e. This ä, as has been
long ago supposed, denoted the open and e the closed E sound. The hyperurban writing of c with a subscript ya has no significance in the reconstruction of
the Old Turkic vowel system
For rendering the vowel ö in a few texts (consequently only in I, once in
H:4) in initial and only in initial position we find the independent letter o + ya
+ diacritic o, while in all other texts and cases we find only the independent o
and the subscript ya i.e. we have in the first case
<oyo> in the second
< oya >. Gabain rendered this graphic pecularity with ö but she remarked: "Um
diese Schreibung in der Umschrift von der sonst üblichen Schreibung oya zu
unterscheiden, wählte ich dafür o; ich glaube aber nicht, dass phonetisch etwas
anderes als oya=ö der anderen Handschriften gemeint ist" (1954 60, already so
in 1950 12&). She is undoubtedly right, but the transcription is misleading, so
e.g. even Clauson (1972) marks this o as a long vowel.
While the <oyo> writing for ö seems to be an exception in front of the
<oya> writing, the case is different with ü. Here the writing <uya> is the
exception if it existed at all and the normal writing is <uyu>. Since the graphical difference between initial <uya-> -Hjl and <uyu->^£, was minimal a thorough rechecking of the originals is needed. It is, however, very likely that the
picture will not esentially change. This can be inferred from the fact that in
postconsonantal position we find the same if it is written in the so called liason
writing (see below), and the inital ü is only graphically in initial position. I
think that the uyu writing has no phonetical reasons. It may perhaps be due to
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the slow change of Tocharian Brahmi towards using as the independent initial
vowel signs only a and u (and to denote all other vowels with diacritics on one
of them), thus the letter u became a general sign for all labials and it had to be
specified as front with the subscript ya and as closed with the subscript u.
The Brahmi had one type of representation for the I-sounds, the independent <i> and the diacritic <i>. This means that it had no original letters
to differentiate between the front and the back i-s. It would have been theoretically possible to use the (-signs to. denote the back < and to denote the front i
with one of the i signs and to add a subscript ya, but since in Tocharian (and
also in Northern Saka) the i sound was a front vowel this procedure would have
been unusual. This can be seen in such cases as* ilinturtaalar 'those who let
themselves to be caught* which was written i-lim-tyu-rtya-ci-iya-r (A:14). In this
case none of the /-sounds have been marked by a subscript ya while all other
vowels have. There was only one consonant which got a subscript ya if it was
followed by a front i and this was in some Mss the consonant / (see Maue s.a.
LIV). This may have been due to the special phonetic peculiarities of the I
sound. The almost consistent lack of the iy(a) notion, or as it can be otherwise
expressed: the absence of the marking of the opposition of the front and the
back i may have had phonetical, or even phonological reasons. One is entitled
to suppose that the opposition of the front and the back i sounds was in the
process of disappearing. In most phonetical positions the phonetic difference
between the two i-sounds became minimal, or it disappeared. Thus the i sounds
in the words tidiy 'hindrance* (ti-ti-g G:18, ti-dhi-g 0 : 1 "fidXy) and titig 'mud' (tithi-fi 1:7 *titig) may have been slightly different, but were not felt as such and
therefore not noted. The opposition of the front and back / sounds did not
suddenly and at the same .time disappear in all positions. There remained a
restricted number of positions where the opposition had not yet vanished. In
these cases the monks had more possibilities to render the back vocalic i. The
first was the type of writing with the double dots or with the special letters for
I r. As we have seen A von Gabain suggested that some graphotactical devices
would have rendered a kind of schwa (Murmelvokal). Such devices would be
the new signs r and [ which she always transcribes as ra and ta and the double
dot on the non final consonants, such as e.g. s as s , ph- as pha etc. This was
hot accepted by Hitch (1981), who claimed that these kinds of writings denoted
back vocalic i, i.e we have to read n, Ti, si, phi etc. If we exclude foreign words
such as axsapod (with c- three times, as ca- twice and with ji once) or simnu
(f twice, ? once) this kind of vowel notion occurs only after r and I or before
velar stops, always in back vocalic words in most cases in the final syllable in
positions where we would expect a back vocalic i. Thus it is very likely that
Hitch is right insofar that this kind of writing denoted a-preserved back vocalic
r under special phonetical conditions. Against the supposition that we have to
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do here with a schwa one also can argue with the fact that in most cases it
occurs in the last syllable, where under stress the existence of a secondary
schwa is very unlikely. But the monks also had other devices to render the back
vocalic t. In some texts they wrote a diacritic e in place of Turkic f as in Text I
saweqla- for sawiqla-, or used only the inherent a, such as e.g. ya gla g for
yayUy in the same text The preservation of the back vocalic f was due to the
specific phonetical environment The special kind of / and the influence of the
gutturals could have been cumulative, and thus special transcriptions appeared.
Both Maue and Hitch remarked on the special writing of the -liy suffix (with I
fc or the former with the double dots above) which was due to this special
phonetic environment
Brahmi was able to render long vowels by a diacritic sign. If one collects the notations of vowel length in the Brahmi Turkic texts it becomes clear
that the Turkic etymological length was not marked. A word such as bes 'five'
occurs 14 times and always with short vowel though it had an etymological
length, or bas 'head' is twice written with short and six times with long a though
it had an etymologically short vowel. On the other hand we find examples such
as at 'name' seven times with long and once with short a, ay 'moon' twice with
short and nine times with long a, or tai 'stone' twice with short and 22 times
with long a (all in text L), where all three words have etymologically long
vowels. It is very instructive that the final vowel of belgu 'sign' (3 times) is
never long while the final vowel of bilga 'wise' is long in all the 15 occurrences.
One has the impression that the etymological length was in the process of
disappearing. It has been preserved to a higher degree in open syllables and
with the open vowels a, a, to a lesser degree in closed syllables and with the
closed vowels, more frequently before the laterals -r, -I and before the gutturals.
Long u never occurs after q-. The distribution is the following:
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This distribution shows that the rechecking of the originals is badly
needed. But basically the Brähmi long vowels do not reflect etymological
lengths. The less so since we find them not only in cases where the vowel had
no etymologycal length but also in cases where in polysyllabic words more
vowels are written with a length marker. The length markers were used to
render prosodic length.
The representation of the Turkic consonants
The Brähmi alphabet was very rich in consonantal letters. The stop and
affricate series had letters for voiceless unaspirated, voiceless aspirated, voiced
unaspirated and voiced aspirated. E.g. in the labial series p, ph, b, bh. To these
the new signs were added, in most cases to render the final consonants which
had no inherent vowel, i.e. postconsonantal vowel. Beside the use of the original Sanskrit letters and the new ones there was a third possibility j o denote a
consonant This device was used in Southern Khotanese Brähmi, but some
schools in the North also experimented with i t The original t became d in
Khotanese thus the original letter for t denoted d as well. For a secondary or
foreign t they used a duplicated t, ( < t t > ) that is two is written beneath each
other. It was generally, however, considered that the consonantal letters were
used in a more or less random way and "...it would be rash to draw any inferences from them regarding the consonantal structure except perhaps in regard
to the pronunciation of the post-palatal g" - as Gauson suggested (1962 96).
The opinion of Clauson was more or less accepted until recent years. It
was only Johanson and Maue who tried to find some regularities in the seemingly capricious writing. (But see Maue s.a. LJX "Ich möchte eher mit einer
spielerischen Ausnützung des graphischen Überhangs des Skt.-Alphabets rechnen" in connection with the labials). That the use of the consonantal lettere was
not random can be shown by the example of the labials. Though Brähmi had
the four letters p, ph, b, bh to which the "new sign" pa (in fact an "old" ba) was
added which was used with a superposed dot and the viriima-stroke to the left
as final, the Turkic sound p was always written with a letter p (once we -find ph
in C:15 qapiy). In genuine Turkic words an intervocalic -b- is always written
with -w- (Mauerv). Exceptions such as tvisqam for tabisqah only show that the b
was already spirant
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We find the general picture that Turkic consonantal phonemes were
written in most cases with one consonantal letter. There exist some manuscripts
which show a different usage and in some cases we find variants. The divergencies do, however, help us to reconstruct the phonetical pecularities of the Old
Turkic phonemes. A good example for the situation is the rendering of the
initial b-. As a rule it is transcribed with p-. In the manuscripts F, H and I we
find as a rule bh-. The manuscript K has in most cases ph-. The writing with bis relatively rare, but occurs in the most frequent words such as bilig, bilge, bas,
bel. The word burxan is always written with b-, and in the two manuscripts
where we find also p- (A, E) it occurs together with forms written with b-. This
indicates that it was not only the orthographical usage of Brahmi which influenced the writing, but also the originals which they copied.
Maue investigated the rendering of the gutturals in a paper published in
1984 (see also Maue s.a.). One can so far accept his results that in a certain
group of manuscripts (I, K, M and unpublished Mss) the grapheme <k> was
used in the same way as Keph was used in Uighur script, i.e. for fronted / k /
and / g / . On the other hand the velar q is in text I written with <q> but in the
others with <hk>, <hq> and only in special cases with <hkh>. This points to
a very deep guttural pronunciation where the [k] was pronunced at the place
were the guttural / x / or even the laringeal / h / may have been pronounced. But
I do not see any forceful argument to consider these transcriptions as evidence
for the spirantisation of the velar <k>. It is very difficult to judge why we find
in text D for palatal / k / in most cases <kh> (here we do not have the aksara
transcription), it can, however, not be a mere chance that the word lar 'dirt,
filth' is written with <kh> even in such Mss ( A C, E) which otherwise write
only <k->. The transcription khgi rli g fya ri nci 2 (kirliglar incip E:48) undoubtedly points to the Uighur original, which was written as kkirliglar.
In some cases we find <h> for velar g. Maue correctly remarked that
this type of transciption occurs in most cases before I, before sibilants and in
intervocalic position. It is, however, disturbing and not mentioned by Maue, that
if in intervocalic position, these /i-writings occur in many cases before i. If the
A-writing were a simple rendering of the spirant character of the g, one would
expect it first between two identical vowels as in oyol (for oyul) which is in fact
written twice as ohol in text E. From the fact that the /i-writings occur in the
overwhelming majority of cases in back vocalic words it can be concluded that
the spirantisation began in back vocalic words, in special phonetical environments and the letter < h > denoted perhaps a slightly palatalized /x'/-.
The most problematical is the letter transcribed by Gabain with Fraktur
g (and sometimes by others with gamma). It surely denoted a voiced sound. In
some texts (I, K, M and unpublished Mss) it stands only for the voiced velar
sound, in others also for the voiced palatal g.
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The distribution of the letters denoting gutturals according to Maue (s.a.
LX):
Vaacdca
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This does not support the assumption that the letter g would originally have
denoted a fricative guttural. This is even not forceful in the texts where this
letter was used only in back vocalic words (Maue's Model II). But we cannot
wholly exclude that in some cases the ¿-writing also denoted a fricative. The
letter x w a s not used in virama position, that is in absolut final position and
thus only the letter g could have been used. But if the writing offered a possibility to avoid the virama writing of h, it was written as in quwrayiy which was
written qu wra hi g(u) in C:5. It seems to me that g was the letter ga and therefore I transcribe it consistently as underlined g.
Johanson (1979) and Maue (1983, s.a.) have dealt with the graphic
representation of the dental phonemes. Johanson tried to single out the Mss
which used the new grapheme T? which was transcribed by Gabain as < 8 >
and called in the literature "delta". Maue seems to be right in stating that the
writing usage of doubling / as tt Mid the writing nd do not show a direct Khotanese influence in Turkic Brahmi, they reflect Tocharian influence which itself
used this in Sanskrit words. Important is the remark of Maue that the new £
sign, used in most cases in final position, is graphically the old dh sign and thus
the transliteration can be confused. Though many of the results of Maue seem
to be correct, the basic condusion of Johanson, namely that the Turkic language reflected by the Brahmi transcription did not have a spirant d, seems to
remain valid.The representations are according to Maue:
[t] is written by < t > , < t t > , <th> (in a few cases < d > )
[d] is written by <dh>, <d> (only in nd), "delta", < t > .
The key to the question is Tocharian where no voiced dental stop existed. The Indo-European voiced dentals d, dh became t (if not affricates, see
Windekens 1976 I 79-84, Thomas 1985 48-51; also th became t) and therefore
the letters <th>, <d>, <dh> were not used at all, except in transcribing
Sanskrit (or other foreign) words. The letter <t> denoted the Tocharian phoneme / t / which had also voiced allophones therefore it could have been used
to denote Turkic d. Since "delta" was used in some Mss for the dental conso-
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nant which never became a spirant (or later y) such as e.g. the suffix -di, one
has the impression that if "delta" denoted any special phonetic variant, it was
perhaps a (more) palatalized variant In almost half of the cases quoted by
Maue (1983 Table I) "delta" occurs before or after i. It is further interesting
that the second greatest group has an r before "delta" and in the third group,
though "delta" does not occur after r, there is an r in the word. Whatever could
have been the phonetic value of the "delta", it functions as da, and its consistent
transcription will be underlined ¿.
There exist a few Mss where the letter z does not occur (N, D, P) and
Turkic z is written with s, in a second group the Turkic z is rendered with the
new letter z, but this letter is used only as a vowelless final (B, E, M with a
very few exceptions to be controlled), and in all remaining Mss the new sign is
used in all positions. This is the more interesting, since this could be how the
new letters spread in the texts, / z / is never written as <ys> which confirms
that there was no Khotanese influence in this writing system.
The letters for the cerebral sounds were rarely used. An exception is a.
This is surely connected with the fact that Turkic rt is in many cases written
with ri. Before / and c this is the rule in many Mss but there are many cases
where there could not have occurred any kind of palatalization, as in nam
'Dharma'. Before d the normal it is usual (and a few cases, such as L 23a
monday seem to be exceptions).
_
Summing up the conclusions for Turkic, written in Northern Brahmi
script we can say that for the reconstruction of vocalism it offers great help. It
makes it possible to differentiate between the closed and open E-sounds, it had
different means to denote the back vocalic i, it helps in the reconstruction of
the vocalism of the non first syllables, where it could differentiate between o
and u an o and u, resp. It reflects such changes as the beginning of the neutralisation of the opposition of the back and front /, it does not render (at least
consistently) etymological length but denoted prosodical length etc. In the case
of consonants a gradual spirantization can be observed in the case of the voiced
stops. The *b was spirantized in non initial position, there are signs of the
beginning of the spirantization of the voiced velar guttural stop in back vocalic
words and no signs for denoting the spirantization of the voiced dental.
Khotanese Saka and Khotanese Bmhmi
Khotan is a settlement in Turkestan that was conquered by the Saka
tribes perhaps in the first centuries B.C. The Iranian population came into close
contact with the Buddhist culture spread by monks from India in the third
century AD., but sporadic contacts can be traced with both India and China in
earlier times as well. The later legends that Khotan may have been founded in
the times of the son of Ashoka (3rd century B.C.) have not yet been proved.
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These legends were recounted already in the biography of HsBan Tcan& in the Tuitk translation
of which we read (Sa i t , ed. Tngusheva 1980,17):
dnffB bo Odan uluitiBEarfkr this Khotan country
was peopleless and empty. V.
m qtmiy OHcBn VajSrvam-i
maharaja oocvpied this place
mqaraimunta oniay b/DH3
in the time
Srdi ; gayIf 6dun
A2aki4 eGg qtm
when the Emperor Ashoka's
oyU KwtaU ugtn D(a)UaI
son Konali tegjn was rater
of the country of Takxasila—
d baBq4a baUq bOff ¿rfc&L-

In later centuries Khotan became an important centre where Buddhism
flourished and which was visited by monks from China and used as a refuge by
monks from North India. We do not know when contacts between the Khotanese and the Turks began, but they became closer when the Uighurs became
Buddhists and moved to the South after 840: The Moslem Turks from Kashghar
conquered Khotan shortly after 1000, and put an end to this interesting culture.
(See most recently Mayer 1990.)
The Khotanese language or Khotanese Saka belongs to the eastern
group of the Iranian languages. Hercenberg (Gercenberg 1981) and others
distinguish two phases in the history of Khotanese Saka, Early Khotanese and
Late Khotanese. Early Khotanese served for a time as a literary language and
existed together with the "vulgar" Late Khotanese. We know of several Saka
dialects. Northern Saka, i.e. Tumshuqese, and Kanjak in and around Kashghar
has been mentioned above (p. 65-). Some words are known from the so-called
Indo-Saka, the language of the Saka tribes that conquered North India. A
special dialect is the Kroraina-dialect once spoken to the east of Khotan. There
exist Kroraina words in Kroraina-Prakrit texts.
Khotanese was written in Brahmi script. In the Turkic translation of the
biography of Hsiien Tsang we read about the writing of the people in Khotan:
4b:7 Ua bitigi iraq-ta [:8] anatkak uz-ikin ayirlayur-lar [:9] yayuq-ta 6z uz-iklarin [:10] tutor: oz uz-ik-lari yma [:11] anatkak-casig ok arip (Tugusheva 1980
16). "They have two writings. In the distance they respect the Indian letters, at
home they keep their own letters, but their own letters are very similar to those
Indian ones". According to_Sander (1968 column v in her work) the so called
Southern Turkestan Brahmi was used in Khotan. The script was not homogeneous, there existed a rather official and a more cursive type. The phonetical
evaluation of the script is hampered by several facts. Most of the texts are
Buddhist texts and here the writing of the Sanskrit original and the actual
pronunciation of the word cannot always be separated. The early Khotanese
orthography was in use for a long time after the Late Khotanese pronunciation
had become standard.
As to the Khotanese language the following peculiarities may be of:
importance for the evaluation of the Turkic material: The stops / b / , / g / and
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/ d / became fricatives but the letters, < b > , <g> and <d> were used to render
them. However in words of foreign origin and in some allophonic positions
stops occurred and this caused inconsistencies. The situation was even more
obscured when in Late Khotanese the fricatives in intervocalic position disappeared via a guttural fricative but they were often still written. Since earlier
voiceless stops, such as / t / became voiced, the letter <t> was used to denote
/ d / , to render an unvoiced / t / a double letter <tt> was introduced. On the
other hand <gg> denoted the stop / g / . For the transcription of Turkic it is
important that / z / was written with the combination <ys>. The cerebral <d>
denoted a retroflex / d / , as the latest investigations of Emmerick show (personal
communication). It occurs for Turkic /1/ after or before /[/. With the exception
of a few old texts the older voiced sibilants became devoiced and therefore they
wrote the voiceless sibilants with double <ss> and <&> and the simple
letters <s> and <S> were used for foreign voiced sibilants. In Late Khotanese
these changed and simple sibilant letters were also used to render unvoiced
sibilants.
The letter <h> denoted a laryngeal spirant. If a colon like diacritical
sign was added, it served to render the Turkic g, both velar and palatal. In most
cases it also got a hook, which is transcribed with a half circle below the letter,
h\. (On the details see later). The anusvara is either a dot or a hook above the
aksara, the latter is very similar to a short i.
The system of writing the vowels was essentially the same as in Tocharian or Tumshuqese. The independent vowel signs were reduced to a and u
(with perhaps rare exceptions for ai). Here we also find a vowel which is transcribed by a. This a was a reduced vowel, and its graphic rendering cannot
always be clearly distinguished from i. Seemingly in Khotanese only open syllables existed. If they had to transcribe a final consonant, in most of the cases
they added this a, which may already have in fact disappeared in Late Khotanese in unstressed word finals. If a was not added, an a was automatically read.
In Late Khotanese the long <a> had the phonetic value of o; thus Turkic /0/
was written with long < a > .
The reconstruction of the Khotanese phonological system is a field
where only a few scholars are working. Two texts have evoked a broader interest The first is the so-called Stael-Holstein Scroll (see below) and the other a
Chinese text written in Khotanese Brahmi. This latter text, earlier studied by
F. W. Thomas, Bailey and Csongor is now going to be edited by Emmerick and
Pulleyblank. A Tibetan text in Khotanese Brahmi twice published by Bailey
has been reanalyzed by me (presented in Sopron 1987, yet unpublished).
A good introduction to Khotanese textology was written by Bailey in the
fourth volume of his Khotanese Texts (Bailey 1979 reprint). A more recent
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survey can be found in Bailey (1982). For a phonology and the orthographical
usage the two papers of Emmerick (1979: vocalism, 1981: consonantism) and
the chapter written by Hercenberg (Gercenberg 1981) in the "Soviet Handbook
of Iranian linguistics" can be recommended (see also Gercenberg 1965). An
excellent bibliographical survey has been published by Emmerick (1979a) with
later additions (1983).
In the two tables No. V, VI we give the Khotanese Brahmi rendering
of the vowels and the consonants.
Turkic in Khotanese Bmhmi
The Khotanese documents which contain Turkic words can be divided
into three groups (see Hovdhaugen 1971):
1. Official documents with Turkic proper names (personal names, geographical names, ethnonyms, titles etc.).
2. A list of Turkic persons, titles and peoples which can be found in the
Stael-Holstein Scroll dated to the 9th March 925.
3. The Turkic word list registered under P(elliot) 2892 (new number).
This word list contains technical terminology on archery, horse-breeding
and parts of the body. Following or beneath the Turkic words in some
cases there occur Khotanese translations. Unfortunately the words are so
specialized that many of the Khotanese words occur only in this word
list
For a detailed enumeration of the material and bibliography see Hovdhaugen (1971), Clauson (1973) and Hamilton (1977).
Most of the texts were first published by Bailey. The Word list first
appeared in 1943/47, then it was re-edited in Khotanese Texts vol III (1945,
second ed. 1969, reprint 1980). The facsimile was published in 1973 with some
amendments to the earlier publication. The entire material was collected and
evaluated from the Turkological point of view by Hovdhaugen (1971). This has
remained the best publication, though in some details it is now outdated and it
is difficult to use for somebody who is not acquainted with the Khotanese
background. In 1973 Clauson published his paper on the Word list, in which he
suggested a series of corrections to the readings of Hovdhaugen. Unfortunately
Clauson's paper is full of printing errors and it is not always clear how Clauson
read the word because he refers only to the main entry of his Dictionary
(1972), where the words of the List have not been included. A new edition of
the Word list is being prepared by me (presented in June 1989, Oslo) in collaboration with R. E. Emmerick.
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The Stael-Holstein Scroll has a larger bibliography. It was first published
by F.W. Thomas and Sten Konow in 1929. The most important papers later devoted to the Scroll are by Clauson (1931), Konow (1948), Bailey (1951), Pulleyblank (1954) and Hamilton (1958 with further bibliography on p. 116). The
Khotanese text itself was published for the last time by Bailey (1979 in Khotanese Texts IV, reprint).
The representation of the Turkic vowels
In the first syllable Turkic / a / is written with independent or inherent
< a > . The very few exceptions, all written with < a > , are problematical, thus
45. yaijaq, (the numeration is new and is identical with that found in the new
edition, see here the Appendix V) until now read as yiijaq, but it has to be the
same word as Kashgari ya aq, 56. tamyaq until now read timyaq, 54. art, 60.
qari, 62. aya. In first syllables Turkic e/d is always written with <e> the only
exception is 84. kargdk in non first syllables it is always rendered by < a > .
Turkic / o / is written with long < a > , the two exceptions are 33. tomo, where
the first o is written with < o > , the only case of the use of the diacritic < o > ,
and 70. boyun written with <au>. Turkic / 6 / is in most cases written with
< a u > , those written with long <a> are 21. komulduruy, the very problematical
32. toli, further 65. koidiz, 91. o oc. Turkic / u / is written with long < u > , the
two exceptions are 10. tutasi which is obscure, and 35. tuhut, / u / is written with
long < u > the only real exception is 2. tupi, which is written with short u,
because 53. un is very problematical. The front vocalic / i / is without exception
written with long <i>, while the back vocalic / ! / is written either with short
<i> as in 6.yiyiryoq, 26. qvfy, 66. sa irsay or with ai as in 14. yi'y or 95. biqin.
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Some regularities can be observed. The opposition of long and short
vowels is not marked. This is clear from the fact that front / i / and back /1/ are
graphically distinguished as short and long < i > . There is no distinction between the open and closed e-sounds, <e> is always written in the first and
<a> is always written in the non-first syllables. In non-first syllables we find
open and closed labials as well, which corroborates the reality of the picture we
get from the Uighur texts written in Northern Brahmi.
The representation of the Turkic consonants
The consonant / b / occurs only in word initial position and is always
written < b > . Turkic / p / which occurs only in non initial positions is always
written < p > . Turkic / t / is consistently written < t t > . Turkic / k / whether in
.front or in back vocalic words is always written with < k > . A few exceptions
turned out to be wrong identifications. So 17. iliy is not ilik 'marrow', but ilig
'attachment', 20. emziy is not emzik 'nipple', but emaig 'tip of a saddle-tree on
front or back1 (Kashgari's entry was read hitherto as umzuk). In a few cases
the <&:> writing of a final -k/q seems to render a secondary development in
the underlying Turkic dialect, as in 21. kortwldruy, 66. sit]arsay, 86. bayirsoy, cf.
46. qasiy, where Kashgari has also -y but in most languages and dialects we
find a -q. The / g / in back vocalic words is always written <h:> even in phonetic positions where one may expect a stop allophone as in 5. qapyaq. In front
vocalic words the /g/ is written in most cases
with the following exceptions of where we find <g>: 11. yugdn, 13. tizgin, 88. yurgak(?). This raises the
problem of whether the <h:> writings in fact reflect a fricative as supposed by
Hovdhaugen (op.cit. 175)? The hook beneath the <fc:> is missing in 17., 20.,
21., 25., 44., 48., 64., 66.and 97. for reasons that are not quite clear. It is written
four times beneath an initial <a> on which diacritical signs were placed (twice
<e> 20., 59. and twice <au> =6 78., 87.), and once it is used in the dubious
33. tomo beneath t and m. One has the impression that these hooks did not
have a special phonetic value, but denoted only that the complex beneath which
it was written had some peculiarities not expressed by the writing. This may be
its function beneath the initial < a > . In Late Khotanese these hooks were
written under letters denoting syllables which had lost intervocalic consonants.
It is difficult to suppose that, the <h:> writings denoted only the voiced or
sonorant character of the /g/, since the letter <g> was used as well. Therefore
we have to suppose that the <h:> writings denoted a fricative, and, if that, a
voiced one. This is seemingly in contradiction to the material reflected by
Kashgari, where the /g/ in front vocalic words is denoted by Kaf and Kashgari writes that [g] is denoted by the "thin" (rikka) Kaf, i.e. with a Kaf which
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has to be pronounced voiced (cf. DK I 54). In some words (3., 49.) we find a
secondary 1] in place of y (on the "unstable if see Hamilton 1977).
The Turkic / t / is written without exception as <tt> and / d / as < d > .
Since in Khotanese < t > denoted the stop [d], and the old / d / became a fricative denoted by the letter <d>, we have to suppose that the <d > denoted a
fricative dental. Two words seem to be problematical, 71. yoda 'thigh' and 81.
bidi 'face', 71. has in all sources and dialects -f-, 81. is problematical only if it
would be bet 'face' which is unlikely.
Interesting are the words with palatalized n, 72. baqanoq, 85. sarqanaq
'third stomach', because exactly the same words have in Kashgari's Divan a
curious notation which hints at the same feature. The fact that the /1/ is rendered by <d> before (9., 17., 24, 32., 34.) and after i (17., 24., 51., 61., 90.)
and only there, points to the fact that the /1/ had a palatalized allophone.
TURKIC CONSONANTS

KHOTANESE BKA2IMI LETTERS

/P/
N

<P>
<b>
<tt>
<d>
<k>

N

/ d / [8]

N

/g/M
M
M
h/

N
N

N
N
N
hi
M

N
PT

<b: ??; g>
<m>
<n>
<n>
<n>
<s>
<ys, s>
<i>
<c>
<y>
<r, rr>
<1>

<d>
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THE SOURCES IN TIBETAN SCRIPT
Historical background
The Tibetan Empire was founded after a long period of regional consolidation in the 7th century by the kings of the Yarlung valley. They united several petty local chieftains and Tibet entered world history. They occupied great
parts of Turkestan, West China and the Himalayas. They took part in the great
battle of the Talas valley on the side of the Arabs against the Chinese, and if
only for a short time, they occupied the Chinese capital in 763. They concluded
peace treaties with the Chinese from which the most famous is that of 821/822,
because the Tibetan and Chinese texts were carved in rock and have remained
to our days. The Tibetans had contacts with the Turks since the the 7th century. We read in the Kul tegin inscription that the Khans of the first Turkic
Khanate lead their troops "almost until Tibet" and that at the mourning ceremonies of Kul tegin the special envoy of the Tibetan king the Bolon (Tibetan
blon 'Minister") was present Another Old Turkic inscription (at the river Abakan, Altyn Kol H) mentions that the deceased "because of his virtues has been
sent to the Khan of the Tibetans". The close contacts with the Turks is reflected in several early Tibetan sources, among them the Tibetan Annals and the
Old Tibetan Chronicle. The Turks (Dru-gu), the Qarluqs (Gar-logs) and the
Turgesh (Dur-gyis) are frequently mentioned in these sources] After the defeat
of the Uighurs by the Kirghiz (Tib. Gir-kis), the Uighurs of Kocho and Kansu
came in much closer contact with the Tibetans. Along with the military and
diplomatic contacts Budhism also linked the two peoples. In 842 there was an
Anti-Buddhist uprising in Tibet the result of which was the temporary collapse
of the Tibetan Empire. But in the border areas the Tibetan Buddhist colonies
lived further. This was also the case in Tunhuang, which was reoccupied by the
Chinese from the Tibetans in 848, but where the Tibetan community lived and
worked also later and had close contacs with the Uighurs.
Old Tibetan literature as a source of the Turkic linguistic history
Tibetan literature is known from the middle of the 7th century. Important are the great inscriptions in Central Tibet from which the earliest is the
Zhol-Inscription written in 764 and which have been preserved until our days.
Though the Annals and the Royal Chronicle had Chinese models, they were not
only in their content but also much in an independent form. In the military
governments of East Turkestan official administrative documents, letters and
other texts were written in Tibetan, and since contacts with the Turks were very
close many Turkic names, titles, eu.uical names etc. can be found in the docu-
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ments. With the exception of the inscritpions and some excavated documents
the Tibetan texts found are mostly copies or excerpts, abstracts etc., but even
they are no later than the 11th century.
Buddhist literature also began in the 7th century. Most of the texts are
translations from Sanskrit or Chinese, some from Khotanese. The great activity
of the translators made it necessary to issue a Royal Edict in 815 which fixed
the "new rules" for orthography and translation. Also a terminological dictionary
the Mahavyutpatti was compiled to help the translators. The literary language
before the Edict is called the "Old language" (skad rhin) while the language
which already followed the new norms was called the "New language" (skad
gsar). Some colophones of these Buddhist texts also contain Turkic personal,
geographical or ethnic names. A few Old Turkic texts have been translated
from Turkic into Tibetan, or have been thoroughly excerpted as the famous
Uighur intelligence report (Pelliot tib. 1283).
However important the various Turkic names, glosses may be, their
value is only complementary to the Turkic texts written in Tibetan. We know of
a few fragments from Turfan, some unedited, and a complete text from Tunhuang, a cathecism (Pelliot tib. 1292). The three types of material, the glosses
in Tibetan original texts, the Turkic elements in texts translated from Turkic
and Turkic texts written in Turkic differ insofar as the latter try to follow a
more strict system of transcription.
The Tibetan alphabet and Tibetan orthography
According to the mediaeval tradition of the Tibetans they had no writing
before the King Srong-btsan sgam-po.This founder of the Tibetan Empire, who
died in 649, sent his Minister Thonmi Sambhota to India, and after his return
the Minister took as a model certain Indian scripts and created the Tibetan
alphabet. The latest researches have revealed that this tradition is only reliable
insofar as Tibetan script has its origin in the Central Asian branch of the Brahmi script. We also know that the formation of the Tibetan script and orthographical system went through several stages.
The Tibetan language typologically belongs to the so called isolating
monosyllabic languages. The basic unit of the language is the monosyllabic
word, which can acquire prefixes, infixes and suffixes. All di- or polysyllabic
words are, or were originally composed of monosyllables. The adaptation of the
Indie system of writing had to match this structure. The writing is "syllabic" in
that all consonantal letters have the inherent a if not otherwise indicated.
In Table VII we give the Tibetan alphabet in the usual Tibetan sequence
which follows the Indian prototype. In the Latin transcription those letters are
marked by a + sign which are new and do not originate directly from the Indie
prototype, which is important for their early phonetical value. <ga> is a turned
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<kha>, <ka> is a modified <ga>, <da> is a modified <ta>. <da> and
<ta> are in manuscripts not always clearly distinguishable. The letter < b a >
denoted originally a [v] and it stood in some early alphabets in place of < w a > ,
but later it has been reinterpreted. The letter <wa> was originally an a-chwi
and beneath a <ba>, this became the letter for the spirant, and <ba> was
placed back in the series of stops. The picture was later complicated by the fact
that the Tibetan stop / b / became in certain positions itself [v] and thus the
letter < b > denoted both the stop and the spirant In postconsonantal position
[v] is written with the subscript <ba> which had a triangular form and was
called wa-zur. The letters <tsa>, <tsha> and <dza> have been formed from
<ca>, <cha>, and <ja> respectively with the small diacritic stroke. The letter
<zha> was formed from <sha>, <za> from < j a > . As the latest researches
have shown (R6na-Tas 1985) the a-chwi or the "small a" goes back to the
Khotanese Brahrni syllabic cluster <ga>.
Though the Tibetan writing developed through several stages in the time
which is important for the Turkic material it was almost fully developed. Later
the Tibetans added several new letters to the alphabet to render Sanskrit
sounds which had no equivalent in the original alphabet There were also some
graphotactic devices which were used only for transcribing Sanskrit, but with a
few exception none of them was necessaiy for writing Turkic In the only case,
where it would have been important, the denotion of vowel length with subscribed a-chiui was not used.
The letters given in Table VII are the so-called dbu-can letters or letters
"with head". They got their name because most of the letters have an upper
horizontal stroke. Already in Old Tibetan times a so called "headless script"
(idbu-med) was in use, a more informal way of writing, which later reached a
stage approaching a type of shorthand. It is in order to mention that the so
called Phags-pa script of the Yuan Emperor Kubilai was formed after a type of
the Tibetan script used for seals.
N
Tibetan graphotactics used a superscript dot called tseg to mark the
monosyllabic unit In the script there are the following possible places:
EXAMPLE
V
C2
CAC5C6

C4
(V)

•W

READ

s
bsgrubs
u
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From the given places only the place Cj has obligatorily to be filled,
because if the vowel is the inherent a no vocalic letter is needed. In the Tibetan graphematics C, is called Radical, C, Praescript, Cj Superscript, C4 Subscript, V Vocal, Cj Final and C6 Postfinal. From the point of view of phonological analyzis C, and Cj are praeradicals, C, is the radical, C4 postradical and
Q final, C6 postfinal. Morphologically the praeradicals are praefixes, the postradical is an infix and the postfinal, and in some cases the final is a suffix. One
syllable can have only one vocalic element which is either a monophthong or a
diphthong. The vocalic sign <u> is written beneath the radical or subscript all
other vowels < o > , < e > , and <i> were written above. In Old Tibetan orthography an "inverted" i-sign was also used, on which see later.
In the position of C, all consonants can occur, but in the other places
there exist certain well defined constraints.
The most important tendencies in the history of Tibetan
The most important tendency is the simplification of the consonantal
clusters in the initial and final position. In the so-called non-archaic dialects all
initial clusters have been simplified to one consonant. The postradical / r / and
the radical developed into a cerebral sound (gr-, dr-, br- became t or d respectively), the postradical / y / palatalized the radical (ky~, gy-, phy-, by- became c-,
/- or k"). The original opposition voiced:voicless changed into a register opposition of low:high (pitch). The postfinal -d disappeared early, the -s later, most
finals also disappeared while they changed the preceding vowel and generated
a new suprasegmental feature the contour which may be even or falling if the
syllable was in a stressed position.
These radical changes began in the Old Tibetan period. On the other
hand there exist at present so called archaic dialects which have preserved
many traits from the structure reflected by the script. Besides the very different
dialectal background the evaluation of the Tibetan material is hampered also
by the fact that there existed a so called learned monastery reading style which
was neither identical with the spoken language nor with the letter-by-letter
reading. From the 13th century on we know that even between the monastery
reading styles there existed differences, but it is very likely that these differences were to in some extent also present earlier.
Turkic texts in Tibetan Script
Though Turkic texts written with Tibetan letters had been mentioned
earlier by P.Pelliot (1921) and others, it was G. Clauson who first dealt with
some of them In his book (Clauson 1962) he mentioned four unpublished texts
the photographs of which he got from F.W. Thomas "...of what he beleived to
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be the whole collection..". In the first text there are parts of lines 142 to 161 of
the Sekiz Yükmek Sutra the text of which in Uighur script was published in
Türkische Turfantexte VI and this text now bears the Sigla Mainz 329 and was
quoted by Clauson as SY. The second is a text with the invocation of Boddhisatvas similar to that found in the Altan Yaruq (see Müller 1908), its present
Sigla is Mainz 712 and it was quoted by Clauson as NK. The third is a short list
of proper names, some Turkic some Tibetan (Clauson: PN), the fourth is a
small fragment of a Buddhist text, Mainz 194 (Clauson: Fr). Clauson (1962 97100) gave a list of Turkic words and names to be found in the four fragments.
Some mistakes crept into the transcription and the readings. In 1942 when A
von Gabain was in Budapest they read together with Ligeti Turkic texts in
Tibetan transcription. Ligeti got the transcription of two texts from Gabain. In
a letter of 11 Januray 1961 Gabain quoted from five texts some Turkic words in
Tibetan transcription. The texts had the following Sigla Mainz 194, Mainz 196,
Mainz 329, Mainz 619 and Mainz T II Y 35. Ligeti quoted some of these words
with reference to A. von Gabain in his paper (ligeti 1961 210-211), unfortunately in some cases Gabain's transcription was either inaccurate or it misled
ligeti for other reasons. In their paper published in 1984 Maue and Röhrborn
mentioned 7 fragments which are in the Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz (West Berlin) and add "Sie sind von Clauson: Turkish and Mongolian
studies, London 1962, S.96-100, in Form einer Wortliste ausgewertet worden" it
is unclear to them why Hamilton (1981 15) thought that there existed one or
two Mss in London. By courtesy of the Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz (West Berlin) I have photocopies of the following fragments:
1. Mainz
2. Mainz
3. Mainz
4. Mainz
5. Mainz
6. Mainz
7. Mainz

127, Til Y35 (Second Turfan expedition Yarkhoto)
194a, 194b Tu.lo9, Clauson Fr
196, Tu 113
329, Tu 110, Clauson SY
619, TIL Y.59, Tu 117 ? Clauson PN
637
712, Clauson NK

Mainz 619 in fact consists of two fragments, and in the second only the
name gut-lug tog-r[i]l is present Among the proper names quoted from the
third fragment by Clauson there existed a gut-lug tog-ril, and other names as
well. It may be that when Thomas's photocopies were made this fragment was
larger.
The most important text is a Buddhist catechism written in the Uighur
language but in Tibetan script The text was brought by Pelliot from Tunhuang,
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got the number Pelliot tib. 1292 and was first quoted by Pelliot in 1921, and on
some occasions by Ligeti. The facsimile was published in [Macdonald] Spanien
- Imaeda (II 1979 Table 608). It was dealt with by me in 1983/84 in my lectures given in Vienna (see R6na-Tas 1985, 355-359) and independently published by Maue and Röhrbora in 1985 and 1986 resp. In 1985 appeared the
publication of Moriyasu. The text consists of 44 lines, it is written in a good
readable dbu-med script. The edition of Maue and Röhrbora (M/R) solved
most of the problems, the transcription needs very few corrections which are of
minor importance.
The transcription and representation of Turkic vowels
The vowels in initial position
There exists a very good, comprehensive study on Tibetan script and its
use in transcribing Turkic witten by G. Uray in the vol. Ill of Hajdú - Kristó Róna-Tas (1980 95-112). Here we shall sum up the most relevant problems
concerning the transcription of Turkic with special respect to the text P. 1292.
As we have seen Tibetan script could render five vowels: a, e, i, o, and
u. If these vowels occurred in postconsonantal position a was inherent, that is
not marked, and the other four were marked by diacritic signs, < e > , <i>,
<o>, were written above and <u> beneath the radical. The first problem
arose with the fact that in Old Tibetan there did not exist any syllable with a
vocalic initial. This was the reason why Tibetan originally did not take over
from Brahmi any of the independent vocalic signs. Later on when because of
the transcription of Sanskrit the rendering of a vocalic initial was needed they
used the so called "great a" or a-chen. The a-chen was the independent < a > of
Brahmi, but from the fact that in the Tibetan alphabet it stands as the last
letter (in contrast to the Sanskrit alphabet where it is the first letter) we may
infer that it had been taken over later and not together with the other letters.
The a-chen had been used as a consonantal sign insofar that if the vowel was
not a, the vocalic signs were put above or beneath. This graphotactic usage can
be observed also in Khotanese Brahmi. The phonetical value of the a-chen
was a voiceless glottal or laryngeal stop. This we know from the Old Tibetan
transcriptions of Chinese where a-chen transcribed the so called ywzg-initial, the
voiceless glottal stop, in opposition to the yü-initial which was transcribed by
the a-chun and which was a voiced glottal stop. In the transcription of Turkic
the a-chen was used to render the smooth vocalic ingress of the vocalic initial.
The initial a- was transcribed by the simple a-chen, the initial /-, o- and
u- with the a-chen and the vocalic signs. Somewhat more complicated was the
situation with the e-sounds. As we have seen Tibetan had a special e-sign, but
originally the Turkic had two e-sounds, an open a and a closed e. The open á
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was considered in Brahmi as a front variant to the
with the subscribed ya. This usage was taken over
Tibetan transcription of Turkic. Accordingly under
subscribed <ya>, which is called in Tibetarya-fciagi
an a. The solution is the same as in Brahmi:

a-sound and thus written
also in the system of the
the a-chen they wrote a
(yata), and thus it became

BRAHMI

TIBETAN

A + ya / â /

a-chen + y / â /

There are a few cases where the initial à was written with an a-chen but
without the subscribed ya. If we collect these words we see that all words had a
Kâf in the original Uighur script. The use of the Kâf was a sure indication of
frontness in the Uighur script unlike in Brahmi. If Turkic Szûg was written as
"a-(g)zug, or âgsûg as "ag-sug it is clear that the Uighur model was followed.
This was an orthographical, formal process. In the case of àmgànîuiàr the
pronounciaton was [am qânùHâr] and therefore it was correctly written in Tibetan as "am-nan-nur-lar, i.e. without a letter <g>, but in the first syllable the achen did not get a subscribed ya because in the Uighur original the word was
written with a Keph as àmgànMàr and the rule "where there is a Keph the subscribed ya is not obligatory for expressing the frontness" operated. Tibetan also
had the sign for <e> and one would have expected that this would be written
for the closed / e / , while â or a for the open / â / . It may have been the tendency but it was not a rule. The scribe was surely perplexed about the opposition,
and we find thé same word written in two different ways as in the case of
âmgân-, once as "am-'nan and once as "e-miian.
A special problem is connected with the Tibetan /-sign. When the Tibetans took over the Brahmi script there existed a sign for short / and another
for the long i. In Tibetan there was no long and short opposition of the / vowel
and for some reason or other they accepted both, and the graphical opposition
had no phonetical marker function in the script. The Brahmi sign for long /
became the standard Tibetan /-sign, but the other, the sign of short /' called "the
inverted /-sign" was ocasionally used as well. The idea of R.A.Miller (1966) that
the two /-signs were used to denote two /-sounds differentiated by vowel harmony, could not be proved. In the earliest texts at our disposal the distribution of
the two /-signs is only graphical, since they resemble as mirror forms, in certain
manuscripts it is avoided for two identical signs to occur side by side,(in some
types of manuscipts this would be very similar to one o-sign). The inverted /sign was used only in Old Tibetan documents and later disappeared. It exists in
our text, but has no phonetical marker function, it is not used to distinguish
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front and back /, as can be seen from such example as iki written as "i-ki, the
first i written with an "inverted", the second with a normal /-sign:
The rendering of the Turkic 6 and u was achieved by writing an a-chen
then a subscribed <ya> and an <o> or < u > respectively.
In Appendix VI we compare the independent vocalic letters of Brahmi,
Manichean, Sogdian, Uighur, Arabic and Tibetan. In the upper part we see the
independent letters, in the lower part the combinations with which they try to
transcribe the Turkic vowels in initial position.
Vowels in postconsonantal position
Since the Tibetan a-chen is graphotactically considered as a consonantal
sign the rendering of the vowels in postconsonantal position does not esentially
differ. The vowels / a / , /i/, /0/ and / u / are noted as "inherent" or with vowel
signs. In the case of the front vowels there existed three types of solution. The
front character was either marked by the subscribed <ya> or in the original a
Kaf secured the front pronunciation, or the front character was not marked at
all. In polysyllabic words it was sufficient to mark the first syllable, thus dyaggzin-dur-da-ci = tagzindurdaci, where the "Kaf' in the original would have been
in itself sufficent, or tyab-pra-mas = tapramaz.
It caused a problem that in back vocalic words front vocalic 1 occurred,
as e.g. in the possessive suffix of the third person after consonants. On the
other hand the phonetic realization of the back vocalic i" was different according
to its environment. Especially in the vicinity of the guttural consonants or the
sonorants (r, 4 n) it still preserved its original back character. This allophone
needed a special transcription. The Tibetans used the following solutions:
1.
The use of the e-sign: "a-reg = any, "og-lan-ne = oylam, "oy'i-ga-le =
cyyali, "a-ge = ayi'etc.
2.
Writing as a or a: "a-rag = any, yab-pa'r-gag-ke = yapiryaqi, "ad-glag=
catty etc.
3.
Writing as a and adding a subscribed ya: ga'-tyag-lan-mag = qatiylanmaq, "ad-gtyag = atliy, yar-fyag-gin = yarttyih etc.
4.
Writing with 1 (in most cases in words which have q): gir-kin-nin = qirlarun, za-ldn-cin = saqincin etc. or zi-mas = simaz.
. We know that in the present dialects of Turkestan the /-sound in monoor polysyllabic words became neutralized, and this neutral / is phonetically
nearer to the front /. Such words could get front and/or back vocalic suffixes.
The beginning of these changes we find in our text: din-lgig = tinliyiy, din-lag,
dyin-lag = tintty. Where the alternative writing di- or dyi- shows that the first 1
was perceived as front but the second as back because of the following guttural.
Table III shows the transcription of the vowels.
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The functions of the a-chwi
The a-chwi has as its model the letter <ga> of Khotanese Brahmi
script, and its function can also be derived from it (see R6na-Tas 1985 259). To
understand the role played by the a-chwi in the transcription of Turkic we have
to sum up what we know about its functions in the graphotactics of the Old
Tibetan. It had the following functions:
1. If it was used as a praeradical and written in the praeradical position it
denoted a nasal consonant homorgan with the following one, or it was used to
express a prenasalisation of the consonant. In any case it secured the voiced
pronunciation of the following consonant whatever its original voicing has been.
2. If it stood in the radical position it denoted a voiced glottal or laringeal
fricative consonant.
3. If it stood after the radical there were three possibilities:
a. if it was written after the radical it had an orthographical function. In
cases where the word had a final (and maybe a postfinal) closed by the
syllable marker dot (tseg) it may have happened that the reading was not
unambiguous. Thus in the case where, e.g. a <db> was written, this
could have been read both as dab and dba, because -b was a final permitted by the orthographical rales and thus it was not clear whether the
inherent a should or should not be read after the first consonant In such
cases if the reading should be bda an a-chwi was written after the <b>
to ensure the reading: dba'. In analogy to this there are some cases
where the a-chwi was written even if there was no ambiguity, as e.g. in
the case of mtha written as
though -th was not permitted as syllable
final.
b. If the consonant was followed by a diphthong the second element
needed a "supporter", and this was the a-chwi. Thus in such cases as
mde'u or mi'i the 'u or the second '/ respectively was written with an achun, and the vowel sign written in addition.
c. In the case of the transcription of Sanskrit words the long vowel was
indicated by writing the a-chwi under the radical. This was the rule in
classical Tibetan, and it was also used in Old Tibetan. In Old Tibetan,
however, at least in the transcription of a text dated from the 10th century (Hackin 1924) it could have been observed that the a-chwi did not
denote the etymological length of the Sanskrit word but one has the
imporession that it denoted a length due to phraseological stress (cf.
R6na-Tas 1985 349).
In what now concerns the role of the a-chwi in the transcription of
Turkic we see the following:
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1. If the a-chwi occurs in a place which was considered by the Tibetan graphotactics as praeradical it served to ensure the voiced feature of the following
consonant. This is the more interesting, since Turkic /k-/ and /t-/ are written
in most cases with <g> and <d> respectively, but in none of the cases is the
initial consonant be it <g>, <k> or <kh> or <d> <t> of <th> preceded
by an a-chwi. On the other hand in the case of such words which are loanwords and had a voiced initial they are always written with an a-chiui like
dhyana 5x, dendar lx, dharma 2x, didimliy lx without counterexample. Quite
different is the case with Turkic /b-/. This was been never written with <p> or
<ph>, exlusively with <b->, and in the overwhelming majority of cases with achiui + b. Where we find an initial <p-> we have a foreign word which was
pronounced with a voicless [p] as in paramid or purhan. The voiced character is
indicated in a very few cases with a prescript d- as in dbyis-ka-le = bicyali.
The voiced consonants which occur in non initial position are rarely
written with a prescribed a-chwi ("a-'bag in line 20 is obscure) and this also has
its origin in Tibetan graphotactics. As we have seen the prescribed a-chwi
represented a nasal element. In cases where Tibetan had a disyllabic word
(originally a composed word) the praeradical nasal element of the second word
has been preserved even in most modem dialects. Thus a word like Written
Tibetan dge-'dwt is pronounced as \gendurt]. Therefore we find the a-chwi in
non initial position in such cases as in am-'nag where the a-chwi is the marker
of the nasal consonant, as can be seen from the parallel forms where the same
word is written as "e-mnag, and "am-'nag. Both transcribe Turkic amgak [amqak]. This nasal occurs also in another type of the cases: the Turkic word
anday is written three times with <-n-'d->, three times with <-n-d-> and three
times with <-n-t->, icinda is written as "i-cin-'da'. On the other hand ikinti is
always written with <-n-t-> as is Ksantipala. Such words as unturiip, basintw,
tagzintiir, kantu are written with <-n-d->. It cannot be doubted that the transcriptions "an-'dag, "i-cin-'da, den-'da'-rag contain a cluster [nd], and if there had
not been a drastic change since Runic script was in use, the special Runic sign
had to denote [nd] and not [nt]. To this we have to add that the cluster -A- is in
most cases written with <-l : lt> as in altun, altinc, qalti. If the cluster nc is not
in the intervocalic position, then Tibetan could not transcribe i t If it was rendered somehow, it was always written as <-n-c->.
In three Turkic words a-chwi denotes an initial h-: these are hardi ('ardi), hdrsar ('ar-sar twice, the same word also with a-chen), hoi ('ol 11 times, four
times with a-chen) and the enclitic particle hdk (temin hok = dye/de-nun 'og).
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The transcription and representation of the Turkic consonants
Consonants in initial position
As we have seen the voiced character of the initial consonants was
ensured by writing an a-chun. We know that' the originally voiced stops and
affricates lost their voiced character in many Tibetan dialects and the following
word got a suprasegmental low pitch while the words with an original unvoiced
initial got a high pitch. This is a feature characteristic to a large region in East
Asia and characteristic to all tonal languages there, among them also Chinese.
Further, for several reasons Tibetan words did not begun with simple (not
prefixed) nonsapirated unvoiced consonants as t-, k-, p-, c-. For thesev reasons
the transcription of Turkic /t-/, /k-/ and /c-/ by <d->, <g-> and <j-> does
not reflect any Turkic feature, its causes have to be found in peculiarities on
the Tibetan side. The uncertainty of the Tibetan scribe can also be seen in such
variations as tyeb, dyeb = tep, tyag, dag = tag but never b- = <p->.
Though as a rule the Turkic initials ft-/ and / k - / are transcribed by
Tibetan <d-> and <g-> there is a group of words in which this rule does not
work and the initials are transcribed by a letter denoting an unvoiced sound.
Those words pertain to this category in which the second consonant is a tense
unvoiced consonant (stop or sibilant) in Turkic, such as tutor (thud-tar), tutsar
(thud-sa), tutmasar (thud-ma-sar), tukel (thu-kaT), tukellig (thu-kal-lig), Tisi (ti-Ii),
qutirja (kod-tin-na), kai (kas), ktiH 'human being' (khi-si), kiii 'woman' (khri-si),
Kilantipale (khi-san-ti-pa-le). There exist a very few exceptions to this rule, such
as toquz written as do-kos or katayin written as gyed-ta-yin. The affricate -cdoes not seem to pertain to the category as we find for kiicmta gud-cin-da', or
for qaciy ga-cag. It is very likely that the phonetical pecularities of those initials
which were followed by a consonant of the tense category were different and
this was perhaps due to either the assimilatory effect of the following consonant
or this was the original situation which has been preserved only in cases where
there existed a second tense consonant. A slight aspiration can perhaps be
supposed in opposition to the strong aspiration of Tibetan kh, th, ph etc. If this
were true we would make a great step forward in the reconstruction of the Old
Turkic phonological and phonetical system. We could suppose that in word
initial position the following phonetical units were present:
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TURKIC FHONEnCAL UNITS
L VOICED LAX

IL UNVOICED LAX

[d] in foreign words
[g] in foreign words
[b]

<'d>
<'g> no example
<'b>

PI

<d>
<g>

[G]
m . UNVOICED TENSE

TIBETAN TRANSCRIPTION

M

<t, th>
<k, kh>

[Pi

<P>

[t]

It remains unclear whether in category m there was also aspiration and,
if so, what its phonological relevance was. As regards the tripartite structure the
situation is very similar to that of Tibetan and Chinese, nevertheless the units
do not match each other. In Tibetan we have on the graphical level < t > ,
<th>, < d > , but the Turkic system is rendered by <t, th>, < d > , < ' d > . In
Indo-European and in Mongolian we know that between two tense aspirated
consonants there may have occurred dissimilation. In any case the distributive
rules between categories II and III may have been the following:
/t/

[d] all cases with the exception of where [t]
[t] if the second consonant is + tense and either + obstruent or +
sibilant.
The same may have been true for / k / .

The transcription of the sibilants reflects an early Tibetan development.
Both Tibetan / z / and / z / became voiceless at least in the dialects which may
have played here a role. Therefore it was possible to write the Turkic /s-/ with
< z- > as in sab written as zab, sogiit written as zu-gud etc., in all cases with one
exception (sub). We have, however, to put the question why they did not use
the letter <s>. In the later Tibetan dialects the difference was in pitch, words
with initial / z / had a low, those with / s / had a high register, with the low
register a breathy voice coocurred.
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The transcription of the very few nasal consonants in initial position did
not cause special problems. The curious Tibetan transcription of mitj 'thousand'
as dmyvi is a Tibetan orthographical feature. In the Old Tibetan orthography a'
special category was written with <my-> which later became in Central Tibet
m-, in the East Tibetan dialects n. The prescribed < d - > was needed to ensure
the high register category, therefore e.g. Classical Tibetan mig was written in
Old Tibetan as dmyig. The transcription dm- points to a kind of unvoiced m-.
C o u s o p a n t s i n n p p initial p o s i t i o n

The transcription of the stops in intervocalic position caused no problems as can be seen from the following examples: tagila = dya-gi-fya', tukel =
thu-kal, qaday = ga-dag, qatiylanmaq = ga-tyag-lan-mag. If certain consonantal
clusters were present in the set permitted by Tibetan graphotactical rules the
Turkic cluster was transcribed accordingly as artoqi = "ar-rtog-ke, otro = "ay-tro,
"oyd-tro, "od-tro, where the Turkic -tr- was rendered by the Tibetan tr-.
In most Tibetan dialects the final consonants disappeared. The first final
which disappeared was -s. Since we find in our transcription everywhere final -s
the text must have been written at a time and in a dialect where the final -s
have not yet disappeared: az - "as, altmis = "al-(ti)-mis, bes = 'bes, iizuksuz =
"u-zug-sus. It would be a possible argument against this hypothesis that the
scribe copied the Uighur text and therefore wrote a Tibetan <s> on place of
an Uighur <s> even when the Tibetan -s was not pronounced. But such an
argument cannot be accepted, because in some cases another writing would
have been possible as well, e.g. asqanculamasar is written "a-skan-cu-la-ma-sa,
while kasti is written as gyas-ti. Since there exists a Tibetan pattern sti this could
have been written as *gya-sti.
The assumption that the disappearence of the final consonants had not
yet begun is important if we try to get the answer to the question of why we
have curious reduplications. Why do we find korfil written as kon-riol, eligin 'of
the hand' as "el-lig-gin, elig 'king' as "el-lig (in this case etymologically correct)
or oqar as "og-kaf! In the last example the final of the first syllable and the
initial of the second is not the same. But this is due to the Tibetan rules, according to which only <g, d, b, I, s, r, m, n, n, '> can occur in final position.
Therefore we have for otru "od-tro, for tapramaz dyab-pra-mas, for qutitja kodtin-na or for yapiryatp yab-pa'r-gag-ke. It is impossible to suppose in all these
and the similar cases that this. transcription reflects a reduplicated or long
Turkic consonant The most reasonable answer to this question is that the
Tibetan scribe had to write closed syllables. This may have happened because
the vowel of the closed syllable was shorter, and the prosodic shortness was
rendered with this graphotactical device, since in fact all Tibetan syllables which
had no consonantal finals have a longer vowel than those which have. What did
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the Tibetan scribe do when he had to indicate a long consonant, as in the case
of büttil One of the possible solutions was that he indicated that the vowel is
long, and this happened, the word is written as büd-ti with the a-churi under
the < b > . This means that the transcription technique could distinguish between
short and long vowels and between short and long consonants. As we have seen
above the opposition of the long and the short vowels was not identical with
the etymological shortness and length, it depended on prosodic reasons.
There are no direct traces of the fricative pronunciation of the consonants / d / , / g / or / b / . The word "ye-vin in line 11 is obscure. The <h> in yumur-ha-da (for yumurtyada) is due to the combinatory influence of the preceding [r]. Two cases are of interest. Turkic egid is written as "ey-gil instead of the
expected and possible *"ey-gid, and we find loxyutuz 'wife* once yul-tu-zi-na and
once yid-tus-sin (the -d in the transcription asyuld- is a misprint, Moriyasu ha«
here the correct reading), where we would have expected yud-tu[z]. These case.1
are perhaps the first signs of the spirantization of the Tibetan final which sureh
preceded its later disappearance. It may be that the transcription of kilcsüz as
gud-sus also belongs here. The word adirmaz is written as "a-drir-mas, this is the
only possible sign for a fricative character of the Turkic / d / .
The Turkic word tört is consequently written as dyor i.e. without the final
-i. This important insofar as it shows that the disappearance of the Tibetan
postfinal ~d or da-drag was complete (not so in Ms Mainz 194).
The transcription was able to distinguish between the consonant /y/ and
the semivocalic i element of the diphthongues. For qoyin go-yin is written, but
in the case of ayrig (airig] the transcription is "ey'i-rig where the first, subscribed
<ya> only marks the front character of the [e] and the a-chuii and <i> denote the semivowel [i]. The accusative of bay [bai], bayiy is written as 'ba'i-yag,
that of ciyay [ciyai] as ji-ga'i-yag, where we find not only the rendering of the
diphthong, but also the graphotactic device to produce a closed syllable. The
writing <a'i-y-> is the same as the writings <-d-t-> or <-g-k>.
In the Tibetan writing system we find a subscribed -r which is called rabtags. Originally it was used to denote a postconsonantal r, later the clusters Cr
developed in most cases into a cerebral diphthong or even monophthong. In
words such as ötrő ("yo/yod/'od)-tro this subscribed r denotes an original postconsonantal [r]. But in several cases this subscribed_r denoted a special quality
of the preceding consonant as in: arhan = "ar-hrirt, cixsabut = chig-sra-bud,
¡aside (or -dal locative of tasi 'woman') = khri-si-da. In a few other texts we
find for the back vocalic [q] the writing <gr> as quruy = gru-rug, alqo = "algro etc., see below.
Some problems were involved in writing! the sibilants in non initial
position. There were no problems with the sibilants in intervocalic position.
They were written in most cases with the letter originally denoting voiced
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sibilants, but we also have examples for the use of unvoiced: oltasita = "oyl-tazi-da, asirkamaz = "ay-zir-ka-mas, and also kisi = khi-si, tesar = de-sar. The
final -s caused also no problem as in ustun = "us-stun, kasti = gyas (or phyas)-ti,
only in postconsonantal position as in tars, in line 14 there is tyer-zi but the
syllable -zi seems to be crossed out; in line 40 only dyar is written. This is
understandable, because the original Tibetan orthography knew the postfinal -s
but it was not permitted after -r. It was not permitted to write a final -s or -z
and therefore this Turkic final was rendered by the final -s. We find even for
islayurlar "is-stya-yur-lar. The choice was perhaps also influenced by the Uighur
script where the two final sibilants were distinguished only by diacritical dots.
The fact that cases such as the rendering of bes 'five* as bes, 'bes, 'bes we have
not to do with any Turkic phonetical pecularity can be seen in the case of
besinc which is written as 'bes-sin, bes-sin, or taijas+i+siz with an -s originally
in final position is transcribed as dyan-na-si-sis. The suffix -mis is written as mis, both in the deverbal suffix as in amganmista = "em-nan-mis-ta, and the
ordinal suffix as in altmis = "al-ti-mis, in both case a Turkic -s is transcribed by
the Tibetan -s.
The voiced Turkic / z / caused some problems to the Tibetan scribes. The
Old Tibetan / z / became early unvoiced therefore its voiced character had to'be
ensured by writing a prescribed consonant which was, however, not pronounced.
This was the case for uzati = "u-gza'-ti or uzun = 'u-gzun. But seemingly the
unvoiced pronunciation of <z> was not wholly accomplished in certain non
initial positions and we find also sezig = ze-zig, tdzi = dyo-zyi. The final -z was
always written with -s but this is not a Turkic pecularity, the privative suffix is
always -sis, such words as tuz 'salt' and tuz 'equal' are both transcribed as dus
and this has nothing to do with the also otherwise unlikely hypothesis of
Shcherbak (1970) that Early Turkic final -s became -z after long vowels.
A great problem was caused by Turkic c in non initial position. Tibetan
could not write final -c therefore we find for kucsuz gud-sus or for uc 'uys, but
for iiciinc it was possible to write "uys-cun, i.e. to express the first -c- while the
second had to be omitted. That the latter was a problem of Tibetan transcription and not of Turkic pronunciation can be seen in the case of tdrtunc(u)
which was witten as dyor-tun and dyor-tun-chu resp., and all Turkic -nc finals
were written with a simple -n as basinc = bas-sin, besinc = bes-sin, saqinc =
za-kin. We may suppose that in some clusters, as Turkic -ct-, -ck-, -eg-, the [c]
lost its stop component. In the case of bicti = byis-ti, bic yali = dbyis-ka-la it
has to be kept in mind that in Tibetan syllable-final -c cannot be written. In
case of yincga the transcription was yin-skya, where the -n is not a mistake (cf.
Kazakh jitjiske, the ij was also present in Uzbek and some Kipchak languages)
and the transcription may have rendered something like [yiqSka] or [yiqska].
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In three foreign words [z] occur. The word for "Rsi" arzi was written as
"a-rje, "ar-rje, perhaps under the analogical influence of the Tibetan word rje
'lord', otherwise azun 'existence' is "a-zon-(ne) and the voiced pronunciation of
[z] is secured by a praescript which was not pronunced in the transcription of
Tusit [tozit] written as do-gzid.
There are a few cases where the Turkic final -r was not transcribed as in
Orur = "a-ru, and mostly in the suffix -sar/ser. barmasar = bar-ma-sa, casurmasar = jâ-sûr-mq-sa etc., but written in tûsmâsâr, turyumasar. This is a Turkic
feature. The disappearance of the final -r in Tibetan was surely a later change.
One Old Tibetan feature is consistently missing, the graphic complex
<myi>, which we would expect, e.g. in islamis = "is-sla-mfijs, and in barmis or
altmis.
On the date of Pelliot tibétain 1292
Maue and Rôhrborn dated this text in the timespan between the 8th and
10th centuries mainly relying on Taube 1980 and on the analogies which they
found with the Tibetan text of the Staël-Holstein Roll dated 925.
It is unlikely that we have to do here with a copy, the corrections made
in the text show that we have to do with an original, autograph version.
On the Tibetan side we can observe the following:
1. The oral praeradicals were already in the process of disappearing, d—, g- and
b- had only orthographic functions. The praeradicals s-, r- and I— were still
present as we see from "a-skan-cu-la-ma-sa (asqancumalasar), "og-rla-ma-sa
(oqrïlmasar) and "a-lko (alqo). On the disappearance of the oral praeradicals
through fricatives see (R6na-Tas 1966).
2. The two nasal praeradicals a-chuii and m- became homorgan nasals before
stops.
3. The postfinal -d or da-drag had already disappeared.
4. The final consonants, including -s, were all pronounced, perhaps -d had
begun its spirantization.
5. There are no traces of the Old Tibetan orthographical myi where later in
classical orthography we find mi.
With the exception of the last feature all these point to the North-Eastern Archaic Tibetan dialects and nothing speaks directly against the 10th century, but it cannot be earlier, and a later dating in the early 11th century cannot
be excluded. It is unlikely that it belongs to those texts which were added later
to the Cave Library after its opening, but we have no criteria to exlude this. If
it belongs to the original stock of the Cave Library, the latest possible years are
the first years of the 11th century (1000-1005).
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Some remarks on the Turkic language of Pelliot tibetain 1292
There is only a slight tendency to distinguish closed / e / and open /&/,
the back /1/ was on its way to being neutralized, but was still preserved in the
neighbourhood of gutturals and sonorants. Etymological vowel length is not
reflected, but the opposition of prosodically short and long vowels could have
been expressed. In the case of some words we can identify the quality of the
vowel for the first time as in the case of őz 'hatred' (Gauson üz).
A strong tendency can be observed in the assimilation according to the
open:closed opposition:
V
First category: ö+ü > ü+ü
"uy-fyur-ma-sa = ülűrmasa(r), c t ölürmasar
du-ru-sin = tűrűsin, c£ tőrűsin
dur-lug, dur-fyug = tűriúg, cf. törlüg, also dyor-lug
zu-gud = sügüt, cL sögüt
Second category: ö + ü > ö+ö
"oy-tro = ötrö, cf. ötrü
do-kos = toqóz, cf. toquz
kon-nol = köijöl, cf. körfii
I do not see here any possibility to explain the difference betwen the two
categories from differences in the original vocalism or in the phonetic environment The less so, since e.g. in Northern Brahmi we have törö and ötrö. It cannot be excluded that we have here to do with movable stress and the assimilation occurred according the stressed syllable.
There operated a tendency that u changed to o if a and < followed:
gol-lkag-ldn = qolqaqin, cf. qulqaqin
kod-tin-na - qotirja, cf. qutiija
do-gad = Tozit, cf. Tusii
or preceded:
"a-go = ayo, cf. ayu
"a-lko = alqo, cf. alqu
"a-zon = azon, cf. azun
da-mo = tamo, cf. tamu
ya-rog = ya-roq, cf. yaruq
dw-ka-ro = turqaro, cf. turqaru
The demonstrative pronoun is always bo.
In certain suffixes we already find the fourfold vocalism:
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I
atliy ("ad-glag/glyag)
tinHy (din-tag/dyin-lág)
yarüy (yar-fyag-)
didimRy ('di-dyim-gfag)
u
no example
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i
erlig (1er-rlig)
tükallig (thu-kal-lig)
tárjasisiz (dyan-na-si-sis)
beiinc Cbes/bes-sin)
Ü.
törlüg (dyor/dur-lug/fyug)
köljüllüg (go[n]-iiol-lug)
űzüksüz ("ü-zug-sus)
törtüncü (dyor-tun-chu)

but in other suffixes this had not yet occurred, as in tölti (dol-ti), körti (gor-dí),
oqmiS (1og-mis), tözi (dyo-zyi), türüsin (du-ru-sin), kücinda (gud-cin-da") etc.
The rudimentary presence of the initial h- is surely an archaic trait
As we have seen there are no traces of the fricative quality of the earlier
stops. The -r in the suffix -sar/ser begun to disappear.
We have no indication to see in Pelliot tibetain 1292 traits of the early
Manichean texts as was claimed by Maue and Röhrborn (1985 77, on the
"early" date of the Manichean texts see later). Their observation is correct that
in the text .we find instead of the ablative case the locative governed by several
verbs.
Some special traits of other Turkic texts written in Tibetan
One of the special graphic renderings used in the texts Mainz 329 and
Mainz 712 was the transcription of the / k / in back vocalic words and non-final
position by Tibetan <gr-> such as : qayu = gra-yu, quruy = gru-yug, turqaru =
tur-gra-yu, alqo = "al-gro etc., perhaps also for back vocalic /g/: ayirlayurlar "a-gri-[la-y]ur, yayidin =[ya]-gri-din, and from a chronological point of view it is
of interest that in the tetx Mainz 194 we find tört = tyord, that is the postfinal
d in Tibetan was pronunced, unlike in the other texts.
The Turkic material in the translated texts: Pelliot tibetain 1283
The pecularities of the text (translated and excerpted) were discussed in
detail by Ligeti (1971). I would mention here only some important traits. The
initial h- is consistently transcribed with <h> as in: hadaqtiy = ha-dag-leg, hala
= ha-la, hirkin = hir-ldn. To this category pertains the transcription of the
Uighur ethnonym as ho-yo-hor, ho-yo-'or but here we find also a-chun 'u-yi-kor.
The vocalic initials are written with a-chen as in "Er-myis (until now read Yermis), "og-rag = oyray, "ud = ud. Turkic /k-/ and / t - / are written with <g>
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and < d > respectively: ga-ra = qara, Gu-log = KUlug, gar-logs = Qarluq, dad-byi
= Tatbi, du-rgyus = Tiirgei, /b-/ is written with < b > : ba-ker-ba-lig = Baqirbaliq, be-ca-nag = Beceneg, and if it is written with a-chun the nasalization was
present as in 'bug-chor = Chin. Mo-cho. The back vocalic [Y] is in most cases
written with <e> as in Khe-rged = Qirgiz, Ba-smel = Basmil, ha-dag-leg =
hadagli'y. The labial variants already appear as in yun-log = yunllu y.
On the Tibetan side we do not find the posfinal ~d (yun-log could have
been written as *yund-log), but myi is consistently used, cf. "Er-myis hir-kin .=
Ermtf hirkin. The a-chuti denoted in intervocalic position a voiced fricative as in
ho-yo-'or = Hoyoyor i.e. Uighur or ku-chu-'ur = Kilcuyur. The praeradicals
were in the process of disappearing as in ba-yar-bgo = Bayirqo but he-bdal =
Heftal, bas-mel, ba-mel = Basmil, khe-rged = Kirgiz^ Whether hi-kil-rkor and "ibyil-kor were the same or not, -rkor and kor had to be, and -r- was surely not
pronunced in -rkor. All finals seem to have been pronounced, even -s as in gesdum = Keftim, the variant ba-sme for ba-smel may be a mistake, but the final d may have been on its way to becoming a fricative, cf. khe-rged = Q'iryiz.
The Tibetan language of the text of Pelliot tibetain 1283 shows a somewhat older stage than the text of the Pelliot tibetain 1292.
Turkic names and tides in Old Tibetan texts
In the rich Old Tibetan literature we can find many Turkic geographical
and personal names and titles. A Turkic ruler Kha-gan Ton Ya-bgo is mentioned in the Royal Annals from the years 694 and 700. In 708 we read about the
burial of the Ga-tun that is the Qatun. There exists a fragment of a legendary
Chronicle of the Turks where we read that the kings of the Great Turks ruled
72 years. After they had flourished 72 years the Eastern Turks (ni-ma sar logskyi Dru-gu) and the Western Turks (ni-ma nub-pa logs-kyi Dru-gu) fought with
each other. We learn from the Old Tibetan Annals that in 739 the Tibetan
King visited the country of the Beg, and from the Chinese sources we know
that he paid this visit to the ruler of the Turk Shahi dynasty in Gandhara on
the occasion of the enthronement of the young King From Gesar. The daughter
of this king became the wife of the Khotanese ruler and had the name, in Tibetan transcripiton 'U-ron-ga. The name Urotjya, Urotjyo occurs in many Turkic
sources (hitherto read as Oronya). The word is written with a-chun and based
on this we can reconstruct a form * Huron ya. The word has the meaning "flag,
standard" and in fact had an inital h- which can be found in the Old Russian
sources. This word dealt with by many scholars (see e.g. Ligeti 1949) is neither
Avar nor Mongolian as formerly was claimed by Menges (1979 157-166), it is
Turkic. An exhaustive collection of the scattered Turkic material in the Old
Turkic sources and its linguistic and historical evaluation is a future task. Good
preliminary work has been done by F. W. Thomas (1931, reedited in 1951).
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TABLE IV
The graphic representation of the Turkic vowels in Tibetana-

W

-Ca-

•

ä-

"a
C

VI

"ay

"a +

'k'

-Cä-

Q

Cy

C

'k'

e-

VT

"e

"ey

Ce

Cye

-Cei-

•

Q.

•or

"i

-Ci-

•

a

l-

•or

"i
Ci
"o

Co

W

Co

Ö-

Vi

"oy -

Cö-

Q.

Coy

u-

o r

"u

CuÜCii-

0

•

£

'k'

Cyi

Q

•

Ci +

'k'

Ci

"o +

V

Co +

'k1

"u +

'k'

"u +

V

Cu
o r

"uy
Cuy

consonant with inherent

VT

"a-chen

•\

ya-btags

Ö

+

"l

•

W

C

"iy

a

T>T

•

•

"i

•

0-

-Ci-

+

4

/a/

Ö

1
0

g
'k'

e

I

u
K e p h in the

word

TABLE IV
The graphic representation of Turkic consonants in Northern Brahmi
The original letters

k

^

<ka> ( ?

<kha>

<ga> H i

<gha>

<ta> 5
<tha>

<tta>

G
d

C

<da> 0

<dha>

P

V

<pa>

<pha>

b

R

<ba>

<bha>

c

<5
^

<ca> 0 6 <cba>
<ja> "tT <jha>

B

^

<na>

q

**

<na>

8
t

The new
Todnrian
Ictten

The new
leiten need
far Turkic

VoneDen
final farms

8

?

<qa>

£

<k>

?

<ya>

T3

<-B>

<kä>

O

<u> U

£1

<jji>

M
°T*

$

S
<ia>

(?)-^-<dza>

<tsa>

<tsä>
<Bä>

-

:

/ ' -

-

'

n

<iia>

m

<ma>

B

<№>

H 3 <-m>

<sa>

^

<Sä>

19

<*>

t »

<-S>

s

•C«'
*

z
I

i
<4a>

OO

<Jä>

C d

<sä>

s

ii

<?a>

y

j j y

<ya>

r

I

<ra>

d

<lä>

I

sT

<la>

O

<lä>

¿J

<va>

<za>

( 7 ) 4 * <ia>

<.5>

<b

<-i>

h

»

<wa>

1 Anusvära
1 The Cerebrals

C

6

<ta> ^

<tha> v «^ <da> i o <dha>

<na>

|

TABLE IV
The graphic representations of the vowels in Khotanese Brahmi

a-

Ca-

•

ä-

Cä-

Ü

ä-

Ca-

i-

a-

i-

*

a-

uÜe-

¿r

*

Cu-

a,

CB-

a

6

a.
s

Cai-

au-

*

Cau-

0-

-

Co-

Symbol of an Aksara:

•

Ce-

ai-

Anusvära

CP
a

V* v , C
Y,c
D

I

|9

- V •

•

•

(also -m)

TABLE IV
The graphic representations of the consonants in Khotanese Brahmi
LETTERS

PHONETIC VALUES

LETTERS

PHONETIC VALUES

P

P

t

t1

ph

*

d

d>J

b

b,/i

th, t h t h

el

V

W

' n

j

m

m

tc

ts

k

k

js

dz

kh

K x

c, ky

k*. tS

g

g. Y

j. s y

g \ dz

Eg

g

ts

ts*

h

h

ch

tS

h:

G, X (?)

s

s

ys

z

hM:

ft

ft

s

*

t

d

ss

£

tt

t

£

th

e

ii

S1

d

s, d

r

r

n

n

1

1

For the graphic forms see Appendix II, alphabet v.

TABLE IV
The Tibetan alphabet
CONSONANTS
+

F

ka

kha

<S' ¿6'
ca

y

ta

tjpa

*tsa

w

+

ra

2

•Tga

n

cha

ja

'n

ftha

+S

na

pha
+<

VOWELS

is?a
za
la

W" a | 1

ma

?

sha

9
u

Ö
e
"inverted" i

rv
p
1

er
o

^

SUBSCRIBED CONSONANTS

Q* ar
ba
+-dza

•a

+

wa
ya

5T
sa

T
l
ya-btags

Q

ra-btags

T

wa-zur
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APPENDIX I
The first attempt of Hitch to identify the new Tumshuquese letters after Hitch 1981
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APPENDIX II
The Indian alphabets from Sander 1968
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I. Spates Gupta-Alphabet I (Schrilttypua II); ca. S. Jh. n. Chr.
J. Cilgit/BaniijranTyp I I , Alphabet m (Schritttypun S [— Sonderachrilt] I); ca.
vom S. J h . n. Chr. An.
J. Säradi-Schrift, Alphabet n (Schriittypw S II); ea. 13. Jh. n. Chr.
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1. Spätes Gupta-Alphabet 1 (Schrifttypus I I ) ; ca. 6. Jh. n. Chr.
2. Gilgit/Bamiyan-Typ II, Alphabet m (Schrifttypua S [ = Sonderschrift] I); ca.
vom 6. Jh. n. Chr. an.
3. Säradä Schrift, Alphabet n (Schrifttypus S II); ca. 13. Jh. n. Chr.
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1. S p ä t e s G u p t a - A l p h a b e t 1 (Schrifttypus I I ) ; ca. 6. J h . n. C h r .
2. G i l g i t / B a m i y a n - T y p II, A l p h a b e t ra ( S c h r i f t t y p u s S [ = S o n d e r s c h r i f t ] I ) ; ca.
v o m 6. J h . n. Chr. an.
3. S ä r a d ä - S c h r i f t , A l p h a b e t n (Schrifttypus S I I ) ; c a . 13. J h . n. C h r .
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1. Spates Gupta-Alphabet 1 (Schrifttypus II); ca. 6. Jh. n. Chr.
2. Gilgit/Bamiyan-Typ II, Alphabet m (Schrifttypus S [ = Sonderschrift] I); ca.
vom 6. Jh. n. Chr. an.
3. Säratlä-Schrift, Alphabet n (Schrifttypus S II); ca. 13. Jh. n. Chr.
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Indische A l p h a b e t e
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1. S p ä t e s G u p t a - A l p h a b e t 1 ( S c h r i f t t y p u s I I ) ; ca. 6. J h . n. C h r .
2. G i l g i t / B a m i y a n - T y p I I , A l p h a b e t m ( S c h r i f t t y p u s S [ = S o n d e r s c h r i f t ] I ) ; ca.
v o m 6. J h . n. Chr. an.
3. Säradä-Schrift, A l p h a b e t n ( S c h r i f t t y p u s S I I ) ; ca. 13. J h . n. C h r .
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1. Spätes G u p t a Alphabet 1 (Schrifttypus II); ca. 6. J h . n. Chr.
2. Gilgit/Bamiyan-Typ II, Alphabet m (Schrifttypus S [ = Sonderschrift] 1); ca.
vom 6. J h . n. Chr. an.
3. Säradä-Schrift, Alphabet n (Schrifttypus S II); ca. 13. Jh. n. Chr.
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n
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*
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P ä l a - S c h r i f t , A l p h a b e t o ( S c h r i f t t y p u s S [ = Sondenichrift] I I I ) ; ca. 12. J h . n . Chr.
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£
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^
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TiirkisUuuKCtii-r I JuplIi Tvp (SchnfttypiiH III), Alphabet q; Frilhf turkmtanisclii ßrähnii
ISihrift! y pus (S ' AlpliHi>'t r un«! s, Nordturkisianischc Hrâhini, Typ H (SchriftI vpuM V),
Alphitlx-t t. N'unit urkiKtAniBch«* Brâhmi, Typ b (SchrifttypuH VI). Alphabet u Sudturki
stuniticht Rrâlinii 'Sfliriftlypufl VII). Alphubot v
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Turkistoniscfa-r ( j u p i a T y p (Schrifttypus III). Alphabet q ; Frühe turkwtanisoh«* lirAhitu
(Schrifttypus IV). Alphab«*t r IIIMI S. Nordturkist *nis<-h«- HrAhmi. T y p a (Schrifttypu* \
Alphabet t ; .Nonlturkistaiusch«- HrAhmi. T y p b (SchrifttyptIM VI). Alphabet 11; Süidtiirki
«taninchf Brähmi (Schnitt y pu.s VII), Alphabet v

6
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£
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r
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£
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*
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%
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*
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Turkistantscher G u p t a - T y p (Schrift typut» I I I ; • Alphabet «4 Frühe turkmtaniBche ßr&hmi
(SchnittvpuM IV). Alphabet r uiul k. NordturkistaniMchr Brfthmi. T y p a (Schrifttypus V),
Alphabet t . Nonltur Kistaniache Hrnhmi. T y p b (Krhrifttypu* VI), Alphabet u . Südturki
titanische Br&hmi (Sehriftt ypui» VII). Alphah«*t v.
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%
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s
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&
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$
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. . f
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l
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Türkistanischer U u p t a - T y p (Schrifttypua III), Alphabot q ; Frühe turkistani*ehf BrAhmi
(Schrifttypus IV), Alphabet r und s; Nordturkistanificho Brähmi, T y p a (Schnfttypuw V),
Alphabet t . Nordturkmtaniiiche Brähmi. T y p b (Schrifttypu« VI). Alphabot u ; Sudlurki
stanischo Brähmi (SohrifttypiM VII), Alphabet v
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V H s f J
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3 1
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1
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J* 5
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Turkwtaniacher G u p t a - T y p ( S c h r i f t t y p u s I I I ) , Alphabet q ; F r ü h r turkiataninchi- Br&hml
(Schrifttypua IV), Alphabet r und s . N o r d t u r k i s t a n i s c h r BrAhini. T v p a ( S c h r i f t t y p u s V),
Alphabet t ; N o r d t u r k i s t a n i s e h e B r â h m l , T y p b (Schrifttypus VI | Alphabet u ; Sildturki
staniache B r i h m i ( S c h r i f t t y p u s V I I ) , A l p h a b e t v.
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Turki*tanisch«-r C u p t a - T y p (Schrift typua III). Alphabet «1; Früh«* turkiatunuichc RrAhmi
(Schnitty|MIM IV). Alphabet r iiml s; NorriturkiKtaniftche BrAhmi. T y p a (Schnitt ypi LS V).
Alphabet t ; Nor« I ti i r K int an IMCIM* BrAhmi. Typ b (Schrift typti* VI). Alphabet u ; Süülurki
stamsch.- Brähnii (Schrift typii* VII). Alphabet v.
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Turkiat&niachcr G u p t a - Т у р ( S c h r i f t t y p u s I I I ) , Alphabet q , F r ü h e t urkMUKuaehc Br&hnii
( S c h r i f t t y p u s IV), A l p h a b e t r und «; Nordturkialanische Hráhmi. T y p it (Schrifttypii» V).
A l p h a b e t t ¡ Nordturkiatuniache Brùhmi, T y p b (Schrifttypua VI), Alphobet u ; S ü d t u r k i ataniache Brfthmi ( S c h r i f t t y p u s V I I ) , A l p h a b e t v.
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Turkiatanischcr Gupta T y p (Schrifttypua III), Alphabet q ; Frühe turkistaniache BrAhmf
(Schrifttypus IV). Alphabet r und a; Nordturkiatanische Br&hmi. T y p a (Schrifttypus V).
Alphabet t ; Nordturkistanische B r i h m i . T y p b (Schrifttypua VI). Alphabet u : Südturki
stanische Brahmt (Schrifttypua VII). Alphabet v.
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Turkiataniacher G u p t a - T y p ( S c h r i f t t y p u s I I I ) , A l p h a b e t q ; F r ü h e t u r k i s t a n i s c h c B r â h m l
( S c h r i f t t y p u a IV), A l p h a b e t r und «; N o r d t u r k i s t a n i a c h c Brfthmi, T y p a (Schrifttypuli V),
A l p h a b e t t ; Nordturkistaniache BrShmi. T y p b ( S c h r i f t t y p u a VI), Alphabet u ; S u d t u r k i •taniache B r t h m i ( S c h r i f t t y p u a VII), A l p h a b e t v.
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TurkiataniscluT Chiptn-Typ (Schrifttypus III). Alphabet q : Früh»* t u r k utiinisclie llmliiiii
(Schriftlypu-s !\
Alphabet r und H, NordturkiMtuniache ltr&hnii, T y p n (Sclirifllypu* V).
Alphabet t ; Nunlturkwliininche UrÄhnii. T y p h (Schriftlypua VI), Aiphat»ct u ; Siiilturki
stanische BrÄhmi (Schrifttypu* VII), Alphahct v.
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Turkistiiiiinchc-r G u p t a - T y p (Schrifttypus III), Alphabet q ; F r ü h e turkistanische BrAhmi
(Schriftlypiw IV), Alphabet r und s ; NordturkinUnische BrAhmi. T y p a (Schrifttypus V),
AlphnbH I : North urkiataniachc BrAhmi. T y p b (ßchrifttypua VI), Alphabet u ; Küdtiirki
RtantMclM »rill.im (Schrifttypus VII). Alphabet »
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Turkiataniacher G u p t a - T y p (Schrifttypua III), Alphabet q ; F r ü h e turkistaniache B r i h m i
(Schrifttypus IV), Alphabet r und
Nucdturkiataniache B r i h m i , T y p a (Schrifttypus V),
Alphabet t ; Nordturkistaniache Brihmi. T y p b (Schrifttypu« VI), Alphabet u ; Südturki
ataniache Brihmi (Schrifttypua VII). Alphabet v.
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Tocharisch '
Uigurisch

'
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1 Die F r e m d z e i c h e n wurden J . FILLIOZAT, F r a g m e n t « d e T e x t e s K o u t c h l e n s , 1948, entn o m m e n . Vgl. a u c h E . SIEG/W. SIIOUNO, T och a n s e h e Sprachreste, Sprache B, H e f t 2,
1953.
2 Die F r e m d z e i c h e n wurden A. v. GABAIN, Alttürkische G r a m m s t i k , 1950, e n t n o m m e n . A u s
d e r G e g e n ü b e r s t e l l u n g mit den tocharischen Fremdzeichen wird deutlich, d a ß die U i g u r e n
die B r ä h m i v o n den tocharisch sprechenden B e w o h n e r n der Turfan-Oase ü b e r n o m m e n
h a b e n . Vgl. hierzu s u c h A. v. GABATH, Die Schreiber der alttürkischen Br&hrnl-Texte,
S t u d i a Orientalin Fennica. Vol. X X V I I I , H e f t 6, Helsinki 1964.
3 Die sakischen F r a g m e n t e weisen gegenüber den S a n s k r i t h a n d s c h r i f t e n nur das F r e m d zeichen 9 a u f . Vgl. M. LEU MANN, Sakische H a n d s c h r i f t e n , 1934.
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The quiver and the bowcase
(165) 1. kei <kyeáa> 'quiver'. K kei.
2. tüpi <ttupi> 'its bottom'. K tüp.
(166) 3. qur oluq <lriTrnüükä> 'bowcase'. K quruyluq also kes q. 'quiver and
bowcase'
4. yasiq <yasikä> 'bow case'. K yasiq Türk dialect. The Oguz and the
Qifcaq do not know this word, they call it qurman'.
(167) 5. qapyaq <kapäha:kä> 'cover of the quiver'. K qapyaq.
6. yiyiryoq <yi}ji:räJ}ä:kä> Something which draws together the quiver'.Cf. K yiyril- 'to draw together (man his arms from cold, garment
shrunk from being washed)'.
(168) 7. kei yüki <kyeáá yüki> 'the binding or fastening of the quiver'. Cf.
Kirg. dzük 'blankets or pillows used for piling against the door*, K iik*to pile up', ükök T)ox'.

The bow
(169) 8. bayari <bajja:rai> 'its handgrip'. Kya bayri "the middle of the bow*.
9. sali <sadi> 'its flat side (of the bow$ handgrip)'. K sal 'raft'.
10. tutasi <ttuttasi> 'its handle'. K tut- 'to catch'.

The harness
(170) 11.
12.
13.
14.

yugun <yugu,na> 'bridle'. Kyugun.
tin <ttMia>_'halter'. K tin.
tizgin <ttisgi,na> 'reins'. K tin tizgin 'halter and bridle'.
yiy <yai^a:> 'horse bit'. Kyugun yigi *bit of the bridle' (DK read yik),
to *yig-'press\ yigi 'dense'.
15. ayd <aha.*ysi> 'its opening hole(mouth)'. K a yzi to ayiz.
16. saqaldruq <sakaladrruka> 'the throatstrap of a headstall'. K saqalduruq 'name for the thread woven from silk which is attached to caps
in order to fasten the cap underneath the chin so it does not fall off"
cf. further 5D 1137.
(171) 17. Uiy <idaiha:> 'attachment (on the harness)'. Uigh ilig tutuy 'attachment and ties', Kirg ilik 'zacepka'.
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The saddle
18. adrim <adrri,ma> Saddle pad'. Perhaps to K adir- "to separate (?
horsebackand saddle)'.
19. yapi <yapi> 'horsblanket*. K yapi teddlecloth, Cigil dialect.'
20. envdy <gmaysiha:> "the extremity of a saddle-bow*. Cf. K emzug 'tip
of a saddle-tree on front or back' (DK I 134 add 'first U altered from
original A(?)'.
21. komuldruy < ka,muladrriTha: > 'breast strap'. K komulduruk 'the
breast-girth on the saddle'.
22. qolun <kaluna> '(saddle) girth'. K qolan Saddle girth'.
(172) 23. toqo <ttaka> "belt buckle (with a tongue)'. K toqu 'belt buckle' and
CC to-£a_'Schnalle; Ring am Zaumzeug".
24. tUi <ttidi> 'its (the buckled) tongue'. K til.
25. utuy <uttuha:> 'a broad strap on the left side of the saddle'. Cf. K
utyun 'a broad strap on the saddle from the left side; the ring of the
girth is attached to it and fastened with a tongue(!)\
26. qiriy <kiraiha:> telvage (of the saddle)'. K qiryaq "the selvages of a
garment' to qiriy 'edge, border".
27. qudisyon <kudisa{ja,:na> "crupper strap". K quduzyun (so DK I 13,
until now misread), Kirg kuzuskan (A1 missy 1901 438). Osm. kuskun
< 'quyuzqun < 'quduzqun.
28. terkok <tterkaka> Saddle strap". Cf. K terku [terkdl] (DK read tergu)
Saddle strap".

The arrow
(173) 29. teyäk <tte^a;kä> 'incison on arrow". Teleut täk 'der Kerb am Ende
des Pfeils an den man ihn gegen die Sehne drückt'.
30. ulun <üliMiä> 'arrow shaft". K ulun.
31. kez <keysä> 'arrow notch". K käz.
32. töli <ttädai> 'its progeny?'. K töl, (or read toli 'a part of the arrow?').
33. tomo <ttomgu> "the round top of the (arrow) head(?)\ Cf. Kirg
tomo 'komel' roga; the root of the horn' to *torn 'round thing', K
tomur- "to cut rounded", Tara torn 'walzenrund, rund', Chag tomalaq
'round', Khaz tomar *tump of a tree, block, thick log' etc.
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The horse
34.
35.
(174) 36.
37.
38.
39.

alin <adMia> 'forehead'. K alin.
tulun <ttulu>a> temples'. K tulun "temple (of the head)'.
qasi < k a £ > 'its brim, eyebrow". K qaS.
qapaq <kagaka> 'eyelid'. K qapaq.
larpik <lriragika> 'eyelash'. K larpik.
yit qaraq <yi,tta karaka> 'pupil of the eye'. K ut 'but the Oguz say
M.

40. yurum qaraq <yuru^na karaka> 'the white of the eye '. K iiriin qaraq.
41. it] < y i a > yime". Kyitt.
(175) 42. yurjaq <yu r iiaka> ^mall hair". K yun.
43. til lay <tti£attaha:> 'molar tooth, crown of the tooth'. K til, tay.
44. any <aysaiha:> 'canine tooth'. K any.
45. yarjaq <yanaka> 'cheekbone'. Kyaqaq.
46. qasiy <ka§aiha:> 'inside of the cheeks'. K qasiy 'id., jaws'.
47. eyin <ehi,:na> Shoulder'. K agin.
(176) 48. ovuruy <auvuaruha:> Vertebra'. K owruy 'first vertebra of the
neck, the more correct form ... is oyruy" (without specifying the dialect).
49. sarjriq <sa,naraika> 'rump'. K sayri 'hide', Osm. 'rump'.
50. caUpr <cattakira> '?'
51. yildi <yi,dadi> 'descended?'
52. cato <catta> 'ladder?'. Uig. satu.
53. un <uvuna> 'rise!?'
(177) 54. art oyi <artta ayai> "the hollow of the nape'. K art 'nape', oy 'ravine'.
55. et] <§na> 'cheek'. K at].
56. tamyaq <ttamaha:ka> 'throat'. K tamyaq 'so the Turks, the Oguz
and Kipchak say tamaq 'throat, larynx", Turki tam yaq 'palate'.
57. akin <dkyna> 'upper shoulder'. Osm cigin (Redhouse).
58. yarin <yaryia> Shoulder blade'. K yarin:
59. eiun <esu^ia> the point of the shoulder'. K osun ^houlderblade'.
(178) 60. qan <karai> 'foreleg, upper arm'. K qari.
61. bilak <bidaka> "wrist, forearm'. K bilak.
62. aya < aya >_'palm of the hand (?)'. K aya.
63. yuzi <yuysi> 'its (sur)face'. Kyiiz.
64. buysak <buha:saka> 'upper chest'. K bugsak (DK±oksek).
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65. kokxa <kakuysa> "breast'. K köküz (DK kögüz).
(179) 66. sa arsay < sa,nárásaha: > 'the hindquarters of a horse where a second
rider sits'. K sinarsuq.
67. yan <ya^ná> docket or tips of the hipbone'. K yan (only this
meaning, not *ide").
68. orton yúz <artta,na yuysá> "the middle (sur)face'. K ortu, yüz.
69. tiz <ttiysá> 'knee'. K tiz.
70. boyun <baujjü,:ná> 'knuckle'. K boyurt, bo yum, (acc. to DK a later
hand corrected on K 201 the kesre to damma, i.e boyin to boyun
(more likely vice versa). [Read bögün ?]).
71. yoda <yada> "thigh'. Yellow Uighur, New Uighur yota, Turki yote,
yöte.
(180) 72. baqanoq <bakanaka> the frog in the horse* hoof. K BAQY(N)AQ
"the space between the two sides of a cloven hoof or one of the two
sides of a cloven hoof, BAQAY(N)UQ "the frog of a horse* hoof Y
has two dots beneath and one above. Cf. No. 85.
73. eyöcak <cfrau,:caka> "?' ? to K egin Shoulder", cf. 47.
74. öpka <aupáka> 'lung". K öpka, öwka.
75. yürak <yüraká> "heart". Kyürak.
76. bayir <bahai:ra> "liver". K bayir.
TI. tilaq <ttidaká> 'clitoris". K tüaq.
(181) 78. öt <auttá> 'gaU bladder". K öt.
79. suv(a)co(?) <s5vaca> "?'
80. qarrn <karnai> 'its belly". K qarin.
81. bidi <bidi> 'its face(?)\ Uigh. bet, or cf. "nirki, Khot bijek, bijik
'nipple, female breast' ?
82. böyan <bau|ja,:ná> 'caeőum'. K bögün (so DK, while, Cl read bükén).
83. yumur <yümurá> Stomach'. K yumur 'caecum of an animal'.
84. karyök <kará^a:ká> 'paunch (?)'. K kargük Something like the third
stomach (sheep)'. [Read qaryoql].
(182) 85. sarqanaq <sarka,öaká> "third stomach". K SAR.QIY(N)Q third stomach of a ruminant, the form with mm is a variant, as in Arabic mizab,
minzab, misar, minsar', cf. 72. baqanoq above.
86. bayirsoy <bahíLrásahá: > 'entrails'. K bayirsuq.
87. az eti <auysá etti> 'internal flesh(?)'. K üz is 'grease', but öz the
heart and what is inside the belly*.
88. özön < auysa,ná > 'internal part". Uigh őzen.
89. yürgak <yüragaká> "?'
(183) 90. Upacoq/ilpacök <idapacaká> "?"
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91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
(184) 97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.

o 6c <a,naca> 'larynx'. Uighur 6 uc 'id.', Kiig. o goc 'gullet'.
boyur <feau^u:ra> "kidney" K bogus.
yan eti <ya,nattai> 'flesh'. K et yen 'body flesh'.
kosri <kausarai> fcide of the chest'. K kosri (DK kiisri) 'ribcage'.
ey <gya> "rib?'. Cf. K eyegu 'rib (of animal)'?
biqin <bailrijna> 'hip'. K biqin.
toi <ttgu^a> Sternum, breast bone'. K ids.
sapyaq <sapaha:ka> "waist". K sapyaq.
yOk see 7.
qaraq see 39, 40.
tay see 43.
oy see 54.
eti see 86, 9L
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APPENDIX V
The fragment of the Turkic Sekt YBkmek
The Uighur text of the Sekt Yükmek was published by W.Bang in collaboration with A.von Gabain and G.R.Rachmati.This edition is based on
several fragments, among others a Scroll from the Stein Collection in London
(B. M. 8212: 104), two texts from Kyoto, many fragments kept in Berlin, and
two pieces from Petersburg, published by Radlov. The publication of Bang
appeared in the Türkische Turfantexte VI (SPAW 1934 93-192, repr. 1971).
The fragment in Tibetan script is now kept in West Berlin under the
code number Mainz 329, its word stock has been published by Clauson (1962
97-100). The ten lines of the fragment are on the right side of a page torn in
the middle. The text corresponds to the lines 142-162 of the one edited by
Bang. There are some discrepancies and perhaps also misreadings in Bang*
version.
Mainz 329 [1]. [..] bo-di-si-byid-lar [...]
bodisiwidlar
SY ed Bang [142].
bodistwlar
[2]. "iyn-ca "a-[ya]-yur "a-gri-[rla -y]ur ta-pyi-nur "u-du-nu[r]
inia
ayayur
ayirlayur
tapinur
udu-mtr
[144]. inca ayayur
ayrilayurlar
tapinur
udu-nur
[3]. -si-byid kyim gra-yu tyo-zun-lar "og-li | [_]tyo-zun
(bodi)siwid lam qayu tözünlär
oyii
tözünf...]
[146]. bodistw
qayu tözünlär
oyli
tözünlär
[4]. "eyr-tya-nu the-rin tyoz yil-diz no-mug "ug-sar *byi{ ]
ärtitfi

[148]. ärtingü

terit]

töz yiltt

nomug

uqsar

biflig)

tering töz yiltiz notnuy [149]uqsar ol

[5]. kyim "ol tin-lig tur-gra-ru | Tjyil-kya *byi-lig-li[g][ ]
lam ol tinliy turqaru
bilgä biliglig
[150]. tisär ol tinliy turqaru [151] bilgä bilig közün
[6]. t|i]r 'ol yo-grug Tjyi-lir | "byil-kya *byi-U[g][_.]
(ti)tir olyoquy
bilir
bilgä bilig
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[152]. títir ol yoquy [153] biligli bilgá

TO TURKDÍXX7Y

bilig

[7]. "al-gro tyo-iog yog gru-rug kyor-sar "ol tin-lig[._]
alqo törög yoq quruy körsár ol tinliy
[154]. alqo tőrlügüg yoq quniY kőrsár[155] ol tinliy
[8]. kyoig "u-la'-di | "al-di tyor-hi[g] [ya]-gri-din grud-ru
körk ulati
alti törtüg
yayidin
qutru
[158]. körk ulati
alti törlüg yayilarta üni qurtulur
[9]. gru-rug [_]ir | "oyn kyog yi-ma •[_] "og "c[_]
quruy [titjir
őngög yima [ol] oq á[rűr]
[158]. quruY
títir
öng körk[159]yimá ol oq árür
[10]. sa-[.]i[.] [—Jinc byi-lig yi-ma "al-[„]"og[._Ibyil
sa[qincj [qiljinc bilig yima al[qo] oq[m&] bi[l-]
[161]. saqiní
qiliní[162] bilig yükmákig alqo insá bilmii oqmiá
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